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Ansrnlcr

Wool production differences between sheep maintained under similar environmental

conditions appear to reside in the functioning of individual follicles. The investigations

presented in this thesis utilise the differing wool producing abilities of two strains of Merino,

finewool and strongwool Merinos. The relationships between wool production (on both a unit

area and individual follicle basis) and skin and follicle characteristics, blood flow and

microvasculature of the skin and incorporation of 3H-glucose and 35S-cystine by the skin were

examined.

The differences in the structure and function of wool follicles and their association with

frbre production were examined in 6 finewool Merinos (Camden Park) and 6 strongwool

Merinos (East Bungaree). The strongwool Merinos produced 2.4 times more wool per unit

area of skin and 3.5 times the volume of fibre per follicle than the hnewool Merinos, when

both groups were maintained under similar environmental conditions. The finewool Merinos

had a higher follicle density, but a lower average volume of germinative tissue in the follicle

bulb and the skin than the strongwool Merinos. The rate of cell production in the follicle bulb

was greater in the strongwool Merinos than the finewool Merinos, but the proportion of bulb

cells entering the fibre was not significantly different between strains. The number and

volume of cells in the bulb and the cell length and volume of the cortical cells, and tended to

be greater in the strongwool Merinos than the finewool Merinos, but also were not statistically

different between strains due to a high 'between-sheep, within-strain' variation. Wool

production per unit area of skin was highly correlated with the total volume of germinative

tissue in the skin (r = 0.91; P < 0.01). This relationship was true for the strongwool and

hnewool Merinos and also in two groups of sheep from the same genetic base with one group

selected using a WOOLPLAN index and the other a randomly-bred flock. It was concluded a)

that genotype may determine the volume of potential mitotically-active follicle tissue in the

skin, and b) that wool production on both a follicle and unit area of skin basis is not controlled

by a single character, but rather is the result of a cumulaúve effect of a number of

cha¡acteristics.
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The physiology of the skin associated with high levels of wool production was further

examined. In particular, blood flow through the skin of the strongwool and finewool Merinos

was investigated using a laser Doppler velocimeter. This method was highly correlated with

estimates obtained using 57Co-microspheres (r = 0.92; P < 0.01) although the absolute values

estimated by the microsphere technique were significantly greater (P < 0.001). Strongwool

Merinos had a significantly greater rate of blood flowing through the skin than finewool

Merinos (P < 0.011) and this was associated both with wool production per unit area of skin (r

= 0.58; P < 0.02) and with follicle density (r = -0.44; P < 0.1). It was concluded that a) blood

flow has an important role in the level of wool produced both within and between strains of

Merino, and b) the laser Doppler velocimeter is a useful tool for the study of blood flow in the

skin of sheep.

The microvasculature of the skin was examined using an infusion of silicone rubber

into the deep circumflex iliac artery within the abdominal flank region of eight Merinos. The

area of cascular tissue per unit volume of skin was independent of blood flow, wool growth

and follicle density, both within and between strains of Merinos. The limitations of the

technique used to examine the microvasculature, and its effect on the results are discussed.

The uptake of 3H-glucose and 35S-cystine by the skin and follicles was examined both

in vitro and in vivo to determine if the follicles of the strongwool Merinos were capable of

utilising the large nutrient pool supplied by the high rates of blood flowing through the skin.

The skin and follicles of strongwool Merinos incorporate similar amounts of 3H-glucose and

35S-cystine per unit weight of skin than finewool Merinos. It was also found that the amount

of radioactivity retained by the skin generally was not dependant on the amount of

radioactivity supplied to the skin and follicles.

In summary, this study determined that strongwool Merinos have higher levels of wool

production than finewool Merinos due to the presence of a large amount of tissue capable of

producing fibre. This characteristic is maintained by a high rate of blood flowing through the

skin. 'Wool production and blood flow through the skin are not influenced by the underlying

anatomy of the microvasculature, nor is wool production restricted by the ability of the

follicles to utilise nutrients from an extracellular pool for hbre production. Finally, the

implications of this study and the usefulness in, and effect on, programs for selection of

superior wool-producing genotypes are discussed.
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We stand upon the intellectual shoulders of the giants of bigone days

(Claude Bernard, 1855)
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Objective measurement of various components of wool growth was introduced in the

1960's and is currently used to select superior wool-producing sheep for breeding purposes,

with the aim of increasing overall wool production. These objective breeding programs have

increased the amount of wool grown per sheep, but at a rate slower than that predicted by

genetic studies (Rose, 1987). Rose (1987) attributed the lack of progress to the selection for

wool production characters as being inefficient. The ability to identify superior genotypes

would improve with the successful identification of key determinants of fibre production. This

could provide an alternative to the cuffent objective assessment of wool growth. The

identification of characteristics of the skin associated with high levels of wool production

would also allow selection of superior genotypes at a younger age. This may provide an

additional cost saving, related to the early culling of unwanted animals and also increase the

rate of genetic progress due to the mating of selected animals at a younger age.

Skin-based selection procedures have previously been unsuccessful due to a lack of

knowledge of the complex interactions occurring in the wool follicle population (Davis &

McGuirk, 1987). This suggests that

"...the conventional and somewhat simple-minded approach (to single selection of

fleeceweight components) is inadequate in what we know as an interactive and

dynamic set of physiological processes...' ' (Davis & McGuirk, 1987).

There is, thus, a need to understand the physiology of wool growth and the underlying

mechanisms that determine differences in efhciency of wool growth between sheep. This may

then allow a more rapid improvement in wool growth genetics through the identification of

new selection criteria.

Variations in wool production are evident between breeds, strains and individual sheep

in the same flock. Differences in wool production between sheep in a flock may be due
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to (i) the amount and quality of feed eaten,

(ii) the efficiency of digestion and absorption of nutrients from the alimentary canal,

(iii) the efficiency or pattern of general metabolism, or

(iv) the efficiency of wool follicle metabolism (Schinckel, 1960).

These variables would aptly apply to all sheep (i.e. sheep of different breeds and strains) in the

same environment. Studies of sheep with different genetic potential for wool production have

shown that the first three of the above biological variables are of minor importance in

determining differences in wool growth, suggesting that the source of the differences reside in

the functioning of the skin and its population of wool follicles. Evidence for this is presented in

the following review of the literature.

The purpose of the present study was firstly to examine the relationship between

follicle characteristics and wool produ.tion und, secondly, to obtain a better understanding of

the underlying mechanisms associated with these characteristics in sheep with differing levels

of wool growth. An understanding of these factors will increase the likelihood of identifying

potential a¡eas for manipulation and selection of superior wool-producing genotypes. The

following review of the literature provides a brief introduction to the degree of variation of

wool production between and within sheep populations, followed by a detailed description of

the physiological factors which affect wool production on both a per unit area of skin and per

individual follicle basis. Only relevant material published prior to the commencement of the

present work (June, 1990) is considered in this review. More recent studies are examined in

the following chapters. Special emphasis has been placed on the factors which cause

differences in wool production between sheep, rather than treatments imposed on sheep at

non-physiological levels or conditions known to alter wool production rates on individual

sheep. Nevertheless, there are some instances where it has been necessary to examine

characteristics which vary within sheep in order to understand the factors which may control

wool production.

1.1. SHenp usno roR tHn stuoy or woot cRowtrt

A large amount of va¡iation is evident in the level of wool production between breeds,

strains and individual sheep due to differences in both the rate of growth of the wool and the

characteristics of the f,rbres. Studies have been conducted to determine the gross differences in

,)
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wool growth benveen breeds, with differences of up to 3007o being observed between breeds.

Such differences are the basis for a breeds' use in the sheep industry (Table 1.1.b). For

example, the Lincoln, a carpet-wool sheep, produces twice as much wool as a finewool Merino

(Daty & Carær, 1955), whereas the Border l-eicester, a meat sheep, produces a third as much

wool as the strongwool Merino (Langlands & Hamilton, 1969). These differences in wool

growth are irrespective of feed regimen (Weston, 1959; Table l.l.a,b).

Table 1..1.a. Wool production levels for different Merino strains with reference to the
feeding conditions (either controlled intake trials with the individual animals fed
in pens [pen fed] or the animals maintained outdoors with the feed intake being
unknown [grazing])

Strain Clean Fleece Reference

Weieht (Feedins Reeime)

3

)

Strongwool Merino

Mediumwool Merino

Finewool Merino

Strongwool Merino

Finewool Merino

Strongwool Merino

Finewool Merino

4.1 - 5.1

3.7 - 4.6

3.0 - 3.6

3.7

2.4

Dunlop et aI., (1966)

(pen fed)

Weston (1959)

(pen fed)

3.7

2.3

Weston (1959)

(srazine)

The Australian Merino is distinguished from other breeds by a high ratio of secondary

to primary wool follicles (S/P; primary and secondary follicles are described in detail in

Section 1.3, pl7). A high S/P ratio is associated with a high density of fibres per unit area of

skin, which is in turn related to the low average fibre diameter typicat of the Australian Merino

(Table 1.2; Turner et a1.,t986). Despite these distinguishing features of the breed, there is

considerable genetic variation in the rate of wool production between strains of the Merino

(Tables 1.I.a and 1.2). The development of the Merino strains arose from cross breeding as

well as selection for a particular type of sheep for a certain environment, thereby resulting in

differences in bodyweight, fleece production and wool qualities such as fibre diameter and

other skin characteristics (Table 1.2) (reviewed by Hogan et aI-, t97g).
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Table 1.1.b. Wool production levels for different breeds with reference to the

feeding conditions (either controlled intake trials with the individual
animals fed in pens [pen fed] or the animals maintained outdoors with
the feed intake being unknown [grazing])

Breed

4

CleanFleece

V/eieht (kg/v)

Reference

(Feedine Regime)

Lincoln

Corriedale

Polwanh

Finewool Merino

BorderLeicester

Dorset Horn

Southdown

Strongwool Merino

Finewool Merino

Finewool Merino

Coniedale

Polwarth

Coopworth

Perendale

Hi-fertility Romney

Romney

Coniedale

Coopworth

Perendale

Romney

Border Leicester x Merino.

Corriedale

Polwarth

Strongwool Merino

Peppin Merino

Daly and Carter (1955)

þen fed)

Langlands and Hamilton (1969)

(gazing)

Mullaney et al., (1969)

(gazing)

Joyce etal.,(1976)
(gazing)

Sumner (L979)

þen fed)

Atkins (1980)

(grazing)

5.9

5.2

3.9

3.0

2.7

2.1

1.1

3.8

2.9

2.4

3.1

2.9

3.7

3.3

3.0

3.5

4.3

4.4

3.1

4.5

3.0

3.5

2.7

3.5

2.8
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Table 1.2. Wool characteristics of the six major Australian Merino strains (from Hogan

et a1.,1979\. Note the positive relationship between the upper values of follicle

density and S/P ratio and the negative relationship between follicle density and

fibre diameter

5

Strain Bodyweigh

t (ke)

Greasy fleece Mean fibre

weight (kg/V) diameter (¡rm)

Follicle

density

(no./mm2)

s/P

ratio

Saxon Merino

Spanish Merino

Peppin Merino

F.\il. S.A.Merinol

M.W. S.A.Merino2

S.V/. S.A.Merino3

35-40

45-50

55

60-65

60-65

60-65

3.2

5.0-5.5

5.9-6.4

6.4-6.8

6.4-6.8

6.4-6.8

t8-21

20-27

2r-25

2L-25

2l-27

24-30

49-87

56

57-80

42

54-65

33

t5-25

23

t9-27

t6-19

I Finewool South Ausralian Merino

2 Mediumwool South Ausralian Merino

3 Strongwool South Ausralian Merino

Even within smins of Merinos there is a high degree of genetic va¡iation (reviewed by

Turner, 1977). In particular, flocks of sheep have been selected on single cha¡acteristics to

develop 'genetically-different' sheep for experimental pqposes. These flocks were established

in the 1950's by the New South Wales Department of Agriculture at Trangie, by the C.S.I.R.O.

at Cunnamulla in South West Queensland (Turner, 1958), which were later moved to Armidale

(N.S.W.) in 1967, and at Roseworthy (S.4.). The initial flocks were selected for and against

high fleeceweight (designated Fleece-plus and Fleece-minus lines, respectively), and flocks for

other cha¡acteristics have since been established. For example, there has been selection for and

against skin-folds (Dun, 1964), fibre number, staple length, fibre diameter, wool weight per

unit area of skin (Rendel & Nay, 1978), primary follicle density, SÆ ratio, and follicle depth

(Jackson & Nay, unpublished; cited by Davis & McGuirk, 1987) The objectives of the flocks

a) were to determine the heritabilities of clean fleece weight and its components and b) to

establish flocks which exhibited large differences in the various selection traits.
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1.2. PHvsror-ocrcu r.lctons .lprncrrNc woor, pRooucrroN pnR uxlr,lRu
OF SKIN

V/ool growth per unit area of skin responds to a number of factors such as nutrition,

metabolism, internal and extemal environments* and genotype of the sheep. 'Whether 
a

differential response between sheep to these factors is causing differences in wool

production is unknown. The importance of each of these factors in inducing differences in

wool growth due to a differential response by the sheep when subjected to the same conditions

will be discussed below.

1.2.1. Internal and external environment

Wool production per unit area of skin varies between sheep of different ages due to

change in nutrient demand from body growth during development and maturation, to wool

production in the adult (Corbett, 1979). The age of peak wool production differs between

breeds, for example Rambouillets, Romnelets and Canadian Corriedales reach maximum fleece

weight at two years of age with production declining from four years of age (Slen & Banky,

1958). Most Merinos obtain peak wool production at three to four years of age (Brown et al.,

1966; Turner et aL.,1968; Mullaney et a|.,1969; Rose, 1974). It is therefore unlikely that the

change in nutrient demand with stage of development would differ sufficiently between sheep

of similar ages to be a major cause of differences in wool growth.

Pregnant and lactating ewes generally produce less wool per unit area of skin than non-

pregnant sheep. This is due to an increase in the rates ofprotein synthesis and energy usage

rates in the maternal animal (Blaxter, 1964) which results in a decrease in total wool

production in the ewe. However, there is disagreement as to whether pregnancy or lactation

has the greater effect on wool production (pregnancy greater - Brown et a1.,1966; Turner ¿t

aL.,1968; Mullaney et aL.,1969: Rose, L974: lactation greater - Kennedy & Kennedy, 1968;

Armstrong & O'Rourke, L976) and this uncertainty may be due to confounding factors such as

environmental differences between flocks. The effect of pregnancy and lactation on sheep

with different wool growing capacities is still equivocal. For example, no difference was

* 
Internal environment refers to factors such as physiological state, disease slatus and age, whereas external

envi¡onment refers to factors such as temperature and photoperiod.

6
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found in the effect of pregnancy nor lactation on wool production between a flock bred for

high wool growth and a randomly bred flock @rown et al., 1966), whereas Williams (1,979)

found a greater depression of wool growth in pregnant Fleece-plus ewes than in Fleece-minus

ewes.

The disease status of the sheep and the presence of parasites is known to affect wool

production. It is unknown whether there is a differential response of genotypes varying in

wool production to disease, i.e. are high-wool producers less susceptible to disease than low-

wool producers ? The heritability of resistance to a number of diseases is moderate to high

(reviewed by Donald, 1979; Nicholas, 1987; Piper, 1987; Raadsma & Rogan, 1987), and, a

príori, there may be some difference in the level of immunity and/or susceptibility to

infection, although this difference is unlikely to be a major cause of differences in wool

production be¡reen genetically-different sheep.

Similarly, effects of temp€rature on wool production have not been investigated

between genotypes differing in wool production. The effects of photoperiod on sheep in

general have been reviewed extensively (Huæhinson & V/odzicka-Tomaszewska, 1961;

Hutchinson, 1965; Ryder & Stephenson, 1968; Hutchinson,I9T6) and it is known that

Merinos are minimally affected by photoperiod in contrast to other breeds (flutchinson,

1965). Ahmed et al. (1963) reported that the wool production of Fleece-plus and Fleece-

minus sheep responded in a simila¡ manner to phooperiod changes over a 12 month period.

This suggests that changes in daylength are unlikely to be a major cause of difference in the

amount of wool produced per sheep within the Merino breed.

1.2.2. Nutrition

There is uncertainty about the inter-relationship of bodyweight, feed intake, wool

production and the efflrciency of wool production*. Wool production is related to feed intake

(Allden, L979) and bodyweight @erguson, 1972), but these factors only account for a small

proportion of the genetic va¡iation in wool production between sheep. Fø instance, when

liveweight differences are taken into account, there tvas no difference in intake between

breeds (Daly & Carter, 1955), strains (Weston, 1959), or selection flocks (Ahmed et al.,

7

t Efficiency of wool production refers ûo fhe amount of wool produced per unit of dry maúer intake.
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1963; V/illiams & Miller, 1965; Dolling & Piper, 1968). This suggests that intake is

detemrined by liveweightrather than intake per se determining the level of wool production.

V/itliams (1979) concluded that differences in wool production between sheep within a flock

may be due to intake differences between the sheep but it does not contribute to genetic

variation. It is concluded ttrat breeding for increased fleece weight has not resulted in any

major changes in the energy-requirements needed to cause or maintain changes in liveweight.

There is general agreem€nt that sheep with high rates of wool production tend to be

more efFrcient convertors of feed to wool when comparisons between breeds (Langlands &

Hamilton, 1969; Joyce et a1.,1976; Sumner,1979), strains and selection flocks (Weston,

1959; Dunlop et a1.,1960; Ahmed et a1.,1963; Dunlop et a1.,1966; rWilliams & Yy'inston,

1965; Williams, 1966; Dolling & Piper, 1968; Saville & Robards,1972\ and sheep within

flocks (Schinckel, 1960; Dolling & Moore, 1960, 1961; V/odzicka-Tomaszewska, 1966) are

conducted (table 1.3). These results indicate that efficiency of feed conversion to \ilool

contributes 50Vo to X)Vo of the va¡iation in wool production. Wilüams (1987) concluded that

the genetic capacity for wool production is not dependant on the quantity nutrients available to

the sheep, rather it is the manner in which the nutrients are utilised.

The large differences in efficiency of wool gowth may be a result of differing

priorities on nutrient partitioning bet'ween wool production and bodyweight gain. For

example, Border I-eicester and Dorset Horn a¡e large sheep breeds noted more for mothering

ability and meat production than for wool production, and this may explain why they are

relatively poor converters of feed to wool (fable 1.3) (Langlands & Hamilton, 1969). Also,

bneeds producing lambs \ilith high weaning weights tended to be less efficient in converting

feed to wool production when Perendale, Coopworth and Romney (high fertility and control

flocks) sheep were studied (Iable 1.3) (Joyce et aI.,1976). V/ool growth rate is dependant

on both the relative availability of nutrients to all tissues of the body and the relative rates of

biochemical reactions competing for the same nutrients @lack & Reis, 1979). Black and

Reis (1979) reviewed nutrient partitioning between wool growth and other body functions

and applied available data to a simple computer model designed to predict wool production.

They concluded that the muimum velocities and/or affinities for nutrients in tissues other

than wool are likely to affect wool growth rate by affecting the nutrients available to ttre

8
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follicle. This may generate differences in wool gowth benveen sheep which have either

different partitioning of nutrients or differences in the kinetics benreen tissues.

Unfornrnately, these partitioning theories have not been examined in sheep with different

wool growing capacities.

Table 1.3. Wool growth rates, relative efficiency of wool production as a
proportion of dry matter intake (DMI) and the feeding regimen (pen

fed ys grazing) under which the experiment was conducted with
different breeds and strains of sheep

Relative effrciency.

Mean wool growth (Wool Growth/DMI) Pen fed or grazing

Brced rate (gld) (Vo of finewool Merino) andreference

Lincoln 16.1 L7l-L23

Corriedale 14.3 102-109 Pen fed

Polwarth I0.7 106-110 (Daly and Ca¡ter, 1955)

Finewool Merino 8.2 100

9

Border I-eicester

Dorset Horn

Southdown

Strongwool Merino

Finewool Merino

Corriedale

Coopworth

Perendale

Romney

7.3

5.8

3.0

10.4

7.9

11.8

12.0

8.5

10.1

73

55

47

154

100

120

t12
86

100

Grazing

(Langlands & Hamilton,

1969)

Pen fed

(Sumner, 1979)

Strain
Mediumwool Merino

Strongwool Merino

Finewool Merino

Strongwool Merino

FinewoolMerino

Snongwool Merino

Finewool Merino

LO.0-12.6

11.3- 13.9

8.2-9.8

10.0

6.6

10.0

7.2

1 t5-124

124

100

Pen fed

@unlop et a1.,1966)

Pen fed

(Weston, 1959)

118

100

tL9
100

Grazing

(Weston, 1959)
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1.2.3. Metabolism

Differences in digestive function have been proposed as a possible mechanism for

differing wool production level amongst sheep and may explain differences in efficiency of

conversion of feed to wool (Schinckel, 1960). There arc no differences in the digestive

abilities of sheep genetically-different in wool production, nor are there any differences

between sheep wittrin a flock, when sheep are offered feed of varied digestibilities and energy

and nutrient levels (Weston, t959; Dunlop et a1.,1966; Piper & Dolling, 1969a; McClelland

et a1.,1986). Comparisons between finewool and strongwool Merinos (Weston, 1959), and

both Merino (Piper & Dolling, 1969b) and Romney McCletland et a1.,1986) Fleece-plus and

control flocks indicate ttrat there is no difference in the digestive ability benveen the selection

flocks. They conclude that the enhanced efficiency observed in high-wool producers are

predominantþ due to differences in the utilisation of absorbed nutrients after digestion for

wool production, rather than due to differences in digestive ability.

Concentrations of blood metabolites, biochemical markers and genetic polymorphisms

(i.e. distinct forms of a particula¡ cha¡acter which va¡ies within a population, e.g. blood

groups) and their relationship with wool production have been examined extensively (Table

1.4). Only those factors which a¡e associated with wool growth, or those where there are

conflicting results, will be discussed here. In most cases, the physiological effect of the

metabolites is obscure. It is unlikely that differing levels of utilisation and/or absorption of

the metabolites are factors determining differences in wool production between sheep. If the

genes for the metabolites, markers and polymorphisms are closely related to genes

determining the level of wool production, they may be useful as genetic markers.

Hough et al. (1988) found a higher level of plasmá cr-amino nitrogen in the Fleece-

plus sheep than in the Fleece-minus sheep, but it is not lmolvn which amino acid contributed

to the higher levels, nor \ilas this difference consistently observed (Williams, 1987). The

sulphur amino acids, methionine and cystine*, are the principle arnino acids which stimulate

* 
Cystine refers ûo both lM cystine and/or 2M cysoeine (or half-cystine) in this thesis unless the specific

amino acid is intended, for example in refererrce to cysteine hydrochloride.

10
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Table 1.4. Blood metabolites, biochemical markers and genetic

polymorphisms which have been studied in association with wool

growth

Reference

Metabolites rWilliams et al., L97 2a; 1986; Williams,

1976;1984; Hough et al., L988

Sumner, 7979; McCutcheon et al., 1987 ;

Hough et a1.,1988; Cottle, 1988;

Clark et a1.,1988

McCutcheon et a1.,1987; Cottle, 1988;

Cla¡k et al.,1988
Hough et a1.,1988; Cottle, 1988

Hough et al., L988

Hough et al., L988

Hough et al.,1988
Hough et a1.,1988; Cottle, 1988

Hough et al., L988

Cottle, 1988

McCutcheon et al., 1987 ;

Hough et a1.,1988; Cla¡k et al., L988

Cottle, 1988

Markers Hopkins et al., 197 5; Clark et al., 7989

Cottle, 1988

Novikova, 1978; Perchikhin, 1980;

Cla¡k et al.,1989

Novikova, 1978; Perchikhin, 1980;

Cla¡k et a1.,1989

Cottle, 1988

Cottle, 1988

Cottle, 1988

Cottle, 1988

Cottle, 1988

Hopkins et a1.,1975

Mayo et a1.,1970; Cottle, 1988

Mayo et a1.,1970

11

Plasma creatinine

Plasma glucose

Blood acetate

Bloodlactate

Plasma long chain fatty acids

Plasma hydroxybutyrate

Plasma cr-amino acid nitrogen

Bloodprotein

Plasma urea

Blood cholesterol

Plasma cystine

Plasma urea

Er¡hrocyte glutathione

Glutathione peroxidase

Alanine aminotransferase

Aqpartate aminoEansferase

Calcium

Phosphorous

Magnesium

Copper

7-inc

Potassium

Haemoglobin

R blood group

Transferrin

Polymorp

et al t970
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wool growth (Reis, 1970; reviewed by Reis, 1989) and the metabolism and utilisation of

these two amino acids have been studied extensively in the Merino. I-evels of plasma cystine

are consistently lower in Fleece-plus than in the Fleece-minus sheep (Williams et aI., L972a;

1986; Williams, 1976; 1984; Hough et a1.,1988), despite the fact that the quantity of cystine

entering/leaving the extracellular compartment does not differ benreen the two flocks

(Williams et al.,1972a; Williams, 1976). The reason for the different plasma cystine levels

in sheep of differing wool growing capacity is still undetermined but it has been suggested

that the incorporation rates of cystine into wool are unlikely to be responsible for differences

in cystine concentration in the plasma (Williams, 1987).

A higher level of plasma urea is found in Border Leicesters than in finewool Merinos

and this variation is attributed to differences in intake per unit metablic bodyweight (Sumner,

1979). Conversely, there are signifrcantly lower levels of plasma urea and creatinine in

Romneys selected for greasy fleece weight compared to a control flock (McCutcheon et al.,

1987; Clark et a1.,1989; Thomson e, a1.,1987). This is consistent with findings of low

circulating tuea concentrations in cattle of genetically-superior merit for millc/milk fat

production (Iilakaratne et a1.,1980; Sejrsen et a1.,1984; Sinnett-Smith et a1.,1987) and

sheep and pigs of superior merit for lean tissue growth (Mersmann et a1.,1984; Bremmers ¿t

al., 1988; Ca¡ter et a1.,1989; Van Maanen et a1.,1989). In fact, canonical discriminant

function of urea and creatinine, along with copper and magnesium, correctly classified90%o

of Corriedale rams on the basis of greasy fleece weight (Cottle, 1988). These studies suggest

a cornmon genetic association between protein deposition and plasma urea, however, other

studies have not found a similar relationship (Mackenzie et a1.,1988; Hough et al., 1988).

For example, Hough et al. (1988) found no difference between Merino Fleece-plus and

Fleece-minus in levels of plasma urea.

Fleece-plus sheep had significantly higher levels of blood acetate and lactate than

Fleece-minus sheep Qlough et a1.,1988). Williams (1987) suggested that the different

concentrations of acetate \vere unexpected due to two factors. Fintly, the level of acetate in

the blood is largely determined by acetaæ production during microbial digestion in the rumen

(Pethick et a1.,1981) and, secondly, ther€ is apparently only a small variation in microbial

digestive capability between genot¡pes (Piper & Dolling, 1969b). The difference in acerate

t2
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concentration may result from metabolic differences between genotypes due to a difference in

utilisation and/or partitioning of the acetate between the skin and other organs (discussed in

Section I.2.2).

Merino sheep with high rates of wool production tend to have high concentrations of

potassium and low concentrations of reduced glutathione in erythrocytes (Hopkins et aI.,

1975), whereas Romney rams selected for greasy fleeceweight had similar concentrations of

reduced glutathione to those of control rams (Clark et a1.,1989). A genetic association has

also been demonstrated between fleece weight and activities of the enzymes alanine

aminotransferase and aspartate aminotransferase in plasma of Lincoln ewes (Novikova, 1978;

Perchikhin, 1980). Selection for activities of these enzymes in plasma was considered to be a

more effective means of increasing fleece weight than direct selection. However, Clark et aI.

(1989) found no significant difference in the level of enzyme activity between Fleece-plus and

control lines of Romney rams, nor was there any correlation between enzyme activity and wool

growth. The function or role of these metabolites in relation to wool growth are obscure,

however, the metaboliæs may be indicative of differences in biochemical pathways within the

Lincoln breed.

1.2.4. Endocrine status

A number of hormones is known to influence wool production and has been reviewed

by Wallace (1979). The effect of hormones on wool gro'ù/th was extensively demonstrated by

Ferguson et al. (1965) who wore the first to separate the effects of nutrition from those of

hormones. However, there is little evidence that endocrine status differs significantly between

genotypes and is a potential source of variation in wool production levels. This section only

describes the hormones which have been examined in sheep with differing wool growing

abilities and instances where the relationship between wool growth levels and the physiological

endocrine status between sheep has been studied.

Cortisol is the major corticosteroid present in the plasma of sheep (Bassett & Hinks,

1969). There is no relationship between inherent levels of wool growth and cortisol levels,

since the concentration of plasma cortisol measured in Fleece-plus and Fleece-minus sheep did

not differ despite large differences in wool growth (Williams et a\.,1986). Hynd (1989b)

supports this with unpublished information in which there was little effect of cortisol on the
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uptake of 3g-ttrymidine by the skin both i¿ vivo and in vitro, and concluded that cortisol has

little effect on wool glowth at physiological levels (O.2 - 0.8¡tg/100rnl). It is known that

wool growth is stimulated by cortisol at concentrations slightly above physiological levels (<

2¡tgtræml; Chapman & Bassett, L970), although this may be an indirect effect of increased

feed intake. Conversely, high doses of cortisol (> 3pgll00ml) decrease and often stop fibre

growth (Lindner & Ferguson, 1956; Donald, L979) due to a depression of mitotic activity and

size of bulb cells (Chapman et al.,1982).

Hough et al. (1988) measured levels of hormones in the the Fleece-plus and Fleece-

minus ewes and found no difference in plasma growth hormone nor plasma insulin levels.

They did observe a significantly higher level of plasma thyroxine in the low-wool producers

than the high-wool producers. This is in agreement with others who compared Romneys

selected for greasy fleece weight with a control flock of Romneys (Clark et a1.,1989). They

found ttrat the fleece-weight selected rams had lower plasma concentrations of thyroxine

which were maintained, although not always at signifrcant levels, throughout different

nutritional regimes. More recentþ, Williams et al. (1990) compared thyroxine and tri-

iodothyronine in wethers from the Fleece-plus and Fleece-minus flocks and found no

difference between the flocks fed at two levels of nutrition. They concluded that genetic

variation in the rate of wool growth was not due to differences in the activity of the ttryroid

gland. Others have found that only LSVo to 30Vo of normal levels of thyroxine are needed to

maintain wool growth at original rates in thyroidectomised sheep (Ferguson et a1.,1965

Maddocks et a1.,1985; Hynd, 1989b). Hynd (1989b) attributed ttre inability of thyroxine to

stimulate wool growth above 'normal' levels to thyroxine having a facilitatory role rather than

a regulatory role in wool production. This suggests that thyroxine may be like an ion/off

switch'rather than having an incremental effect. It is concluded that thyroxine is unlikely to

be a factor causing differences in wool growth between sheep with different wool growth

capacity.

Reklewska (1975) reported a positive correlation between wool growth rates and

plasma catecholamine levels in ram lambs but not in ewe lambs. Adrenaline does not appear

to affect cell division rate of the follicle bulb (tlynd, 1989b) and is unlikely to directly affect

wool production, since adrenalectomy did not alter wool growth in sheep (Ferguson et al.,

t4
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1965). Others have indicated that intradermal injections of both adrenaline and noradrenaline

produce a reduction in the uptake of 35S-cystine (Cunningham et a1.,1979; unpubtished data

cited by Wallace, 1979). It is still equivocal whether changes in wool growth are due to a

direct effect of the hormones or to the decrease in the blood supply resulting from

vasoconstriction.

One of the major limitations of the hormonal studies of genetically-different sheep, is

that only total plasma concentrations have been examined. Many hormones are released

episodically and the frequency or height of the peak may cause differences in wool gowth.

Alternatively, hormonal response may be determined by the receptor activity or number.

Thus the role of the endocrine status and its function in determining the level of wool

production between genetically-different sheep can not be discounted.

1.2.5. Rlood flow

High levels of wool production may be related to a greater apportioning of nutrients to

the skin and its follicles or to the ability of some follicles to utilise available nutrients more

effectively. Indirect evidence suggests that varied levels of blood flow to the skin may affect

wool growth rates. For example, unilateral sympathectomy resulted in a greater rate of wool

growth on the sympathectomised side which was attributed to the removal of the sympathetic

action of causing vasoconstriction at low temperatues (Ferguson, L949). Temperature

changes which induce vasodilation or vasoconstriction, and thus alter the nutrient supply to

the wool follicles, have also been reported to affect wool growth @oney & Griffiths 1967;

Lyne et a1.,1970; Jolly & Lyne, 1970). When skin temperature was used as an index of

cutaneous circulation in a study of Romney Ma¡sh sheep, it was concluded that differences in

blood supply accounts for approximately 507o of the variation in wool growth over the body

of the sheep (Coclcem, 1962). This is furttrer supported by a computer simulated model

which has shown theoretically that there would be aSOVo increase in wool growth by

doubling skin blood flow (Black & Reis, L979).

Serchell and Waites (1965) examined the va¡iation of skin blood flow in different

regions of 7 Merinos and 4 Southdowns. They found that blood flow through the skin,

expressed as a fraction of cardiac oulput, \ilas not significantly different between the breeds.

However, if the breed difference benveen each site are analysed separately, skin blood flow
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in the back, midside, underbelly, lower shoulder and midrump differed significantly between

breeds (Table 1.5). This suggests that there is generally a difference in blood flow to the skin

in the major fleece-bearing areas, whereas in the regions where less wool is produced, i.e. the

head, ears, and legs, there is no difference in the blood flow estimates.

Table 1.5. Blood flow through skin of Merino and Southdown sheep.

(adapted from Setchell & Waites,1965)

Siæ Blood flow (mVmin/g tissue * s.e.m.) tobs

(to.ss.s=1.80)Merino (n=7)t Southdown (n=4)l

L6

Back

Mid-side

Belly

Mid-shoulder

Lower-shoulder

Mid-rump

Lower-rump

Front leg

Rearleg

Nose

Forhead

Ear

1.20

1.13

o.97

r.25

1.19

1.20

1.03

0.88

0.66

t.o2
1.38

1.05

(0.07)

(0.06)

(0.04)

(0.07)

(0.08)

(0.08)

(0.10)

(0.0s)

(0.0s)

(0.14)

(0.08)

(0.14)

0.80

0.77

0.70

0.96

o.92

0.71

o.99

0.75

0.76

1.27

1.30

1.04

(0.16)

(0.14)

(0.08)

(0.13)

(0.14)

(0.18)

(0.1s)

(0.13)

(0.10)

(0.14)

(0.1s)

(0.03)

2.62"

2.gg*

3.30*

1.40

1.gg*

2.90"

0.24

1.09

-0.40

o.28

o.52

0.28

t n is the number of sheep in which blood flow through the skin was measu¡ed
* 

significant at P < 0.05

In studies of hair growth in the rat, it has been noted that blood vessel density is

associated with hair growth and varies according to the stage of the hair cycle (Haddow and

Rudall, 1945; Durward and Rudall, 1949). They found that there was a greater density of

blood vessels at the advancing edge of the hair zone, implying a relationship benveen hair

growth and blood flow.

Ryder (1956) observed anatomical differences in the arrangement of cutaneous

capillaries be¡ryeen breeds of sheep. The Suffolk, Romney, Border Leicester and Masham

have capillary networks vdthin the demris which are poorly developed, with many vertical

vessels and few horizontal ones beneath the subepidermal net. However, the V/elsh

Mountain breed has a well-developed network, ofæn with extra layers of horizontal vessels.

Ryder proposed ttrat these diffe,rcnces may reflect adaptation to certain environmental
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conditions, and that a well-developed network is a primitive feature. This is contrary to the

conclusion of Nay (1966) who suggested that the 'straight' foltcles and the simple

arangement of the associated vessels may be considered a primitive feature. Despite this, it

is evident that differences exist benveen the anatomy of the microvasculature of the skin and

follicles, but whether this is related to genetically-determined levels of wool production is

unknown.

1.2.6. Summarv

This section examined the literature concerning the possible causes relating the

functioning of the whole body to differences in wool production be¡veen 'genetically'-

different sheep. It is concluded ttrat metabolic differences such as digestion and absorption of

nutrients from the gut, blood metabolites and endocrine status appear not to be associated

with genetic wool-producing capacity. Thus, differences in wool production between sheep

in similar environmena possibly lie in the functional unit of wool gtowth, the follicle.

1.3. THn srrN. rts ror Ltct,ns nNn rrnRn

Wool follicles ale ingrowths of, and are continuous with, the epidermis (Frg. 1.1).

At the base of each follicle there is a bulb enclosing the dermal papilla, the cells of which

rarely divide. The cells present in the bulb divide rapidly and are pushed up the follicle shaft

as the fibre is formed. The frbre is surrounded by three layers of cells collectively known as

the inner root sheath (Frg. 1.1) which includes the inner root sheath cuticle, Huxley's layer

and Henle's layer. Huxley's layer and the cuticle of the inner root sheath are unicellular in

sheep, the cuticle lying closest to ttre fibre and interlocking with the frbre cuticle @ogers,

1959; Chapman & Wa¡d, 1979). Su¡rounding the innerroot sheath is the outerroot sheath

which is continuous with the epidermis.

Follicles are described as being eitherprimary or secondary (Wildman & Carter,

1939), determined by their order of initiation and distinguished histologically by their

associated accessory stn¡ctures. All follicles have sebaceous glands formed from the

epithelial lining of the follicle and enclosed in a thin capsule of connective tissue. Eccrine
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(sweat) glands, which are coiled, unbranched ducts opening onto the surface of the skin, and

a branched muscle joining the follicle to the skin surface, known as the ¿urector pili, are

associated only with primary follicles. Secondary follicles have neither eccrine glands nor an

¿urector pili muscle.

Figure 1.1. Diagrammatic representation of a primary wool follicle sectioned
longitudinally (from Chapman & Ward, lg79). This figure
demonstrates the anatomy of the wool follicle. The anatomy and
processes which occur in many of the zones are further described in
the text.
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1.3.1. Follicle develonment.

The development of the wool follicle has been described in detail by Hardy and Lyne

(1956a,b), Fraser and Short (1960) and Ryder and Sæphenson (1968) and will only be

covered briefly here. Pre-natal follicle initiation begins as a local aggregation of cells in the

basal layer of the epidermis and an accumulation of underlying mesodermal cells (tlardy &

Lyne, 1956a). An oblique plug forms from the proliferation of the epidermal cells which

develops concurently with the sebaceous and eccrine glands. The epidermal cells lengthen

and flatten above the accumulated mesodermal cells and the base of the follicle invaginates

enclosing the mesodermal cells, forming the dermal papilla. Elongated inner root sheath cells

form a growth 'cone' above the dermal papilla and the 'cone' elongates and several streams of

cells differentiate in concentric fashion. The outer layer hardens when its tip is about half-

\ilay up the follicle shaft to form the Henle's layer. The tip of the fib,re begins to keratinise as

it reaches the sebaceous gland, after which the growth 'cone' fragmens. The tip of the fibre

enters the frbre canal and then emerges from the skin surface.

All wool follicles are initiated before birth, but only the primary and some original

secondary follicles produce emergent fibres in utero. Fraser (1954), Schinckel (1955) and

Sho¡t (1955a) found that the development of both primary and secondary wool follicles was

completed by the time lambs are several months old. It has been proposed that a reaction-

diffusion system of epithelial origrn controls hair follicle initiation and development (recently

reviewed by Nagorcka & Mooney, 1989). Briefly, they propose a system whereby there are

three, as yet, unidentified morphogens which react with each other and diffuse through the

dermis. 'When the concentrations of the morphogens arc either above or below a certain

threshold, they act on the genome of differentiating cells and commit them to specific t¡pes.

This may signal the development of the follicle (Nagorcka & Mooney, 1985; Nagorcka,

1986; Nagorcka et a1.,1987). Once a group of cells has been committed and differentiates

into a particular cell type, the morphogens rnay alter the distribution of the compounds in the

remaining tissue. This allows for the sequential development and positioning of the many

structures of the follicle. The distribution of the components within bottr the dermis and

follicle bulb determines the arangement of primary and secondary follicles and their
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subsequent growth (Nagorcka & Mooney, L982; Nagorcka, 1984; Mooney & Nagorcka,

198s).

1.3.2. Follicle function and wool growth.

Wool follicles are dynamic organs in which proliferation, migration, protein

biosynthesis, hardening and controlled degradation simultaneously in the fibre and inner root

sheath (Chapman, 1986). Cell division occurs in both the region a¡ound the dermal papilla in

the follicle bulb, and along the length of the follicle in the outer root sheath. The germinative

region of the follicle is situated in the bulb of the follicle. Mitotic activity ends at a height of

one cell layer above the apex of the papilla @raser, l9&), however there is some controversy

as to whether all of this lower region is able to undergo division. Fraser (l9g) and Adelson

et al. (1990) observed bulbs exhibiting assymeric mitotic activity. The majority of reports

are in agreement with Schinckel (1961), who found no concentration of mitotic activity itr any

particular segment of the bulb of follicles from sheep of 10 different phenotypes. It is

generally assumed, and the contrary has not been observed, that the growth fraction of the

bulb is ority, implying ttrat all cells undergo division @ullough & Laurence, 1958; \Milson &

Short, 1979; Williams & Winston, 1987; Hynd, 1989a). Indeed, Fraser (1965) found no

signifrcant difference berween the percentage of differentiating tissue in the bulb and the

potentially mitotically-active tissue suggesting that all cells in the bulb are capable of division.

The destiny of the bulb cells is still a matter of some controversy, although it is

generally accepted that the cells are committed to enter a particular part of the follicle or fibre

at the time of their formation (Chapman & V/ard, 1979; Chapman et al., 1980; Potten, 1985;

Hynd, 1989a). Differentiation of cells within the germinative region into outerroot sheattr

cells, companion cells (Onvin , t97l), inner root sheath and fibre cuticle cells (Woods &

OnÃ/in, L972) is detectable, suggesting that specific regions of the bulb do give rise to specific

cell lines. The opposing view espoused by Montagna and Parakkal (1974), is that follicle

cells are pluripotent and move randomly into one or other of the various layers of the follicle.

However, there is little evidence to support this contention.

The outerroot sheath cells proliferate along the length of the follicle. The cells of the

outer root sheath have been identified as belonging to two populations (Chapman et al.,

1980). The proximal population forms the outer root sheath of the lower half of the follicle
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and undergoes renewal in the region from the bulb to half-way up the follicle. This is the

region where the greatest proliferation occurs in the outer root sheath. It is mainly in the

suprabulbar region and around the keratogenous zone of the fibre where the outer root sheath

is thickened (Chapman, L97l). The distal population comprises the outer layers of the outer

root sheath above that previously mentioned, and the epithelium around the follicle lumen.

The inner root sheath cells move out of the bulb and up the follicle ahead of

contemporaneously-formed cells of the hair and wool fibre in both humans and sheep (Epstein

& Maibach, 1969; Chapman, l97I: Chapman et a1.,1980). The proximal population of the

outer root sheath cells initially move towards the inner root sheath, then move distally within a

peripheral population of the outer root sheath cells. After migration, the outer root sheath cells

cornify, degrade and slough into the follicle lumen above the point where cells of the inner

root sheath are shed (Chapman, l97l; Gemmel & Chapman I97I; Chapman et a1.,1980). The

outer and inner root sheath cells that slough at any one time are not necessarily formed

together due to the proliferation of the inner and outer root sheath cells at different levels in the

follicle.

1.3.3. The fibre

The wool fibre consists of an outer cuticular layer of cells which surround the inner

cortical region. The cortex is comprised of spindle shaped cells, arranged side by side with

their long axis in the direction of the fibre. Intercellular cement and, often in fibres with a

diameter greater than 40¡rm, a medulla complete the hbre a¡chitecture. The cuticle cells make

up approximately L07o of the fibre weight and consist of three layers. Arranged from the

outside into the coftex the layers are: (i) the epicuticle- a chemically resistant membrane

complex (Lindberg et a1.,1949), (ii) the exocuticle and (iii) the endocuticle (Rogers, 1959).

The cortical cells have finger-like ends which interdigitate with neighbouring cells (Rogers,

1959). The internal structure of the cortical cells is comprised of cell membranes, nuclear

remnants and spindle shaped components of decreasing size ranging from macrohbrils,

through microfibrils to protofibrils (Fig. 1.2.;'Filshie & Rogers, 1961). These structures have

been identifred by light and electron microscopic examination of the intact fibre and the

separated cells. Further analyses of the chemical composition of the fibre cells have been
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Figure 1.2. Schematic representation of the internal structure of a non-
medullated wool fibre (from CSIRO Division of Protein Chemistry;
adapted by Williams, 1991)

made of intact fibres (ward et a1.,1955; simmonds, 1956; Bradbury, 1960), separared

cuticle @lliot & Roberts, 1957; Bradbury er a1.,1966) and cortical cells (Ward et at., L955).

The microfibril - matrix complex within the cortical cells üe an assembly of keratins

which can be classed into several heterogenous groups; low sulphur, high sulphur and

glycine-tyrosine proteins (Fraser et al., L972: 7976). The low sulphurproreins are rhe major

component of the microfibril complex and contain all the methionine and most of the lysine

Present in wool (Marshall & Gillespie, L977). The high sulphur proteins have a sulphur

content greater than that of whole wool, but this varies considerably, depending on the

nutritional status of the sheep. These proteins are rich in cystine, proline and serine and

include the ultra-high sulphur proteins in which up to 30Vo of the amino residues are cystine.

Depending on the distribution of the macro- and microfibrils wittrin the cells, cortical

cells are classed as either ortho-, para,- meso- or metacortex with the fint nvo being the most

common. Orthocortical cells have a high microfibril:matrix ratio with approximately 60Vo of

the cell being composed of microfibrils arranged in a whorl-like pattern within small discrete
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macrofibrils. In contrast, the paracortical cells have a low microfibril density (approximately

30Vo) and the microfibrils are arranged in an open hexagonal ¿uray, while the matrix is heavily

cross-linked with disulphide bonds @ogers, 1959; Kaplin & rWhitely,1978; Onvin et al.,

1984; Powell & Rogers, 1986). Meso and metacortex are of intermediary composition

between orthe and paracortex.

The complex arrangement of the cellular components and the quantities of amino acids

needed for the keratinisation of the fibre provide much scope for causing differences in wool

production between sheep. Indeed, fibres with large diameters tend to have a high proportion

of large orthocortical cells in contrast to a high proportion of paracortex in frbres with low

diameters (Orwin, 1989). Apríori, frbre production is dependant on the supply, uptake and

utilisation of nutrients by the follicle.

1.3.4. Nutrition of the follicle

Nutrient supply to the follicles for energy and protein synthesis is a consequence of

both blood flow to the skin and the concentration of nutrients in the blood. Although blood

flow to the skin has been studied extensively in relation to temperature control (e.g. Hales er

a1.,1976:Bel7 et al.,1983),little work has been undertaken relating blood flow to the supply

of nutrients to ttre skin and wool follicles of sheep (see section 1.2.5).

The principles of follicle nutrition have generally been extrapolated from the effects of

whole body nutrition on wool production. The major nutritional factors affecting wool

gro\ilth are the amounts and proportions of amino acids, especially lysine, methionine and

cystine, available for wool gro''wth (reviewed by Reis, 1979; 1989). Lysine and methionine

a¡e essential amino acids obtained only from absorption from the gasnointestinal tract.

Cystine is a non-essential amino acid for the sheep and can be obtained from transulphuration

of methionine, primarily in the liver, and an extracellular pool in the skin @ownes et al.,

L976). Cystine does not necessarily have to pass through an intermediate stage in the skin

since most is extracted directly from the circulatory system by the follicles @ownes, 1965).

The high rates of cell division and protein synthesis in ttre follicle do require high

levels of energy, although the supply of energy to wool follicles is not an important factor

limiting wool growth (Reis, 1969; Black et al., L973; Kempton, 1979; Reis et aL,19sg).

Isolated wool follicles a¡e capable of oxidising both actetaæ and glucose invito g.eng &
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Stephenson, 1965). Acetate also accounts for half of the energy substrate utilised by the TCA

cycle in isolated human hair follicles (Adachi & Uno, 1969). Other than these studies, there

is little detailed information on energy metabolism in wool or hair follicles. Likewise there

are no data concerning the uptake and absorption of nutrients and whether these factors differ

between sheep.

1.4. SrrN cnnn¡crnnrsrrcs assocrnrnn wrrn woor,
PRONTICTION

Clean wool growth can be described in terms of its components, which include

smooth body surface, degree of wrinkle, mean fibre cross-sectional area, mean frbre length

and mean number of fibres per unit a¡ea of skin (furner, 1958). Genetic correlations

between fleece weight and bodyweight indicate ttrat the differences in clean fleece weight are

predominantly associated with differences in wool production per unit a¡ea of skin rather than

any large difference in surface a¡ea of skin @rown & Turner, 1968; Turner et a1.,1970;

Pattie & Ba¡1ow,1974). A priori,mean fibre cross-sectional a¡ea and fibre length determine

the volumetric fibre production, whereas the mean number of fibres per unit a¡ea of skin is a

function of the number of wool-producing follicles perunit area of skin (Williams, 1987).

Genetic differences in wool growth a¡e also related to differences in the morphology and

function of the follicles in the skin of sheep. These will be discussed below.

1.4.1. Fibre and follicle number

The mean number of frbres per unit area of skin (frbre density) is a function of the

number of active wool-producing follicles per unit a¡ea of skin. Follicle number,

development and activity can be modified by prenatal, early postnatal and present nutrition

(Schinckel, 1955; Short, 1955a,b: 'Weiner & Slee, 1965; Everitt,1967). Maternal

environment also has a strong influence on follicle initiation and developmen! atthough

follicle number and activity are ultimately believed to be genetically-determined (Fraser &

Short, 1960). For example, genetic differences were the largest source of variation for total

follicle number in a study of the effect of a reciprocal transplantation of fenilised eggs from

V/elsh Mountain sheep and Lincolns (Weiner & Slee, 1965).
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Fleece weight is correlated with fibre density in finewool, mediumwool and

strongwool Merinos (Young & Chapman, 1958; Turner et a1.,1968; Nay & Hayman, 1969;

Ba¡low, 1974; Brown & Turner, 1968) and accounts for up to 86Vo of the differences in

clean fleece weight (Dun, 1958). Average fibre density differs more between individuals than

between strains (Carter & Cla¡ke, 1957a; Dunþ, 1962) but is breed related (Carter &

Clarke, L957a,b; OnÃrin, 1989) indicating that there is a large genetic component to the

variability of fibre and follicle density. In Merino sheep, there is also a low, positive genetic

correlation benveen wool weight and fibre number but this correlation decreases under

selection systems due to the negative conelation between density and fibre volume @rown &

Turner, 1968).

1.4.2. Follicle distrihution and morohology

In terms of follicle arrangement, an increase in wool weight per unit area is the result

of an increase in the number of secondary follicles and a corresponding change in S/P ratios

(Nay & Hayman, 1969; Ba¡low, t974: Jackson et a1.,1975; Abouhetf et a1.,1984; V/illiams

&Winston,l987:Miekle eta1.,1988)ratherthanachangeinthe numberofprimaryfollicles

and follicle groups as was originally believed (Dun, 1958). In general, there is a g¡eater

va¡iation in ttre number of secondary follicles than the number of primary follicles between

sheep due to differences in the number of secondary derived follicles @lack, 1987).

Differences in the degree of curvature of follicles were first noticed and studied in

Peppin Merinos (Nay, 1966; Nay & Johnson, 1967) and later in finewool Merinos (Nay &

Hayman, 1969; Nay & Williams, 1969). They found that follicle chord length, curvature and

depth are all correlated with wool production per unit area of skin. Experiments using the

fleece weight selection flocks indicated that a genetic correlation exists betrveen fleece weight

and follicle curvature which is highly repeatable over a number of diets (Nay & Jaclson,

1973; V/illiams & Vy'inston, 1987) and ages (Gonzâhez et a1.,1933) but not affected by sex,

year or litter size (Jackson et a1.,1975).

1.4.3. Selection for skin characteristics

E:çerimental flocks with a single skin cha¡acteristic as the selection criterion (Section

1.1) were initiated with the lnowledge that certain characteristics were associated with wool
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production. When selection is solely for clean fleece weight, there is an associated increase in

the components of fleece weight (Turner et a1.,1970) (Table 1.6). However, in the case of

selection for fleece weight with skin characteristics as the criterion, there was little increase in

any line (Table 1.6).

Table 1.6. Percentage change in clean fleece weight and the components of
clean fleece weight resulting from selection of Merino sheep with the

components of clean fleece weight as the selection criteria

Selection character

26

Vo dtfferencein

component with

fleece weight as

criterion

Vo dtfferencein

fleece weight with

component as

criterion

Reference

For Against

Clean fleece wt.

Wool weighË

Fibne numbeË

Fibre diameter

Staple length

SÆ ratio

Primary follicle no.

SÆ ratio

Follicle depth

Follicle number

Tandem selection

t8.2 -t4.6

N.DS.

L3.7 0.4

-1.0 -3.1

7.O -4.6

N.D.

N.D.

8.4 N.D

N.D.

N.D.
N.D.

+13.1*

-0.4*

+1.1*

+5.4*

Tvrner et al.

Tumer et al.

Tumer et al.

Tumer et al.

Tmer et al.

(1e70)

(1e70)

(1e70)

(1e70)

(1e70)

-13.5

-7.3

-5.4

-16.1

5.67

10.0î

6.17

-0.5*

-1.7"

3.6*

N.D.

N.D.

N.D.

N.D.

N.D.

N.D.

Rendel & Nay (1978)

Rendel & Nay (1978)

Heydenrych et al., (1984)

Jackson & Nay (unpubl.)#

Jackson & Nay (unpubl.)#

Jackson & Nay (unpubl.)#

¡l

f
#

$

per unit a¡ea of skin
difference from contrrol as a percentage of control line
percentage deviation of high line from low line
ciædby Davis & McGuirk (1987)
not done

The poor response of wool production change when fleece weight components were

the breeding selection criteria may be a result of compensatory changes in other components

of fleeceweight@endel&Nay, 1978;Davis&McGuirk,l9B7:Moore etal.,19g9). For

example, selection for follicle number ¡esulted in a decrease in fibre volume (furner et al.,

L97O). This response can be explained by the follicle competition theory (Fraser, 1951;
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1953), which suggests that follicles compete with those around them for a fibre gowth-

limiting substrate. Therefore, if follicle density is high, competition for substrates also is

high and the fibres produced will have a low volume. The density of the follicles will have a

greater influence on the dimensions of the frbre rather than on the total amount of wool

produced @raser & Shon, 1952; tWilliams, 1987). Alternatively, but leading to the same

result, it has been proposed that there is a genetically-determined development capacity which

defines the amount of fibre-producing tissue (Moore et a1.,1989). They suggested that the

effect of selection for a single skin characteristic was to change the disribution of frbre-

producing tissue amongst initiation sites.

Sheep selected for high wool production would theoretically have stronger

competition benveen follicles. This, then would lead to a larger negative relationship between

fibne density and volume than those with lower wool production. In a situation where the

limiting substrate is deficient, the increase in wool production would not be as great as when

there are no nutrients limiting wool growth. This differential response to external stimulü is

referred to as a genoqpe - environment interaction. If measurements are made under

conditions where there is adequate feed, e.g. in pens or feed lots rather than under field

conditions, the genotype - envi¡onment interaction may be compensaæd. The masking of

genetic va¡iation between animals within flocls by environmental variation has been observed

in many cases (flamilton & Langlands, 1969; Williams ef al.,l972b; Barlow, 1974) and may

also partially explain why selection experiments have assymetrical responses in wool gro\r,th.

The conflicting results of Rendel and Nay (1978) and Heydenrych et al. (1984) (Table

1.6) may be related to the genot)?e - environment interaction. Rendel and Nay (1978) found

no change in wool production when S/P ratio and number of primary follicles were the

selection criteria and explained this result using Fraser's competition theory (Fraser, 1951;

1953). They stated that ttre increase in the follicle number per unit area of skin would not lead

to inqeased wool ploduction since the available nutrients are redivided amongst a larger

number of follicles. However, this competition only takes place when there is a limited

supply of substrates, either due to an internal or external inadequacy. Heydenry ch et al.

(1984) suggested that the competition theory was inoperative in their situation. They also
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used the SÆ ratio as their selection criteria and in their trial, the genotype - environment

interaction was minimised and a predicted response recorded.

A hypothesis was proposed that follicle cha¡acteristics reflect some intermediate

cha¡acter in ttre chain of determination between the gene and the wool character. This led to

the suggestion that it may be possible to predict wool production ability from skin stmcture

(Jackson et a1.,1975). The characteristics were described in a causal model which indicated

that the components of density, S/P ratio, depth and curvature accounted for 837o of the

genot¡pic variation berween sheep in wool production. By canonical regression, Jackson and

his co-workers concluded that there \ilere three independent pathlvays, i.e. three genes or

groups of genes, of genetic control. First, via S/P ratio controlling frbre density; secondly,

via straight deep follicles which control fibre lengttr and; thirdly, via the number of primary

follicles and the follicle group density which controls both diameter and density. On this

basis, it was suggested that selection lines for some of these cha¡acters should be established

to determine the practicality of using them as selections for fleece weight. However, in

unpublished work from Jackson and Nay (cited by Davis & McGuirk, 1987) there was very

little change in clean fleece weight when high follicle number and depth were individually

selected, although when both were selected together (tandem selection) there was a slight

increase in clean fleece weight (Table 1.6).

The majority of the selection flocks have been small and unreplicated leading to

problems such as inbreeding and random genetic drift @avis & McGuirk, 1987). Despite

these limitations, it appears ttrat the individual components of clean fleece weight are highly

interrelated and the relationship of skin characteristics to wool production is unclear. Since

single selection for any of these characteristics has not affected total wool production it is

necessaÍy to understand the physiological relationship bet'ween attributes of the follicle and

wool growth.

1.5. INF.I.IIF.NCE OF THE F.OI I ICI E ON wool PRODUCTION

The early work of Schinckel (1961; 1962) provided the foundation for the study of the

relationship between wool production and follicle morphology and kinetics. Schinckel

(1961) compared ten sheep with different fleece phenot¡pes and concluded that at leasr two

thirds of the difference in the rate of fibre growth was due to differences in the number of
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cortical cells produced in the bulb and the remainder due to differences in cortical cell volume.

This was supported by a second experiment involving one sheep fed two levels of nutrition to

create different rates of wool growth (Schinckel,7962). He determined ttrat a 156%o increase

in wool production was the result of a 567o increase in the rate of cell production and a 647o

increase in the volume of individual frb're cells. He surmised that differences in the number of

cortical cells produced were due to differences in the number of germinal cells rather than

germinal cell volume or cell turnoverrate, despite a small difference in turnoverrate.

1.5.1. Follicle morphologv

A priori,fibre production is determined by the rate of division of the bulb cells, the

proportion of these cells entering the frbre p er se and the size of cortical cells forming the

frbre. These are, in turn, potentially determined by the volume and the number of cells in the

bulb and the number and rate of cells undergoing division at any time. Due to ttre diffrculty of

quantifying these factors, there is a dearth of data describing all of the possible cha¡acteristics

associated with wool production and, of the available work, there is little general agrcement

between authors as to the mechanisms responsible for different levels of wool production

(Iable 1.7). Many of the experiments have used nutrition to generate differences in wool

production and these results witl be discussed with reference to possible genotypic effects

when appropriate.

Table 1.7. Changes (percentage) in the volume of fïbre produced (flrbre

volume), the amount of germinative tissue in the bulb (germ tissue),

the number of cells per bulb (no cells/bulb) and the mean volume of

these cells (bulb cell vol) associated with improved nutrition

Fibre volume* Germ tissue* No cells/bulb* Bulb cell vol.*

29
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'Wilson & Short (L979)
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33

8t

46#
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Generally, the rate of wool production is positively correlated with the amount of

gemrinative tissue in the bulb, whether germinative tissue is described in terms of either bulb

volume or diameter (Table 1.7 - Fraser,1965; Henderson, 1965; Short et a1.,1965; Wilson

& Short" L979; Hynd, 1989a). For example, Wilson and Short (1979) found that bulb width

and daily fibne production \ilere significantly correlated (r = 0.80, n = 10). The absolute

percentage change of germinative tissue present in the skin from low to high levels of

nutrition varies between experiments (Table 1.7) and seems to be dependant on how

genrrinative tissue is described. As an example, Williams and Winston (1987) measured bulb

diameter when they compared Fleece-plus and Fleece-minus sheep fed at two levels of

nutrition. There was an increase in fibre production associated with improved nutrition in the

Fleece-plus sheep and a small, non-significant increase in the fibrre production of the Fleece-

minus sheep (Table 1.7). Despite these differences in wool production, there lvas no

significant difference in follicle bulb diameters between the two dietary levels (Iable 1.7), in

agreement with Short et al. (1965) who also used bulb diameter to describe germinative

volume. This is not surprising since ttre bulb approximates a sphere, thus a small difference

between the diameten of rwo bulbs would be equivalent to a much larger volume change.

This theory is supporæd by the conclusions of Henderson (1965) who dissected individual

follicles taken from three groups of Romney sheep fed at three nutritional levels. After

measuring the lengths and widths of the fibres, follicles and dermal papillae, he found that

there was a significant positive conelation benveen fibre length and follicle dimensions, but

there was no relationship benveen the latter and fibre diameter. He concluded that follicle

dimensions (i.e. length and width) have only a small and inconsistent influence on fibre size

berween sheep. It is concluded that bulb diameter, as a single dimension measurement, does

not vary as much as bulb volume, as a 3-dimensional measurement, when there is a change in

wool production induced by nutrition. When all the results are considered, it appears that

there is a significant relationship þnveen wool production and the volume of germinative

tissue in the bulb.

'Whether 
the volume of germinative tissue in the bulb is determined by the number of

cells, the volume of individual cells in the bulb or a combination of the two remains unclear

(Table 1.7). For example, when a single Merino elve $ras subjected to two levels of nutrition
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(Short et a1.,1965), there was an increase in the volume of individual bulb celTs (2LVo) with a

smaller increase in bulb cell number (l2%o). In contrast, Fraser (1965) compared the

germinative volume of nvo Romney sheep at two different times (Juty and October) during

which an increase in wool production is presumed*. He measured the cross-sectional area of

serial bulb sections and calculated germinative volume from this and the section thickness.

Fraser concluded that the change in germinative volume was a result of a change in bulb cell

number rather than cell volume, in agreement with results obtained by Wilson and Short

(1979). The latter found a large difference in bulb volume (SOVo) and cell number (477o), and

these two parameters were highly correlated (r = 0.81, n = 10), but there was no difference in

the mean bulb cell volume benveen two groups of five Peppin-Merino sheep fed at a low and

a high level of nutrition (Table 1.7). Although the total number of cells in the bulb was not

correlated with daily fibne production, an analysis of variance indicated that cell number was

influenced by feed intake (V/ilson & Short,1979).

Hynd (1989a) observed similar changes to those of 'Wilson and Short (1979) when he

examined five strongwool Merinos, a Corriedale and a f,rnewool Merino at two levels of

nutrition . He reported a3}7o increase in the average volume of germinative tissue which

was associated with a 33Vo tncrease in wool growth and an increase in the number of cells in

the bulb. However, cell volume was assumed to remain constant at 426prrf (derived from

'Wilson & Short [1979]), and this was used to determine cell number. There is no evidence

for constant cell size, so this assumption must be questioned.

1.5.2. Follicle kinetics

The response of frbre production to nutrient intake should reflect a change in the

activity of the follicle, i.e., the number of cells produced by the follicle bulb. Fraser (1965)

speculaæd from his work involving the dissection and measu¡ement of individual follicles

from Romney, Merino and Border I-eicester sheep, ttrat the one of the main causes of

variability between sheep was a difference in the rate of cell division. He concluded that this

would control the relationship benveen fîbre length and diameter, since the follicle can readily

* 
There are many reports which suggests that there is an increase in wool production in Romney sheep over
this period of time in New 7*aland, e.g. Storey & Ross (1960), Sumner & V/ickham (1969), Bigham el
al. (1978).
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accommodate kinetic changes without large changes in papilla and bulb dimensions. The

kinetics of the follicle bulb are described in three different terms; (i) the number of cells

produced per unit time, (ii) the turnover time of the bulb, and (iü) the mitotic density. Each of

these are interrelated, however they are not associated with wool growth in a similar manner.

The relationship of each with wool growth will be discussed separately below.

Most work has indicated that there is an increase, although somewhat varied, in the

number of cells produced in the follicle bulb associated with an increase in wool growth due

to improved nutrition (Table 1.8). There tends to be a linear association of fibre production

with cell production rate when the latter is expressed as the number of cells produced per hour

per bulb (Schinckel, 1962; Short et a1.,1965; rü/ilson & Short, L979; Hynd et aI., L986;

Hynd, 1989a). \ü/ilson and Short (1979) found that the rate of cell proliferation in the bulb

was highly correlated with the volume of daity fibne production, in agreement with results of

others. Hynd et al. (1986) generated arange of wool gowth rates by switching one Merino

from a high level of feed intake to a low level, a second Merino from a low level of nutrition

to a medium level andfeeding a ttrird Merino on a high energy - highprotein ration. They

found a positive relationship between daily fibre production and the number of cells produced

per bulb. Finally, the number of cells dividing per hour per bulb accounts for a significant

proportion of the va¡iance in wool production under multþle linearregression (Wilson &

Short, 1979; Hynd, 1989b) which suggests that the number of cells dividing in the bulb plays

an importantrole in determining frbre production.

Turnover time describes the time it takes the total population of cells in the bulb to

rene\ry themselves. It is a function of the number of cells in the bulb and the number of cells

entering mitosis over time (Fraser, 1965), however the relationship of this with fibre

production is unclear (Table 1.8). Some workers found a negative relationship between fibre

production and tumover time, i.e. as fibre production increase, the cell population replaces

itself more rapidly resulting in a shorter bulb turnover time (Short et a1.,1965; Fraser, 1965;

V/ilson & Short, 1979). However, turnover time did not account for any variance in wool

production in a linea¡regression model (Wilson & Short, LgTg),and others have found no

correlation (Fraser, 1965; Hynd, 1989a). Fraser (1965), in his experiment involving two

Romneys, rcported one sheep which showed an increase in turnover time due to a change in
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Table 1.8. Changes (percentage) in the volume of fibre produced (fibre

volume), the number of cells undergoing division (Mitotic number)

and the turnover time of the bulb associated with improved nutrition

Fibre volume* Mitotic numbef Turnover time*

33

Short etal., (1965)
'Wilson & Short (1979)

Williams &Winston (1987); Fl +

Williams &'Winston (1987); Fl -

Hynd (1989a)

156

109

43

7

33

$r
81r

t2#

25#

35t

-31

-26
N.D$

N.D

0

* 
Percent change associaæd with an increase in nutrition

t expressed per bulb per hour

# expressed per unit volume of germinative tissue

$ notcalculated

mitotic density, whereas the other animal showed no change in mitotic density and thus no

change in turnover time. The latter may once again represent no change in wool production

since no measurement was made of wool growth. Similarly, Hynd (1989a) assumed bulb

cell volume \ilas constant and used this assumption to determine bulb cell number and thus

turnover time, which in turn may have affected his estimates of turnover time. The

relationship between wool growth and nrrnover time is equivocal, partly due to the lack of

studies. Tumover time, however, does have the potential to alter fibne production since it has

been shown that turnover time varies between follicles \üithin species and is influenced by

nutrition. For example, the turnover time of human-hair follicles has been reported to range

from23 hours (Van Scott et a1.,1963) up to three days (Hoffman, 1953). Mather and Geo

(L976) found that undernor¡rished rats had poor hair growth (both in diameter and in length)

compared to control rats and this was associated with an increase in cell turnover time due to

an increase in the G2- and S-phases of the cell cycle.

'When ttre activity of the follicle is expressed as the number of cells undergoing

division per unit volume of bulb tissue, i.e. mitotic density (Fraser, 1965), the relationship

with wool production is less clear. It should be noted that mitotic density is not a function of

turnover time unless the number of cells in the bulb is taken into account. Schinckel (1961)

found a close association between the diameter of the follicle bulb and the number of cell

undergoing mitosesß in sheep with different fleece phenot¡pes. From this, he concluded
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that there was a constant mitotic density despite large differences in wool growth between

genotypes. Fraser (1965) also found no relationship between mitotic density and the volume

of germinative tissue (and thus wool growth) in a Merino, but there was a negative relationship

between mitotic density and germinative volume in a Border l-eicester and a Romney. He

suggested that the negative relationship was due to an increase in the number of cells in the

bulb. To add further confusion, Fraser (1965) also reported a marked increase in mitotic

density in one Romney but no change in another when estimated at two different periods (as

described earlier). However, it is difficult to make any clear conclusions concerning the

relationship with wool growth in this experiment as growth was not actually measured. Thus it

is possible to speculate that there was no change in wool growth in the sheep which exhibited

no change in mitotic density. However, Williams & Winston (1987) did find a difference,

although not significant, between mitotic density at different feeding levels associated with the

increase in wool production (fable 1.8). It is concluded that the number of cells undergoing

division per unit volume of germinative tissue may be related to wool growth but it does not

appear to have an important role in the control of wool growth.

It can be surmised that an increase in hbre production in response to an increase in

nutrient supply is due to two components - an increase in germinative volume and a

concomitant increase in the number of bulb cells proliferating per unit time. Nevertheless, it is

unclear whether this increase in mitotic activity is due to a change in the number of cells

dividing at once or whether the cells already present are dividing at a faster rate, i.e. if there is

a change in cell division rate, cell turnover time or both.

1.5.3. Distribution of bulb and fibre cells

Fibre production is apparently an ineffrcient process since less than half of the cells

which are produced in the bulb enter the fibre cortex with the remainder being incorporated

into the inner root sheath (Table 1.9; Short et a1.,1965; Wilson & Short, L979; Hynd, 1989a).

Short et al. (1965) reported a slight increase (L4.67o up to 18.37o) in the proportion of bulb

cells entering the fibre on an improved plane of nutrition when samples from one sheep on two

planes of nutrition were compared. However, Wilson and Short (1979) did not find any

relationship between feed intake, wool production and the proportion of cells entering the

fibre. Hynd (1989a) found that the proportion of cells entering the fibre varied widely
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between sheep on both a high and a low plane of nutrition, but was a repeatable character

within-sheep at the two levels of nutrition. In fact, the mean values of cellular efficiency for

the low and high planes of nutrition were3l%o and327o, respectively, suggesting very little

nutritional influence. Both'Wilson and Short OnÐ and Hynd (1989a) concluded that the

proportion of bulb cells contributing to fibre cortex was independent of nutritional level, thus

suggesring a genetic control. This was further supported by Hynd and Scobie (unpublished,

cited by Black, L987)who found that up to 5tVo of bulb cells enter the fib're cortex in the

Lincoln compared to only 23Vo n the Merino and L67o* in the Suffotk. These percentages are

related to the type of wool produced by the individual breeds of sheep, i.e. the Lincoln is a

long-wooled breed, the Merino a medium-length breed and the Suffolk a short-wooled b'reed.

Similarly, from results presented by Williams and V/inston (1987; recalculated by Hynd,

1989a), it can be determined that the ratio of cortical cells produced per hour to the number of

cells undergoing mitosis per bulb was greater in the Fleece-plus sheep and this was not

nutritionally dependant.

Butler and V/ilkinson (1979) reported a correlation between the level of wool

produced per unit of dry matter consumed and the proportional a¡ea of the fibre compared

with the inner root sheath plus fibre þroduction ratio) in Corriedales. They suggested that

this ratio may be used as a simple means of identifying efficient wool producers. However,

inherent in ttris ratio are two assumptions, a) that the relative rates of migration and the change

in size are the same for both the innerroot sheath cells and the fibne cells, and b) that wool

production per unit a¡ea of skin is dependant on cell distribution with no interaction with other

characteristics. In Merino sheep, there was no correlation between production ratio and cell

distribution (tlynd, 1989a). The production ratio did not account for a significant proportion

of the va¡iance in frbre production per follicle which suggests the assumptions of Butler and

Wilkinson (L979) may be invalid. In fact, when skin samples injected intravenously with

* 
This nalue is confounded by ttre presence of the medulla in the fibre. When the number of cells that

enter the frbre per hour is calculated using ratio of the volume of cortic¿l cells to the volume of f,rbre

produced per hour the presence of the medulla is not taken into consideration. Thus, the proportion of

bulb cells entering the fibre may be an underestimate.
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Table 1.9. Changes (percentage) in the volume of fibre produced (fibre volume), the

volume of individual cortical cells (cortical cell vol) and the proportion of bulbs

cells which enter the fibre (cellular elficiency) associated with improved nutrition

Fibre

volume*

Cortical cell vol* Cellular efficiency

Low Hieh

Short et al. (1965)

V/ilson & Short (1979)

Williams & Winston (1987)$; Fl +

V/illiams &'Winston (1987)$; Fl-
Hvnd (1989a)

156

109

43

7

33

t9
37

24

-16

5

l5t
15t

2.2#

1.5#

317

l8T

t3r
2.t#

1.5#

321

* 
Percent change associated with an increase in nutrition

T Percentage number of mitotics per bulb per hour to number of cortical cells produced per hour

# Ratio of cortical cells produced per hour to bulb cell mitotic density

$ As estimated by Hynd (f 989a)

3H-thymidine were examined and the movement of cells was studied by autoradiography

(Chapman et a1.,1980) it was found that the inner root sheath cells migrate out of the bulb

ahead of frbre cells formed contemporaneously. It has been suggested that this difference in

migration rates would not be so great as to allow the production ratio to overestimate the

various partitioning of cells to fibre and inner root sheath (Williams &'Winston, 1987) and

may provide a very general indication of bulb cell distribution.

The volume of individual cortical cells in the fibre is associated with nutrition (Table

1.9), but there tends to be more variation between individuals within nutritional levels,

suggesting an internal environmental and/or genetic influence (Short et al-,1965; Wilson &

Short, 1979; Williams & Winston, 1987; Hynd, 1989a). For example, Wilson and Short

(1979) found a high positive correlation of cortical cell volume with fibre growth, however

they noted that cell length and diameter varied independently both within- and between-sheep.

They concluded that cortical cell volume is not significant in deærmining variation in fibre

production between sheep, which is further supported by the results of Hynd (1989a).

The determination of cortical cell volume and the distribution of cells between the fibre

and the inner root sheath may be confounded by cortical cell composition changes. The

determination of cortical cell type appears to be under genetic control and tends to be related to
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fibre size (Orwin et a1.,1984; Black, 1987). The effects of nutrition on cortical cell volume

and type are debatable (\il/ilson & Short, 1979; Williams & Vy'inston, 1987; Hynd, 1989a,b).

It is uncertain whether different degrees of ortho- orpara-cortical segmentation may have a

role in the change in cortical cell volume, thus adding to the nutrition x genotype interaction

observed by Williams & Winston (1987). Hynd (1989a) reported an increase in the

proportion of paracortex in the fibre when a high protein diet was offered. He noted that his

results contrasted with the apparent tendency for large fibres to be composed predominantþ

of orthocortical cells in Romneys and Perendales (Ahmad & Lang, 1957; Orwin et a1.,1984).

However, Hynd (1989a) suggested that the high level of sulphur-amino acids supplied in the

diet enables the production of high sulphurproteins found in paracortical cells. He also

obsenred an apparent genetic effect on the cortical composition in the finewool Merino which

had high levels of paracortex at both levels of nutrition. Hynd (1989a) concluded that the

ultimate size of the cortical cells do not always contribute to variations in wool growth,

possibly because changes in nutrition may be reflected in cell t¡pe rather than cell size.

1.5.4. Genetic studies

There has only been one study which examines follicles and wool Fowth in sheep

genetically-different in wool production (Williams &'Winston, 1987). Williams and Winston

(1987) compared two groups of sheep from the Fleece-plus and Fleece-minus flock and

found that207o more cells \ilere present in the fibre cortex of the high-wool producers despite

the average volume of cortical cells not differing benveen genotypes. There was a difference

berween flocks in ttre area of actively-dividing tissue in the skin but there was no difference

between genotypes in ttre rate of cell production per unit volume of bulb tissue after an

intradermal injection of colchicine or follicle bulb diameter. When they re-examined a group

of slides sectioned at 4pm it was found that mitotic density was lower in the Fleece-plus

sheep. This anomaly between ttre two samples as well as the unexpected results of no

relationship of wool growth with cell division between the nvo flocks needs to be re-

examined.

Authors often attribute certain characteristics to being under genetic control particularly

when there is greatervariation benveen sheep within a treatnent than berween treatments

(Short et al., 1965; V/ilson & Short , 1979; Williams & Winston , L987; Hynd, 1989a).
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Follicle and fîbre characteristics which have been suggested as being determined by genotype

include the production of cells in the bulb, (Schinckel, 1961), bulb volume (Fraser, 1965;

Short et a\.,1965; Wilson & Short, 1979), number of cells in the bulb (Wilson & Short,1979),

the proportion of bulb cells entering the fibre (Wilson & Short, 1979; Hynd, 1989a) and the

volume of cortical cells (Williams & Winston, L987; Hynd, 1989a).

A point to note in the experiment of Wilson and Short (1979) was that the experimental

design consisted of nine sheep fed a mix of lucerne hay and oats at a rate of 10, 20 and 30g/kg

bodyweight with 4 sheep each being in the low and medium levels and one in the highest level.

The sheep on the highest level of nutrition has been grouped with the medium group in the

present comparison and the tenth sheep, which was feed l5g/kg bodyweight of lucerne hay,

was included in the analysis as being on the low ration. The interesting feature of the results

was that the single sheep in the highest feed group had the highest rate of wool production but

the volume of germinative tissue and number of cells in the bulb were less than the means of

the medium feed group. These results suggest that genotype may be a factor determining the

high rates of wool production.

1.5.5. Summary

Nutrition has been used extensively to generate differences in wool production and to

observe associated changes in follicle and fibre characteristics. Genetic studies have been

limiæd to speculation from nutritional studies and one comparison of the Fleece-plus - Fleece-

minus lines. The evidence from the nutrition experiments suggest that wool growth changes

are associated primarily with changes in rate processes (i.e. cell kinetics) since the follicle can

accommodate these changes more easily than changes in follicle size. It should be noted,

nonetheless, that dimensional changes are also observed. These presumptions are likely to be

true with genotypic differences in wool growth, but the results are inconclusive.

1.6. CoNcLUstoN.

Differences in wool production between sheep can be attributed to environmental,

nutritional, physiological or genotypic variation. However, if all non-genetic factors i.e.

environment, nutrition and physiological state, are held constant wool growth still varies

considerably. This difference is generally attributed to genotype. Many studies have been
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conducted to determine the factors associated with high-wool producing genotypes. At

present, there seems to be no particular metabolic or physiological character associated with

high-wool production.

Differences in wool production are associated with certain skin characteristics such as

follicle depth, curvature and density. However, these characteristics do not cause

differences in wool production, as observed by single selection experiments for these

cha¡acteristics, rather, they are merely associated with wool production. Other metabolic

differences such as digestion and absorption of nutrients from the gut, blood metabolites and

endocrine status, appeü not to be associated with high-wool producing genotypes. Thus,

differences in wool production be¡ryeen sheep in simila¡ environments may lie in the

functional unit of wool growth - the follicle.

At present there is only one study and a body of indirect evidence attained from

nutritional experiments, concerning the relationship of individual follicle characteristics with

wool growth. The present study was undertaken to examine the physiological basis of

differences in wool production at the level of the follicle, in sheep differing widely in wool

gro\ilth rates in similar environments. Thus, major objectives of the present study were;

(Ð to determine follicle characteristics associated with high versus low levels of wool

production, and

(ü) to examine the supporting physiological characteristics which maintain high levels of

wool production, in particular blood flow to the skin and nutrient uptake by the skin and

follicles.
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CHAPTER 2. FOLLICLE ANN FIBRE CHARACTERISTICS OF

STRONGWOOL AND FINEWOOL MERINOS

2.1. INTROnUCTTON.

There is considerable evidence that the rate of wool growth and the properties of the

fibre a¡e determined by -

(Ð the number of follicles;

(ü) the number and rate of production of cells in the germinative region of the bulb;

(iü) the proportion of these cells which actually differentiate into cortical cells; and

(iv) the final size and arrangement of these cells in the fibre (Schinckel, 1961; 1962; Short et

al., L965; Fraser, 1965; Black & Reis, 1979; 'Wilson & Short, 1979; Hynd et a1.,7986;

Williams &'Winston, 7987 ; Hynd, 1989a).

It is likely that each of these characteristics has a genetic 'maximum', but the actual values

expressed a¡e influenced by environmental conditions (Black, 1987). Few measurements

have been made of the follicles and fibres of sheep with differing genetic capacity for wool

growth (Section 1.5.4.), so there is a lack of conclusive evidence that any of these

characteristics, with the exception of follicle density, are causing genetic differences in wool

growth.

Measurement of follicle bulb cytokinetics is crucial to the investigation of mechanisms

controlling wool growth. Considerable use has been made of agents which arrest dividing

cells in metaphase on the assumption that a single, blocked metaphase represents an increase

of one cell in the population. The mitotic-inhibiting dmg, colchicine, has been used

extensively in the study of follicle bulb c¡okinetics (Schinckel, 1961, 1962; Short et al.,

1965; Fraser, 1965; V/ilson & Short, 1979; Hynd et a1.,1986; V/illiams & Winston, 1987;

Hynd, 1989a). Colchicine affects cell division by binding tightly to a tubulin dimer, thereby

preventing polymerisation of DNA and causing the disappearance of the spindle and

accumulation of cells in metaphase. This action is potentially fatal to all actively-dividing

tissue and, in the study of follicle bulb cells, has frequently resulted in sheep fatalities when

injected intravenously (Schinckel, 1961, 1962; Short et a1.,1965; Wilson & Short, 1979).
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These effects led to the development.of intradermal injection of the drug at lower doses (tlynd

et a1.,1986; V/illiams & Winston, 1987).

A major criterion which must be satisfied in order to provide an accurate estimate of

the number of dividing cells is that the stages of the cell cycle preceding the metaphase stage

must not be affected (fannock, 1965). This is established by the production of a linear

relationship between the number of cells in metaphase and time. The linear accumulation of

metaphase cells has been established in studies of follicle bulb cells (Schinckel, 1961; Wilson

& Short, 1979; Hynd et a1.,1986; Williams &'Winston, 7987), although colchicine has been

found to depress DNA synthesis of other mammalian tissues at high doses in vitro (Hell &

Cox, 1963; Fitzgerald & Brehaut, 1970; Gunttrer et a1.,1976; Kenter et al., 1986; Bhuyan er

al.,1987). It is possible that this inhibition may be related to the sensitivity of the tissue

srudied and there may be a similar inhibition or retardation of the cell cycle by colchicine in

the follicle. Thus there is some dissatisfaction with the use of colchicine to study the kinetics

of cell division in the follicle bulb (Williams &'Winston, 1987; Hynd, 1989a). Hair- and

wool-follicle bulb kinetics have also been sn¡died by examining the incorporation of 3H-

labelled thymidine in plucked frbres or histological sections following autoradiography

(Cattaneo, 1961; Chapman, 1971; Mather & Geo, 1976; ChapÍr n et al.,I98O; Weinstein &

Mooney, 1980). Disadvantages of autoradiogaphy are that the technique is both time-

consuming and expensive and that analysis of labelled mitoses curves does not strictly

produce rate of cell production data.

Alternative methods for studies of cell kinetics have been developed including a

number of immunohistological techniques. In panicular, monoclonal antibodies have been

developed to detect the incorporation of the thymidine analogue 5-bromo-2-deoxyuridine

@rdU) into DNA during the S-phase of the cell cycle (Graøner et a1.,1975;Gratmer,1982¡,

Morstyn et a1.,1983; Roberls et a1.,1985; DeFazio, et a1.,1987; Kikuyama et a1.,1988).

After a pulse infusion of BrdU, S-phase cells which are labelled and undergo mitotic division

cause an increase in the number of labelled cells. This increase is indicative of the rate of cell

production since each daughter cells contains half of the original label (Clarke, 1971). The

technique has recently been proposed as an alternative to tr¿ditional methods for the study of

wool-follicle kinetics (Hynd & Everett, 1990; Holle & Birtles, 1990; Adelson ¿f al.,lg9_l)
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even though BrdU affects differentiation of cells both in vivo and in vitro (Abbot & Holtzer,

1968; Colemanet a1.,1970; Silagi & Bruce, 1970; Miura & Wilt, 1971; Turkington et al.,

1971; Weintraub et al., L972; V/right, 1985; Adelson ef al.,l99L). Nevertheless, BrdU has

no effect on cell proliferation or the cell cycle (Miura & Wilt, l97L) hence, the compound is

suitable for use in the study of bulb cell kinetics where cell differentiation is not being

examined.

This chapter examines the hlpothesis that differences in wool production be¡veen

sheep housed under similar environmental conditions are due to differences in both the

follicle population of the sheep and in the functioning of individual wool follicles.

The aim of this study was to develop and utilise improved methods to extend the investigation

of Williams and Winston (1987). Whilst it was recognised that a 'strain'-comparison of

sheep rea¡ed under environmental conditions does not strictly allow conclusions regarding

'genetic' differences, it was considered that such a comparison would provide a strong

indication of where genetic differences may lie. Two strains of Merino sheep were used to

generate large differences in wool growth when the animals were exposed to simila¡

environmental and nutritional conditions. The results of the first experiment were then

applied to a cornmercial flock to determine if the relationships were maintained in a

commercial situation.

2.2. F opBnrunNtat Pnocnuttnn

ExpnnrvrENT 1.

2.2.1. Exnerimental design

Six finewool Merinos and six strongwool Merinos were housed in individual pens at

Turrefreld Resea¡ch Centre, Rosedale, South Australia and fed a daily ration of lucerne-based

sheep pellets (30g / kg liveweight) for 91 days. Waær was available ad libittun Once a

week, prior to feeding, the animals were weighed using electronic scales (Ruddweigh beef

scales), and their rations adjusted according to liveweight. Refusals were collected every nvo

to th¡ee days, bulked and then weighed weekly.

Wool growth per unit area of skin was estimaæd every two to three weeks to

determine baseline wool growth rates for each sheep. At the end of the 91 day stabilisation

P€riod, during which the sheep were accustomed to the diet and handling procedures, skin
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samples were taken to deærmine the characteristics of the follicle and frbre associated with

high levels of wool production as indicated in Figure 2.1. All measurements, unless

otherwise specified, were made with a computer-aided image analysis system @ioquant [V,

R & M Biometrics, Tennessee).

2.2.2. Sheep. nutrition and liveweight

The high-wool producing sheep were South Australian strongwool Merino wethers

@ungaree bloodline) randomly-selected from a flock of adult wethers grazing at the Waite

Agricultural Research Institute, Adelaide, South Australia. At the commencement of the trial

the sheep were aged two to three years. The low-wool producing sheep were finewool

Merino wethers (Camden Park bloodline) aged two to three years. These sheep were

demonstration sheep on loan from Camden Pa¡k to the South Australian Deparürìent of

Agriculture. Prior to the experiment all sheep lvere treated for internal and external parasites

before being allocated at random to individual indoorpens.

2.2.3. WooI growth

V/ool production per unit area of skin was estimated during the two weeks prior to

skin sampling (Fig. 2.L)by the tattoo patch technique (Langlands & Wheeler, 1968). At the

commencement of the experiment the sheep were tattoo€d (10 x 12cm) on the right midside

region under local anaesthesia (Lignocaine hydrochloride; 2Omg/ml; Apex Lab. Pty. Ltd., St

Marys, NSW). Every two to three weeks, wool within the tattooed ¿ìrea \ryas closely clipped

with small animal clippers and blades (no. 40 blades; Oster Corp., Wisconsin), collected and

stored in envelopes. The outline of the tattoo was traced onto a clea¡ acetate sheet and the

perimeterof the tracings were measu¡ed using an image analysis system @ioquant IV, R &

M Biometrics, Tennessee). The average of three readings was used to obtain the a¡ea of the

clippedpatch.

Greasy wool weight was determined by weighing the wool samples immediately after

clipping. The wool samples were then washed in hexane (10 min. x 3; Ace Chemical Co.

Camden Park, SA) and hot water (10 min. x 2), to remove grease and suint respectively, and

then oven-dried at 60oC for 56 hours. The samples were weighed out of a dessicator
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Figure 2.1. Time sequence for sampling tissue and fibre for Experiment 1.
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(20 min.) to obtain clean wool weight. Both greasy and clean wool growth rates (g x 10-

Itctr?.lù were calculated using the a¡ea of the clþed patch.

Fibre production per follicle was estimated during the final seven days prior to the end

of the trial (Frg. 2.t)by the autoradiographic method of Downes et al. (7967). L-¡lS5r-

cysteine hydrochloride (5pCi/ml, l l4mCi/mmol; Amersham Australia, North Ryde, NSV¡)

was injected intradermally (O.aml) into a site adjacent to the midside patch seven days prior

and again immediately before the end of each experiment. The radiolabelled wool was

clipped off close to the skin 30 days after the final injection. The wool was washed in hexane

(5 min. x 3; Ace Chemicat Co. Camden Pa¡k, SA) and hot water (5 min.), stained in

san¡rated picric acid(2 min.), rinsed in hot water and blotted dry. At least 75 fibres per sheep

were mounted on microscope slides coaæd wlth?-ÙVo PVP 40 þolyvinyl pyrrolidone; Sigma,

St Louis, Mo.). The slides \ilere exposed to X-ray film (Agfa-Gevaert, Belgium) and stored

at 4oC for 7 days. The frlm was processed as follows; placed in2o%o developer solution (4

min.; Phenisol X-ray Developer; trford Pty Ltd, Mt Waverþ, Vic.), rinsed inwater,2ï%o

fixer solution (4 min.; Hyparn X-ray Rapid Fixeç Ilford Pty Ltd, Mt V/averly, Vic.) and

rinsed in water for 15 to 20 minutes. The films were air-dried before being placed on the

slides with D.P.X. (GurC BDH Chemical Aust. Pty Ltd; Kilsyth, Vic). The film was aligned

with the fibres using the radioactivity markings.

The volume frbre produced was determined using the computer-aided image analysis

system @ioquant ry, R & M Biometrics, Tennessee). The length of the fibre between to two

radiation ma¡ks was measured at a magnifrcation of 155 times (or 95 times if the fibres were

too long to fit on the video screen). The diameter of the fibre was measured (1539 times

magnifrcation) at five sites equidistant along the fibre between the radiation marks from which

the mean fibre diameter was estimated. The volume of fibne cortex produced per hour was

esúmated using EquationZ.l, with the assumption made that the f,rbre cuticle was 0.5pm

thick (Witson & Short,1979).

Equation 2.1.

Volume of cortex produced per unit time (pm3/h)

- __ [Mean fibre diameter - l]2 __ Fibre length=ß'rT '*numberoTñõE
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2.2.4. IJistology

Four skin biopsies for general histology were sampled from adjacent to the midside

patch. After local anaesthesia with Lignocaine hydrochloride (0.5m1of 2Omg/ml; Apex Lab.

Pty Ltd, St Marys, NSt9\D, biopsies lvere taken with a trephine (lcm diameter), removed with

surgical forceps and scissors (Carter & Clarke, L957) and placed n t0Vo buffered formalin

(NaFIzPO+.2}l2O* [4g], NazHPO¿* [6.59], HzO [900m1], formalinr l90%o (Ww), 100mll).

Excess wool was removed from the sample afterT days of fxation and the sample was then

stored n707o (v/v) ethanol until processed and sectioned as described in Appendix 1.1.

2.2.4.1. Follicle density

Skin sections were cut (10pm) transverse to the follicle at the level of the sebaceous

gland, deparaffinised, rehydrated and stained with methylene blue (Appendix 1.2.1. and

1.2.2.b). Follicle density was determined at a magnifrcation of 425 times and corrected for

tissue shrinkage (estimated by measuring the skin sample post-sampling and relating ttris to

the original 0.78cm2 biopsy area) according to equation2.Z.

Equation 2.2.
, ô. Number of follicles Area of samole

.r.ourcle oensrry (mm-.¡ =@ x --ll-$-

2.2.4.2. Volume of germinative tissue

The germinative a¡ea of the bulb was defrned as the total bulb region which terminated

one cell width above the papilla (Plate 2.4;Frasq,1965). Serial sections were cut (6pm)

longitudinal to the follicle, deparafhnised, rehydrated and stained with haematoxylin and

eosin (Appendix 1.2. andl.2.2.a.). The a¡ea of the germinative tissue of each bulb was

measured and multþlied by the section ttricl¡ress (6pm) to derive the volume of germinative

tissue in a bulb section. The volume of genninative tissue in a whole bulb was then estimated

by reconstnrction of 25 bulbs per sheep (1019 times magnification).

The total germinative volume of skin was estimated from the product of the follicle

density and the average volume of gemrinative tissue in each bulb.

' AR g¡ade products ftom BDH Chemicals, Kilsyth, Vic.
t LR g¡ade product from Ajax Lab. Pty, Ltd, St Ìvlarys, NSW
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2.2.4.3. Number and volume of bulb cells

Skin sections were cut longitudinal to the follicle at both 4 and 6pm and every tenth

and seventh section respectively, lvas retained. This, together with the criterion that only

those bulbs containing dermal papilla were measured, prevented measurement of the same

bulb ¡vice. The sections we¡e deparaffinised, rehydrated and stained with haematoxylin and

eosin (Appendix 1.2. and1.2.2.a). The 'tn¡e' number of cells in the bulb was estimated by

the technique of Abercrombie (1946). For each section thickness, the number of cells in the

germinative region of the bulb was counted and the area measured (magnifrcation of 1019

times) in 200 follicle bulbs which contained dermal papilla cells. These bulb sections were

selected to ensure that the counted cells were actually germinative cells, rather than innerroot

sheath cells or cells in the pre-keratinisation region. For each sheep, the volume and 'true'

number of cells per bulb was estimated as described in Equations 2.3 to 2.6.

Equation 2.3.

'True'no. of cells in a 2pm section

= No. cells in a 6¡rm section - No. cells in a 4pm section

Equation 2.4.

Mean volume of 2pm section (p-3)

= Mean bulb area of the 4 &6¡tm sections x 2 (pm)

Equation 2.5.

Mean volume of bulb cells (pm3) =

Equation 2.6.

^^,,_ _^_ r_--'r- Mean bulb volume [Sec. 2.2.4.21vrean numDef oI CeUS per DruD =

2.2.4.4. Cell kinetics

The rate of bulb cell production was detemrined by two methods; a stathmokinetic

method described by Hynd et al., (1986) and an immunohistochemical technique as

developed by Hynd and Everett (1990).
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a) Statlmokinetic technique

Colchicine (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, Mo. USA) was injected into the dermis

(0.1m1; 500pg/ml saline) at five sites on the left midside of each sheep. Skin biopsies \ilere

taken as described in Section 2.2.4. immediately after the fust injection and then hourly for

four hours (Frg. 2.1.). The tissue samples were fxed in Zenker-acetic acid mixture for four

hours (SVo |wlvllJgCl2*;257o lwlvjKzúzOf :57o Ívlvl glacial acetic acid# added

immediately before the skin sample), washedin running water overnight, placed in50Vo (vlv)

ethanol and I7o (w/v) Kft for 12 hours, 70Vo (v/v) ethanol and l%o (w/v) KIt for 12 hours

and then stored inlÙVo (v/v) ethanol. Samples were embedded in paraffrn and sectioned as

described in Appendix 1.1.

Sections rilere cut (4pm) longitudinal to the follicle, deparaffinised, rehydrated and

stained with haematoxylin and eosin (Appendix 1.2.1. and 1.2.2.a.). Random bulb couns

were made by recording the frequency of follicles having 0,1,2,3,....n mitotic nuclei per bulb

section in 200 to 300 bulbs (Schinckel 1961). Data a¡e presented as medians since the

frequency distribution of cell counts lvas not always normal. Rate of cell production was

determined by the regression coeffrcient and the Srudents t-test \ilas used to determine if the

regression coefficient differed between strains.

b) Is there a lag period associated with colchicine injection?

Tissue samples were taken from a single strongwool Merino sheep injected

intradermalty with 20¡tg(2ffiþg/ml) of colchicine. Aftercolchicine administration, biopsies

were taken at 15 minute intervals for 90 minutes and then every 30 minutes until 180 minutes

after injection. The skin was then fixed, processed, sectioned and stained as described in

section 2.2.4.4.a.

* AR grade poduct supplied by BDH Chemicals, Poole, England

t en ga¿e product supplied by Ajax Lab., Sydney, NSW
# Supplied by CSR Chemicals, Rhodes, NSW
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c) Immunohistochemical determination

5-Bromo-2'-deoxyuridine (BrdU; Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, Mo. USA) was

injected into the jugular vein (200mg in 20ml saline) and skin biopsies taken from the upper

edge of the tattoo patch as described in section 2.2.4., four and eight hours after injection.

The samples were fixed in Tnrtker-acetic acid fixative for one hour and processed as

described above (section 2.2.4.4.a). BrdU was detected after deparaffinisation and

rehydration using histochemical techniques modified from DeFazio et aI., (1987), Hynd and

Everett (1990) and Holle and Birtles (1990) as described in Appendix 1.2.3.

The percentage of mitotic cells labelled with BrdU was estimated, as a prerequisite

for the determination of cell production rate (Clarke, l97I). In both the four and eight hour

samples, the number of cells labelled with BrdU were counted in at least 180 bulbs

sectioned close to the midline. This number of bulbs gave a coefficient of variation (CV)

between 237o and 33Vo (depending on the sheep), whereas counting 240 bulbs gave a CV of

approximately 27Vo. Thus, it was concluded that given the variation of the size of the bulb

and the number of cells in the bulb within a single sheep, counting 180 butbs was suff,rcient

to give a representative number of cells per bulb. The increase in the number of labelled

cells over the four hour sampling period was used to estimate cell production rate (Equation

2.7). T\e average turnover time of the bulb was then estimated using Equation 2.8.

Equation 2.7

Cell production rate (bulb-t ¡-t¡

- (No. cells labelled in 8h sample - No. cells labelled in 4h sample) I 4

* Total bulb volume
Mean section volumã lSection 2'2'4'2]

Equation 2.8

Bulb turnover time (h) =
Total number of in bulb lEo 2.61

Cell production rate[E q, 2.7]

2.2.5. Cortical cells

Cortical cells were liberated from the fibres with formic acid as described below.

This method was used after the analyse, und.o.parisons were made with other techniques

(Appendix 2.). V/ool from the midside patch, used for the estimation of clean wool growth

rate, was washed in a further two changes of hexane (5 min.) and three changes of warm
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\vater (5 min.), dehydrated in ethanol and air dded. Three samples (approximately 5mg each)

were placed ing}Vo formic acid (2ùnl) at 6@C for 24 hours, centrifuged (20009, 4oC; MSE

Mistral 4L), then the formic acid was removed with a pasteur pipette and the wool stored in

\vater overnight. The samples were ultrasonicated at 50-80rW (Labsonic 1510, B.Braun) for

at least 15 minutes until the majority of frbres had been dispersed. The three samples were

combined and 3 drops of cell suspension were placed onto microscope slides coated with

Poly-L-Lysine (Sigma Diagnostics., St. Louis, Mo.) and air-dried. The cells were stained

with saturated picric acid (5 min.), rinsed in water, dehydrated through 80Vo (v/v) ethanol (10

sec.), absolute ethanol (2 min.), Safsolvent (5 min.) and mounted on a glass slide with

D.P.X. (Gurr; BDH Chemicals, Kilsyth, Vic.).

The length and width of the cortical cells were measured at 1188 times magnification

and the volume of individual cells was determined using the formula proposed by Short et al.,

(1965). This assumes that the cortical cells are shaped like nvo cones placed base to base so

that volume can be calculated using Equation2.9. The number of cortical cells produced per

hour @quation 2.10) and the proportion of bulb cells contributing to fibrre production

(efficiency, Equation 2.11.) were calculated as described by V/ilson and Short (1979) and

Hynd (1989a).

Equation 2.9.

Cortical cell volume (p-3) =, *%@lr å .i!$
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Equation 2.10.

Cortical cells produced per hour 1tr-l¡
Fibre rate t5ec.2.2.3.
Cortical cell volume [8q.2.9]

I

Equation 2.11.

Efficiency = ls produced per hour [Eq.2.7]

ExpnnrunNT 2.

2.2.6. F xnerimental design

Twenty four ewes aged 4 years \ilere selected from the control and special stud flocks

of ANIAlvfr{ Merino Stud, located nea¡ Clare, South Australia. The details conceming these

flocls and their nesponse to breeding using WOOLPLAN selection indices have beæn

published elsewhere (Ilynd et a1.,1989; Hawker et al., L99l). Briefly, sheep at the ANAMA
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stud have been selected with the aid of a WOOLPLAN selection index, combining clean

fleece weight, fibre diameter and hogget liveweight, since 1978. Simultaneously, a

randomly-selected control flock with minimum culling was maintained. Twelve ewes from

each flock for the present experiment were selected from 38 control ewes and 39 stud ewes,

according to a greasy fleeceweight (GFW) and liveweight (BW) index (GFW x 10 / B\M).

The ewes with the highest index from the stud flock and the lowest from the control flock

were chosen and transported to the Waite Institute, Adelaide, South Australia.

The animals were housed indoors during the 98 day stabilisation period and fed a

maximum of 2.2kg per day, based on 30g/kg liveweight per day, of grain-based sheep

pellets (Milling Industries, Murray Bridge, SA) for 80 days. This was decreased to zIglkg

liveweight per day for 61 days, since most sheep failed to consume the ration allocated to

them. Water was available ad libitun. Animals were weighed weekly using electronic

scales (Ruddweigh beef scales), and their rations adjusted according to their liveweights.

Refusals were collected and weighed every two to three days.

Wool growth, volume of germinative tissue (magnification 1188 times) and follicle

density (magnif,rcation 259 times) were determined as described in sections 2.2.3.,2.2.4.1.

and2.2.4.2., with minor amendments. Firstly, the 3sS-labelled wool was clipped from the

sheep 15 days after the f,rnal injection for the estimation of fibre growth and, secondly, the

volume of germinative tissue was estimated from skin sections cut at 8Èrm rather than 6pm.

Wool growth per unit area of skin and fibre cortex production per individual follicle were

determined over the last 20 days and 5 days, respectively.

2.2.7. Statistical analysis

The mean of and standard error of the mean for the various characteristics within

each group of sheep were routinely calculated. The students t-test w¿ts then used to compare

the characteristics between strains. Results were considered significantly different when P <

0.05.

Analysis of variance statistics were performed with the Super ANOVA computer

software package (1989-1990, Abacus Concepts,Inc. Berkeley, California) and was used to

test both the effects of time and strain on the percentage of BrdU-labelled mitotic cells and
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the effect of colchicine and BrdI] and strain on the number of cells produced in the bulb.

Results were considered signihcant when P < 0.05.

Simple correlation coefficients were estimated with GENSTAT 5 (1988, Lawes

Agricultural Trust, Rothamsted Experimental Station). The coeffrcients were used to

analyse wool growth and the associated characteristics and were considered significantly

correlated when P < 0.05.

Stepwise linear regression was performed in two stages with GENSTAT 5 (1988,

Lawes Agricultural Trust, Rothamsted Experimental Station) to derive associations between

the measured characteristics and both wool production per unit area and fibre cortex

produced per follicle . In this analysis, the parameter estimates of the regression model and

their standard errors were examined and the factors with the smallest non-significant t-value

were eliminated until no more parameters could be removed from the equation.

2.3. RESIILTS

ExpnntupNt L.

2.3.1. Wool growth,liveweight and feed intake

There was a highly significant difference in wool growth rate between the two

strains of Merino sheep maintained under similar environmental conditions. The strongwool

Merinos grew 2.5 times more wool per unit area of skin and 3.5 times more fibre iortex per

follicle than the finewool Merinos (Table 2.1.). The difference in fibre volume was largely

due to variation in fibre diameter rather than in length growth rate (Table 2.1.).

Table 2.1. Wool production per unit area of skin (wool), fibre diameter,length growth

rate and the volume of fibre cortex produced per follicle (frbre cortex) for
finewool and strongwool Merinos (Means with s.e.m. in parentheses)

Finewool* Strongwool* P -
Wool (mg / cm?l day)

Fibre diameter (¡rm)

Fibre length growth rate (¡rm t day-r)

Fibre cortex (um3 x 103 h-l)

0.s2 (0.06)

17.8 (0.52)

324 (14.s)

3.0 (0.30)

1.29 (0.0s)

2e.8 (0.66)

388 (17.1)

10.5 (0.59)

0.001

0.001

0.025

0.001
* 

Wool production per unit area of skin was measured over the last 14 days of the trial period and other

measurements \ilere made over the last seven days of the t¡ial
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The sheep consumed the majority of theirration for the duration of the experiment

(Appendix 3.1.2), with the exception of three finewool Merinos. The average liveweight of

the finewool Merinos did not change during the stabilisation period (Section 2.2.1), whereas

the average liveweights of the strongwool Merinos inqeased significantly (P < 0.005; Table

2.2.). \\e feed intake of the sheep increased in relation to liveweight throughout the

stabilisation period, nevertheless, during the final 14 and seven day periods when wool

growth estimates were made, feed intake per kilogram liveweight did not differ signifrcantly

benveen the two strains of sheep (Table 2.2.). It was necessary to feed the sheep on a per

unit liveweight basis due to the large difference in liveweight between the two strains. As the

strongwool Merinos were signifrcantly heavier, they had a higher total daily intake than the

finewool Merinos, thus there only tended to be a difference in the efficiency of wool

production per unit feed intake between the rwo strains (Table 2.2.).

Table 2.2. Liveweights at the commencement and conclusion of the trial, feed

intake during the final wool measurement periods and efficiency of
wool production per unit feed intake of finewool and strongwool
Merinos (Means with s.e.m. in parentheses)

Finewool Strongwool P<

54

hitial liveweight (kg)

Final liveweight ftg)
Feed intake during frnal 14 days (g lkg ld)

Feed intake during final7 days (g /kel d)

Efficiency of wool srowth (me / ke )

4L (4.6)

4s (3.8)

26 (r.L)

27 (t.4)

0.s3 (0.098)

s4 (1.3)

64 (2.2)

27 (O.7)

26 (t.6)

0.79 (0.102)

0.025

0.005
.I

nsdl
.I

nsdl

0.088

t no significant difference

The primary objective of the present experiment, that non-nutritional wool growth

differences should be generated, was achieved since neither wool growh per unit area of skin

(r = 0.27) nor cortex production (r = 0.11) were correlated with feed intake per unit

liveweight during the final 14 days and 7 days respectively. The two measurements of wool

production and total daily inake (i.e. when liveweight \Ã/as not taken into account) were

correlated (P < 0.01; r =0.78, for wool growth per unit a¡ea of skin; and r = 0.80, for cortex

production).
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2.3.2. Skin and follicle characteristics

The strongwool Merinos had a significantly lower follicle density and greater mean

volume of germinative ússue in the bulb than the finewool Merinos (Tabte 2.3). These

differences are evident in Plates 2.1.a.,b. and 2.2.a.,b. The total germinative volume of skin,

derived from the product of bulb volume and density, was significantly greater (P < 0.002) in

the strongwool Merinos than the finewool Merinos. This was despite a significant negative

relationship between density and volume of germinative tissue in the bulb (Fig. 2.2.; r = -

0.79;P < 0.01). The total germinative volume of the skin (x) was highly correlated with

wool production per unit area of skin (y) as is evident in Figure 2.3. and Table 2.7, andthe

relationship remained significant between sheep-within strains. Furthermore, the ß-

coefficient was similar for both regression equations (Equations 2.l2a,b).

Finewool Merinos (Equation 2-l2a)

y = 0.03 + 0.011x (r = 0.76),

Strongwool Merinos (Equation 2.12a)

y = 0.6 + 0.010x (r = 0.90).

There was no difference between strains in the number and volume of bulb cells nor in the

number of potentially-mitotic cells per unit area of skin. The number and volume of

individual bulb cells tended to be higher in the strongwool Merinos, associated with the

larger bulb volume (Table 2.3).

Table 2.3. Follicle density, volume of the germinative tissue in the bulb (bulb volume),

number and volume of cells in the germinative region, the number of
potentially-mitotic cells per unit area of skin (poL mitotic cells) and total

germinative volume of the skin (total germ. volume) of finewool and

strongwool Merinos (Means with s.e.m. in parentheses)

Finewool Stronqwool p-
Follicle density (mm-z¡

Bulb volume (Frm3 x t0a)

Bulb cell number

Cell volume (pm3)

Pot. mitotic cells (mm-z x t03)

Total germ. volume (¡1m3 x 105 mm-2)

s2.3 (3.ee)

8.6 (0.92)

s3s (87.6)

t76 (26.s)

27.2 (4.37)

44 (4.3)

37.2 (3.22)

te.z (1.3s)

830 (16s.2)

26t (37.3)

3t.s (7.6s)

70 (4.7)

0.012

0.00r

0.184

0.094

0.678

0.002
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Plate 2.1. Transverse sectioils through the skin at the level <¡f the sebaceous

glands showing the fibres after staining *vith methylene blue (Clarke

& Maddocks, 1965); Magnifìcation: 425x.

a) Skin sampie fronr a tjnewool Merino (note the high follicle clensity)

b) Skin sample fi-om a strongwool Merino (note the low follicle density).
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Plate 2.2. Longitudinal sections through skin stained rvitli liaematox¡'lin and

eosin (Appendix 1,.2.2.); Magnification 425x.

a) Skin sample from a finewool Merino

b) Skin sample from a strongwool Merjno.

Note the diference between the strains in the size of the buibs and the

total proportion of skin to rvhich the bulbs are contlibuting
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a

I
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Follicle density (mm-2)

Figure 2.2. Tlne relationship between follicle density and volume of
germinative tissue in the folticle bulb of finewool ( tr ) and

strongwool ( O )Merinos. (r - -0.79;P < 0.01)

20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Germinative volume of skin (pm3xtd/mm2)

Figure 2.3. The relationship between the total volume of germinative

tissue in the skin and wool production per unit area of skin of
finewool ( tr ) and strongwool ( J ) Merinos. (r = 0.91; P < 0.01)
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2.3.3. Cell proliferation in the follicle bulh

2.3.3.L. Cotchicine versus Bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU)

The injection of colchicine arrested bulb cell nucleü in metaphase as expected (Plate

2.3) but the increase in the number of arrested cells in the finewool Merinos was not linear

from 0 to 4 hours (Appendix 3.1.3.a). The conelation coefficients between time and the

number of mitotic cells per bulb per 4pm section were lower when the 0 hour samples were

included than when the regression was calculated from 1 to 4 hours (Appendix 3.1.3.b).

Thus, regression coefficients were estimated from t hour after colchicine administration for

both strains of Merinos, and these values were used for the comparison wittr the BrdU

method.

The lag time observed for the arest of cells in metaphase in the finewool Merinos was

investigated by studying the effects of colchicine on the arest prior to the usual fust sampling

at one hour after colchicine administration (Section 2.2.3.4.b). There \ilas a lag in the

accumulation of cells in metaphase for the first 15 minutes after which there was a rapid

accumulation in the number of cells arrested in metaphase (Fig. 2.4). The rate of cells

entering mitosis then became linear between 45 and 60 minutes after colchicine

administration.

1

Time (minutes)

Figure 2.4. The number of cells arrested in metaphase (number of mitotics
per 8pm bulb section) in the follicle bulbs of a single strongwool
Merino over time (Section 2.2.4.4.b.)
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Plate 2.3. LongitudÍnal section through skin sampled

four hours after colchicine injection. Note the

even distributlon of the cells arrested in metaphase and

the absence of any cells progressing beyond metaphase.

Plate 2.4. Longitudinal section through skin sampled eight

hours after a systemic bolus dose of BrdU" The cells

labelled with BrdU have been detected with the method

described in Appendix 1.2-3. The delineation of the area

of germinative tissue in fhe bulb is outlined with pink.
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The cells which incorporated BrdU into their DNA stained brown with the

immunohistochemical technique described in Section 2.2.3.4.c (Plate 2.4) and were evenly

distributed throughout the bulb region. The proportion of cells undergoing mitosis which

were labelled with BrdU was close to LOOTo (Table 2.4). T\e analysis of variance indicated

that there was a significant difference benveen strains in the number of BrdU-labelled cells in

mitosis (P = 0.002). There was no significant difference between the 0 and 8 hour samples

(P = 0.365), nor was there an interacúon between strain and time (P = 0.509). It was

considered that at least95%o labelling of cells in mitosis gives,an adequate estimate of cell

production rate.

Table 2.4. Percentage of mitotic cells labelled with BrdU in skin samples

taken 4 and I hours after infusion of BrdU (Mean of strain with
s.e.m. in parentheses)

4 hour 8 hour

60

Finewool Merino

Strongwool Merino

e8 (1.0)

es (1.3)

100 (0.3)

e5 (1.4)

The analysis of variance statistics indicated there was a significant difference be¡ryeen

the stathmokinetic and immunohistochemical methods used for the estimation of cell division

rate @ < 0.001) and between the two strains (P = 0.049). There \ilas no interaction between

strain and technique (P = 0.430). The immunohistochemical technique gave a higher

estimation of cell production rates (Table 2.5a,b.).

Table 2.5.a. The number of cells produced in the follicle bulbs of finewool

Merinos estimated using colchicine and BrdU

Sheep number

Finewool

Colchicine
(No. mitotics/4pm

section/h)

BrclU
(No. cells produced/4pm

section/h)

0

62

753

1187

1237

t242

Mean (sem)

1.08

0.86

0.66

0.81

0.6s

0.s6

0.77 Q.077\

0.99

1.84

2.40

r.02

1.95

2.63

1.81 (0.279)
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Table 2.5.b. The number of cells produced in the follicle bulbs of strongwool Merinos
estimated using colchicine and BrdU

Sheep number

Suongwool

Colchicine
(No. mitotics/4¡rm

section/h)

BrdU
(No. cells

produced/4pm
section/h)

820

821

8M
851

875

877

Mean (sem)

1.31

1.18

0.79

1.18

r.49

0.97

1.15 (0.101)

1.51

4.05

4.39

2.46

1.62

1.98

2.67 (0.51D

In summary, the BrdU method was used to determine cell production rate for the

analysis of factors associated with wool growth since it satished the pre-requisite of l00Vo

of mitotics labelled during the period of estimation. Conversely, the colchicine method did

not meet one of the important criteria for its use, namely that there should be linearity in the

metaphase anest curves over time.

2.3.3.2. Cell kinetics

The strongwool Merinos produced significantly more cells per bulb per hour than the

finewool Merinos (P = 0.044; Table 2.6.). The rate of cells produced per bulb was

correlated with wool production per unit area of skin (r = 0.70; P < 0.02) but not with

production of individual fibres (r = 0.51, P < 0.1;Table 2.7.). T\e lack of significance in

the latter was due to the low number of sheep and the high standard errors of the means.

There was no difference between strains in the time for the population of cells to replace

itself, i.e. bulb turnover time, although the strongwool Merinos tended to have a shorter

turnover time than the finewool Merinos (Table 2.6.). This lack of signifîcance in the trend

was due to a large standard error which resulted from bulb turnover times ranging from 15

to 68 hours in the finewool Merinos and l1 to 37 hours in the strongwool Merinos

(Appendix 3.1.1.a. & b.).
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Table 2.6 The rate of cell production in wool follicte bulbs (cell production)

and the average turnover time of the bulb of finewool and strongwool

strains of Merinos (Means with s.e.m. in parentheses)

Finewool Stronswool P =

62

Cell production (bulb-l h-l¡

Turnovertime ft)
18.3 (2.18)

31.8 (7.s0)
37.7 (1.sr)

24.0 (4.08)
0.044

0.395

Table 2.7. Relationships between follicle and fibre characteristics and both

wool production per unit area (wool production) and the production of

fibre cortex per follicle (fibre volume) (Correlation coefficients)

Wool production Fibre volume

Fibre volume

Density

Bulb cell volume

Bulb cell number

Germinative volume of individual bulbs

Germinative volume of skin

Cell production rate

Turnover time

Poæntially-mitotic cells

Cortical cell volume

Cortical cell number

Cell production rate : Cortical cell number

0.92***
-0.48

0.34

0.5g 
*

0.g6 
***

0.91 ***

0.70 **

-0.26

0.35

0.64 *

0.g4 ***

0.39

-0.719 **

0.55

0.42

0.95 ***

0.75 ***

0.51

-0.20

0.07

0.5g *

* P<0.05;** P<0.02;+** P<o.ol

2.3.4. Cortical cell production

There was a lot of variation in cortical cell size within a sheep (Plate 2.5a), and the

strongwool Merinos tended to have cortical cells with larger average volume (P = 0.059;

Table 2.8.) than the finewool Merinos. This was associated with a significantly greater

cortical cell diameter in the strongwool Merinos rather than cell length differences. The later

was not significantly different berween strains (Table 2.8.).
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Plate 2.5. Photomicrographs of biological variation within individual sheep.

a) Variation of individual cortical cells from a strongwool Merino. The isolated

cells were stained in pic-ric acid. Magnificationt 1188x.

b) Variation of bulb size within sheep from the contol flock from the ANAMA
stud. Note the large follicle on the left of the photomicrograph. Magnification 425x.

å
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The number of cortical cells produced per hour differed significantly between strains

(P < 0.001; Table 2.8) and the estimated proportion of bulb cells entering the fibre tended to

be greater in the strongwool Merinos. The lack of statistical significance in the efficiency of

fibre production bet'ween strains was due to the large variation between sheep, particularly in

the strongwool Merinos where the proportion of bulb cells entering the f,rbre ranged from

L27o to 567o (Appendix 3.1.1.). Cortical cell volume was correlated with both wool

producúon per unit area and fibre production per follicle and the number of cortical cells

produced per hour also was highly correlated with wool production per unit a¡ea of skin

(Table 2.7.).

Table 2.8. Cortical cell length, width and estimated volume, the rate of
cortical cell production and the ratio of this to the number of cells

produced in the bulb (efficiency) of the finewool and strongwool
Merinos (Means with s.e.m. in parentheses)

Finewool Strongwool p=

64

Cortical cell volume (pm3)

width (pm)

length (pm)

Cortical cell production ¡h-l¡
Effrciency

896 (28.0)

5.8 (0.06)

93.2 (2.27)

3.4 (O.32)

0.20 (0.028)

1061 (71.8)

6.5 (0.23)

88.6 (1:18)

10.2 (0.8s)

0.35 (0.077)

0.0s9

0.010

0.099

0.001

0.104

2.3.5. fìeterminants of fihre production per follicle

In the analysis of characteristics associaæd with fibre production per follicle, i.e. the

number and volume of bulb cells and the rate at which they divided and the volume of

individual cortical cells, it \ilas not possible to include efFrciency of fibre production or

number of cortical cells since both of these were estimated directly from fibre volume. It was

found that the number of cells per bulb and the volume of individual bulb cells accounted for

70Vo of the va¡iance. The inclusion of genotype significantly improved the regression and the

resulting estimation accounted for 9LVo of the variance in the volume of frbre cortex produced

between sheep. Two distinct equations (R2 = 0.91 for both)were require.d to describe fibre

growth from the follicle (FV) as follows:

Finewool Merinos @uation 2.13a.)

FV = 0.93(11.34) + 0.00136(t0.00189) cN + 0.007s8(r0.00768) cv
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Strongwool Merinos @quation 2.13b.)

FV = 7.35(x3.42) + 0.00136(t0.00189) CN + 0.00788(10.00768) CV

where CN is number of cells per bulb,

CV is the volume of individual bulb cells, and

the values in parentheses are the standard errors of the term.

2.3.6. Determinants of wool production ner unit area of skin

In an analysis of all of the measured characteristics, follicle density, bulb volume, the

number of cells per bulb, the number of bulb cells produced per hour and cortical cell volume

were modelled frst and it was found that these accounted for 82Vo of the variance in wool

production per unit area of skin. Afær removal of the least signihcant t-values, it was found

that density and bulb volume accounted for 82Vo of the variance. Up to 97Vo of the va¡iance

in wool production per unit area of skin could be accounted for by the inclusion of a constant

term for genot)?e. The inclusion of the other measured characteristics in the model, i.e.

volume of individual bulb cells, bulb turnover time, germinative volume, number of cortical

cells produced per hour and the proportion of bulb cells entering the flrbre, did not

significantly improve the correlation @2 = 0.98). Thus the equation which bestpredicted

wool production per unit area of skin (WG) for the finewool Merinos was

@quation 2.I4a.)

v/G = -0.68(10.103) + o.0172(t0.0033) D + 3.5 x 10ó(+t.04 x t0ó¡ nv

1p2 = 0.97)

and for the strongwool Merinos, the equation was

@quation 2.14b.)

wG = -0.02(10.288) + 0.0172(10.0033) D + 3.5 x 1Oó(+t.04 x r0ó¡ nV

(R2 = 0.97)

where D is follicle density,

BV is the volume of the follicle bulb, and

the values in parentheses are the standard errors of the term.

65
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EXPERIMENT 2.

2.3.7. 'Wool growth. liveweight and feed intake

The sheep from the stud flock at ANAMA Merino stud produced,A0%o more wool per

unit area of skin than those from the control flock and this difference was significant (P =

0.047: Table 2.9.). There \ilas no difference between the tv¡o flocks in the average volume of

fibre cortex produced per individual follicle. This was due to the similar fibre diameters and

length gowth rates of the trvo flocks over the last five days of the trial.

Table 2.9. Wool production per unit area of skin (wool), fibre diameter,

length growth rate and the volume of fibre cortex produced per

follicle (fibre cortex) of control and stud sheep from the ANAMA stud

(Means with s.e.m. in parentheses)

Control* Stud* I'_I_

66

Wool (mg cm-2 day-l¡

Fibre diameter (pm)

Fibre length growth rate (¡rm day-l)

Fibre cortex (¡rm3 x 103 h-l)

0.9s (0.087)

24.O (0.82)

3ss (1s.8)

7.s (0.75)

1.20 (0.078)

24.7 (0.41)

379 (e.6)

8.1 (0.30)

0.047
.L

nsdl
.L

nsdl

nsdt
* 

Wool weighs were measured over the last 20 days of the rial period and other measurements were made

over tl¡e last five days of the trial

f No significant difference

All sheep gained weight during the 98 day stabilisation period with animals in the stud

flock showing the greatest insrease in liveweights. There was a significant difference

between the two flocks in both the initial and final liveweights (P < 0.001; Table 2.10.)

Feed was allocated to the animals at a rate of 30g of pellets per kilogram liveweight

during the first 67 days of the trial, was reduced to 25g per kilogram liveweight for 39 days

and ultimately reduced to 229 per kilogram liveweight for the fnal23 days. This was done

since there \ras a high degree of va¡iation in feed intake per kilogram liveweight be¡peen

sheep (Appendix 3.2.2a,b.). In the period during which wool production per unit a¡ea of

skin and individual follicle production rates lverr determined, the majority of sheep consumed

at least 20gpet kilogram liveweight with the exception of one control sheep and two stud

sheep. During the 20 days of the stabilisation perid, feed intake per kilogram liveweight did
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not differ between the nvo flocks, thus achieving the objective of differences in wool

production rates under similar nutritional conditions. In fact, wool production per unit area of

skin and the volume of fibre cortex produced per follicle rwere not correlated with feed intake

per unit liveweight (r = 0.15 and r = 0.08, respectively), nor with total intake per day (r =

0.39 and r = 0.18, respectively).

Table 2.10. Liveweights at the commencement and conclusion of the trial,
feed intake during the final wool measurement periods and efficiency

of wool production per unit feed intake of the control and stud flocks
from the ANAMA stud (Means with s.e.m. in parentheses)

Control Stud P<

6t

Initial liveweight ftg)
Final liveweight ftg)
Feed intake during final20 days (g/kg/d)

Feed intake during frnal5 days (e/kg/d)

Efficiency of wool growth (me/ke)

47 (1.4>

s4 (2.t)
2r (o.2)

2L (O.4)

0.82 (0.070)

60 (1.4)

7s (2.o)

2t (0.4)

21 (0.s)

0.78 (0.060)

0.001

0.001
.L

nsdl
.I

nsdl

nsdt

T No significant difference

2.3.8. Skin and follicle characteristics

The stud sheep had significantly more follicles per area of skin than the sheep from

the control flock (Table2.ll.). Surprisingly, follicle density \üas not significantly correlated

with wool production per unit area of skin when the sheep were treated as one goup (Table

2.L2.), however the follicle density of the sheep in the stud flock tended to be positively

correlated with wool production per unit a¡ea of skin (Table 2.12.; P < 0.1). There was no

correlation in the control flock (Table2.l2.). There was also no correlation between follicle

density and the volume of fibne cortex produced in either of the two groups of sheep.

Table 2.11. Follicle density, volume of the germinative tissue in the bulb
(bulb volume), and total germinative volume of the skin (total germ.
volume) for control and stud sheep from ANAMA stud (Means with
s.e.m. in parentheses)

Control Stud P=
Follicle density (mm-2¡

Bulb volume (pm3 x l0a)

4.8 (3.O3)

ls.s (0.76)

66.0 (3.30)

s6.e (4.43)

1s.7 (0.61)

88.1 (4.7)

0.034

0.547

0.002Total germ. volume (pm3 x 105 mm-2)
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The volume of germinative tissue in the bulb was similar between the two flocks

(Table 2.17.), however within each sheep there was a large variation be¡ween the volume of

individual bulbs (Appendix 3.2.1.). Plate 2.5b. shows this difference in bulb size within a

single sheep with two bulbs adjacent to one another. This variation was evident in both

flocks with the standard deviation ranging fuom33Vo to 5IVo and22%o to 47Vo of the mean of

volume of germinative tissue in 25 bulbs in the control and stud flocks, respectively.

Table 2.12. Relationships between follicle and skin characteristics and both
wool production per unit area (Wool production) and the production

of fibre cortex per follicle (Fibre volume) (Correlation coefficients)

Wool production Combined Control Stud

68

Density

Bulb volume

Germinative volume

0.37

0.18

0.51 *

-0.2r

0.55

0.39

0.57

-0.42

0.38

Fibre volume

Bulb volume 0.47 " 0.66 * -0.r 1

* P<0.02

In the control sheep, there was a significant positive correlation between the average

volume of germinative tissue in the bulbs and frbre production per follicle (Table 2.L2.;P <

0.02) and there tended to be a positive correlation with wool production per unit area of skin

(P < 0.1). There was no significant correlation in the stud sheep between the volume of

germinative tissue in the bulb and either wool growth per unit area of skin or fibre cortex

production per follicle (Table 2.12.). 'When the ¡wo flocks were combined, there was a

signifrcant correlation between the volume of germinative tissue in the bulb and the volume of

fibre cortex produced (P < 0.05) but not with wool production per unit area of skin (Table

2.r2.).

Follicle density was negatively correlated \¡/ith the volume of germinative tissue in the

bulb @g. 2.5.r = -0.46; P < 0.05) when the nvo flocks were combined. The total volume

of germinative tissue in the skin was not correlated with either of the wool production

estimates in the individuat flocks but was significantly correlated with wool production per

unit area of skin when the nvo flocks were combined @ig. 2.6.; Table 2.12.).
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2.3.9. Determinants of wool production

The general equations obtained in experiment 1, WG = p+ ß1D + ß2BV (Eq- z.La)

and FV = F + ß3BV (Eq. 2.13), were fitted to the data from experiment 2. These equations

only accounted for 20Vo of the variance in wool production per unit area of skin and l6Vo of

the variance in the rate of production of fibre cortex. It was not possible to adequately

describe either wool growth per unit area of skin, nor individual fibre production with these

equations, which made it inappropriate to compare the equations generated from the two

experiments. The distinct equations required for each genotype had different ß2 and ß3

coefficients as follows :

Control flock (Equation 2.15a)

WG = 1.03(10.808) + 0.0089(t0.00498)D + 2.1 x 106(t4.01 x 106)BV;

Stud flock (Equation 2.15b)

'WG 
= -0.77($.808) + 0.0089(t0.00a98)D + 8.7 x 106G4.57 x 106)BV;

Control flock (Equation 2.16a)

FV = _2.3(t4.70)+ 6.5 x 105(+3.00 x 10s)BV; and

Stud flock (Equation 2.16b)

FV = 9.0(+3.72) _ 0.6 x 105(12.34x 19s)BV.

These equations accounted for 35Vo of the variance in wool production per unit area of skin

and 30Vo of the variance in individual fibre production.

2.4. DlscusstoN

Experiment 1 reported in this chapter is one of the most detailed studies undertaken

of the relationships between wool growth and follicle characteristics of two groups of sheep

maintained under similar environmental conditions. Investigations to determine possible

causes of genetic differences in wool growth have used either selection lines, such as the

Trangie fleece weight flocks (Dun, 1958; Williams, 1966; Williams & Winston, 1987) or, as

in the present work, strains of Merinos (Weston, 1959; Dunlop et al., 1966; Saville &

Robards, L972). Thus, both selection flocks and strains of Merinos have been utilised to
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provide sheep sufficiently different to enable the detection of factors associated with these

differences in wool growth, whilst conserving the basic cha¡acteristics of the Merino. In the

present work a 2.5-fold difference in the rate of wool growth per unit area of skin and a 3.5-

fold difference in volume of fibre produced per follicle existed between the two strains (Table

2.1). Thus, any major difference in follicle population and functioning betrveen the two

groups of sheep should be easily identifrable.

It is recognised that any difference or correlation observed in Experiment I can not be

entirely anributed to genetic differences in so far that maternal and pre-experimental

envi¡onmens of the sheep were dissimilar. Nevertheless, the stabilisation period was long

enough (91 days) to remove any transient environmental effects (Hynd 1982).

Wool growth rates differed signifrcantly benveen the two strains despite there being

no difference in feed intake per unit liveweight (Section 2.3.1). These results suppott the

conclusions of other workers, that sheep with high rates of wool growth arc more efficient

converters of feed to wool (Weston, 1959; Dunlop et aL,1960; Schinckel, 1960; Dolling &

Moore, 1960, 1961; Ahmed et a1.,1963; Williams & Vy'inston, 1965; Dunlop et a1.,1966;

Williams, 1966; Wodzicka-Tomaszewska, 1966; Dolling & Piper, 1968; Langlands &

Hamilton, 1969; Saville & Robards, L972: Joyce et al,1976: Sumner, 1979), with the

strongwool Merinos in the present experiment being 49Vo more efficient than the finewool

Merinos (Table 2.2). This difference was not signifrcant due to the large va¡iation in intake

between sheep-within strains and thus in the efficiency of wool production (Appendix

3.1.1.a. &b.). The results of the present experiment are interpreted on the assumption that

the genetic capacity of wool production is independent of the total quantities of nutrients

available to the sheep, as proposed in Section 1.2.2. Thvs, the difference in wool growth

raæs beween the two strains \ilas not due to differences in feed intake per unit liveweight, but

rather a result of inherent differences between the two groups.

2.4.1. fndividual fibre production.

The most important aspect of the results of Experiment 1 is that all the measured

morphological featr¡res and rate processes were greater in the strongwool than the finewool

Merinos. It is concluded that no single, functionally-related character is responsible for the

genetic control of wool production, rather it is a cumulative effect of a number of

7l
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characteristics. Strongwool Merinos produce more wool on a per follicle basis than finewool

Merinos due to a combined effect of a high rate of bulb celt production, more of these cells

entering the fibre and a larger number and volume of individual cortical cells in the fîbre.

The strongwool Merinos had lL6Vo more germinative tissue in individual bulbs than

the hnewool Merinos. This is in agreement with \Villiams and'Winston (1987) who found a

significantly greater area of mitotically-active tissue in the Fleece-plus flock than in the

Fleece-minus flock. This finding was further supported by Experiment2. There was no

difference between the stud and control flocks in the volume of cortex produced, and

likewise no difference in the volume of germinative tissue in the bulb. Nevertheless, the

two factors were correlated when the flocks were combined (Table 2.I2).

In Experiment 1, differences in the volume of germinative tissue in the bulb was due

to the presence of more and larger cells in the bulb of the strongwool Merinos. A regression

analysis of characteristics directly associated with individual fibre production (Equations

2.13a & b) revealed that the number and volume of the cells in the bulb and genotype

accounted for 9l%o of the variance of fibre production within and between strains. This

relationship supports the conclusion that, for between sheep variation, the average volume of

bulb germinative tissue is important in determining the average volume of individual fibres.

It is proposed that the volume of tissue in the bulb which is capable of cellular

proliferation appears to be determined by genotype. This genetic controi may be associated

with the founder cell theory proposed by Moore et aI. (1989) who hypothesised that the

number of dermal papilla cells involved in follicle initiation determines fibre size. This

genetically-controlled population of papilla cells may therefore determine the volume of

tissue capable of proliferation in the bulb, which, in turn, is associated with fîbre production

per follicle.

The rate of cell production in the follicle bulb of the strongwool Merinos was almost

twice that of the finewool Merinos (Table 2.6). These rates were comparable to those

reported by others (Schinckel 1962; Short et al.1965; Wilson & Short 1979; Hynd 1989a),

although the range of cell production rates within the strongwool Merinos was greater than

that reported previously (Hynd 1989a). This may be a consequence of an increased

sensitivity to cell kinetics of the BrdU technique than the traditional colchicine method. In
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fact, Table 2.5 indicates that there is more than a twofold difference in the rates of cell

division benveen the two techniques. These estimates are similar to those of Hynd and

Everett (1990) who concluded that colchicine depresses cell birth rate but the possibility that

BrdU overestimates cell birttr rate cannot be disregarded.

Recently, Holle and Haris (1992) examined the clearance rate of BrdU from the skin

following an intracutaneous injection of BrdU. They concluded that the cutaneous dose acted

as a constant infusion, since free BrdU was detectable in the skin at least24 hours after

injection. It has been reported ¡hat26%o of the BrdU present in anerial blood 30 minutes after

intraperitoneal injection \ilas still present in the blood 6 hours after the dose in rats @eFazio er

al., L987). No reports were found pertaining to the clea¡ance of BrdU from the circulation

after intravenous infusion, thus for the present study, it was assumed that free BrdU would

be removed from the circulatory system four hours after the dose was administered. If this

did not occur, then the increase in the number of BrdU-labelled cells between four and eight

hours afær the infusion may not be solely due to cell division. Rather it may be due to a

leakage of BrdU back into the cells, thus it is recognised ttrat the BrdU may have provided an

overestimate of cell division rate in Experiment l.

BrdU affects differentiation of cells invivo (Miura & $/ilt, 1971; Adelsonet al.,

1991) although there is no effect on cell proliferation or on the cell cycle (Miura & Wilt,

l97l). The compound was suitable for the present study of bulb cell kinetics since wool

production estimates were made prior to BrdU administration and any effect BrdU has on

differentiation would not have distorted the present results. The decision to use BrdU to

estimate cell division rates in the present study was due to the discontent expressed by others

witlr the traditional stathmokinetic technique (Williams & V/inston, L9871' Hynd, 1989a) and

the observation that there was an apparent inhibition or lag time in the finewool Merinos when

colchicine was administered in Experiment 1. This 'lag' was further investigated by studying

the number of cells accumulated in metaphase prior to the initial sample taken one hour after

colchicine injection. It was found that there was a perid before the linea¡ accumulation of

cells in metaphase occurred. Normal linea¡ accumulation appeared to occur after the longer

lag. This result can be extended to the finewool Merinos which may have a longer lag period,

i.e. greater than one hour, than the strongwool Merinos due to a slower cell division rate.
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This assumes that the lag is related to cell division. If the lag simply represents diffusion into

the bulb cells, one would expect that the finewool Merinos would have a shorter lag time

since they have a smaller bulb volume than the strongwool Merinos. This lag time is not

unusual invivo,having been reported in other mammalian species (Al-Dewachi et a1.,1975a,

b; Nome, 1975; Appleton, t977). It was decided that the immunohistochemical technique

would be the most appropriate method to estimate follicle cell kinetics in the present study

since BrdU was likely to give a more accurate estimation of cell division rate, in particular in

the finewool Merinos. It would still be valid to use the colchicine estimates since there was

linea¡ accumulation of metaphases after the lag phase, but as there was a difference in the

length of this perid it was decided that an underestimate of the rate of cell division would be

obtained in the finewool Merinos (reviewed by Wright & Appleton, 1980).

There was no significant difference be¡veen the nvo sfiains of Merinos in the bulb

turnover time, i.e. the time taken for the cell population of the germinative region of the bulb

to rene\il itself @raser, 1965). However, the finewool Merinos did have a337o slower

turnover time than the strongwool Merinos. This lack of difference berween the two strains

could be attributed to the fact that although the strongwool Merinos had a higher rate of cell

division, there was a largervolume of tissue in the bulb to replace. This may correlate wittr

Williams and V/inston's (1987) frnding of no difference between the Fleece-plus and Fleece-

minus flocks in mitotic density, i.e. the number of mitotic nuclei per unit volume of tissue.

Fraser (1965) staæd that '...as mitotic density is a number referring to a unit volume, it is no

index of mitotic activity or mitotic rate...'. If Williams and Winston (1987) had not

expressed mitotic rate per unit volume an alternative conclusion may have been made. They

reported a difference in the area of mitotically - active tissue which suggests that the mitotic

activity of the follicles differed be¡reen genogæes in order to be no difference in mitotic

density. This is fundamentally equivalent to the present turnover time result which is an

expression relating cell division rate and cell number. Both cell division rate and cell number

differed berween the finewool and strongwool Merinos and this ultimately resulted in no

difference in turnover time berween the two strains.

One of the assumptions inherent in the estimation of bulb turnover time is that all cells

in the 'germinative' region of the bulb a¡e capable of division. There have been reports that
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bulbs exhibit asymmetrical mitotic activity associated with bilaterally - segmented frbres

(Fraser, 1964; Adelson et a1.,1991). Observations in the present experiment did not indicate

any asymmetry in cells labelled with BrdU in either strain (Plate 2.4), nor was there any

asymmetry in the accumulation of metaphases when the colchicine technique was used (Plate

2.3), ín agreement with observations by others (Williams & 'Winston, 1987; Hynd, 1989a).

Funhermore, long-term labelling studies with BrdU indicate that the growth fraction (i.e. the

proportion of bulb cells capable of division) in wool follicle bulbs is 1.0 (Hynd, unpublished).

The turnover time estimates in the present study, therefore, were not biased by the follicle

populations having a varied distribution of germinative tissue.

Cortical cell volume was estimated using an alternative method to that proposed by

Short et aI., (1965). Preliminary studies (Appendix 2) indicated that fibre dispersion by HCI

distorted the cells more than formic acid pretreatment, whereas trypsin digestion failed to

release adequate numbers of cells to provide a representative sample of the fibre. The mean

cortical cell volume did not differ between strains, in agreement with Williams and ly'inston

(1987). In the present experiment strongwool Merinos tended to have a greater average cell

volume than the finewools (P = 0.055), but within sheep variation was high (Plate 2.5a). This

probably reflects differences in cortical cell proportion (Orwin et a1.,1984). Cortical cell

volume was correlated with fibre production per follicle and this association may also be due to

cortical cell type, since it is known that fibres with large diameters tend to have a high

proportion of large orthocortical cells (Orwin, 1989). Discrete populations of cortical cell type

could not be separated on the basis of cell size alone, since there was no clear bimodal

distribution of the cortical cell parameters in the present study. Attempts were made to

differentiate cell type by differential staining with methylene blue (Clarke & Maddocks, 1965),

however this was unsuccessful (Appendix 2).

The number of cortical cells produced per fibre differed significantly between strains, in

agreement with Williams and Winston (1987). This is not unexpected since cortical cell

production is estimated directly from the volume of cortex produced per follicle (Equation

2.10) which were highly signihcantly different. New techniques need to be developed to obtain

an independent estimate. An attempt was made to completely disperse cortical cells from a

known volume of wool and then count the cells but it was impossible to adequately disperse all

of the fibre without breaking individual cells (Appendix 2).
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The present results support, but do not add, to the hypothesis that the distribution of

bulb cells to the fibre and inner root sheath is under genetic control, as proposed by Short er ø/.

(1965),'Wilson and Short (1979), Hynd (1989a,b) and Hynd and Scobie (unpublished; cited by

Hynd, 1989b). In the strongwool Merino there were 75Vo more cells entering the fibre than in

the follicles of the finewool Merinos, although the difference between strains was not

statistically significant due to a large within-strain variation (Table 2.8). It was not possible to

regress this efficiency of fibre production against volume of fibre cortex, since efficiency is

derived directly from fibre cortex production (Equation 2-ll-)- In order to further understand

and accuraæly describe the constraints to the efficiency of hbre production, it is necessary a) to

gain an understanding of the role of the inner root sheath and b) to develop methods which

either determine efficiency of fibre production directly, or estimate the number of cortical cells

produced per hour without directly using fibre volume. Alternatively, it may be possible to use

the 'production ratio', i.e. the ratio of the cross-sectional area of the fibre to the cross-sectional

area of fibre plus IRS, to provide an indication of the distribution of cells between the fibre and

inner root sheath (Butler and Wilkinson, 1979; section 1.5.3) and it has been shown that there is

a correlation between production ratio and cell distribution (r = 0.63, P < 0.01, n = 18; Hynd,

unpublished)

2.4.2. Determinants of wool production per unit area of skin

Both follicle density and bulb volume have been found to be associated with wool

production (Henderson, 1965; Brown & Turner, 1968; Barlow, 1974; Williams, 1987) but have

never been studied concurrently. The stepwise regression analysis indicated that follicle density

and the mean volume of germinative tissue in the bulb best predicted wool production per unit

area of skin (Equation2.l4a, b) in Experiment 1. Similarly, the total germinative volume of

the skin, i.e. the product of density and bulb volume, was found to be highly correlated with

wool production per unit area of skin (r = 0.9 1 ; Fig. 2.3). This association of density and

germinative volume of the bulb with wool production per unit area was examined further.in a

flock selected using a WOOLPLAN index and a randomly-bred flock to determine if the

relationship is similar in commercial flocks (Experiment2). It was confirmed that total

germinative volume of the skin was significantly correlated with wool
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production per unit a¡ea of skin (r =O.52; P < 0.05), suggesting ttrat these two characteristics

are important components in determining inherent levels of wool production.

Total germinative volume of the skin accountedfor 837o of the variance in Experiment

1 in contrast to only 26Vo of the va¡iation in wool production in Experiment 2. This

difference be¡ween the experiments was not unexpected since the relationship of various

measured cha¡acteristics benveen the two groups of sheep within each experiment was quite

disparate. In particular, the low-wool producers (finewool Merinos) of Experiment t had a

higher follicle density than the high-wool producers (strongwool Merinos), but the reverse

occurred in Experiment2. Infact, when the multiple linea¡ equations generated in

Experiment I were frtted to the data of Experiment 2, the equations did not adequately

describe the results, suggesting that these equations are not suitable for generally estimating

wool production per unit area of skin. It is unlikely that a general equation could be generated

for the determinants of wool production for all sheep, ¡ather an expression would be required

for each group of sheep for every set of conditions. V/ith an adequate, basic understanding

of the factors controlling wool production, funue computer simulations may be able to predict

wool growth rates mo¡e accurately than is presently possible.

4-4-3^ Conelusions

The results presented in this chapter support the initial hypothesis that differences in

wool production between sheep under simila¡ environmental conditions are due to differences

in the follicle population of the sheep. V/ool production levels were associated with the total

volume of gerrrinative tissue in the skin, i.e. the number of follicles and the volume of

germinative tissue in the follicle bulbs. The present results suggest that the relative

importance of the two factors; i.e. follicle density and volume of germinative tissue in the

bulb, is dependant on individual conditions associated with each group of sheep. For

example, the high wool-producing strain of strongwool Merino had a lower follicle density

and a g¡eater volume of germinative tissue in individual bulbs than the lower wool-producing

strain of the Camden Park Merino. In contrast, the high wool-producing stud flock from

Experimentzhad a higher follicle density and an equivalent average volume of germinative

tissue in the bulb compared to tlre randomly-bred flock. Nevertheless, in both experiments

the high wool-producing sheep had a greater total volume of germinative tissue in the skin
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than the low wool-producing sheep. It is concluded that there is a difference in the follicle

population, i.e. the relative importance of follicle density and volume of germinative tissue

in the bulb, benveen sheep with inherent differences in wool production.

The second part of the h¡pothesis, that differences in wool production in sheep kept

under similar environmental conditions are due to differences in the functioning of individual

follicles, was not supported. The results of Experiment 1 indicated that there was no major

functional difference between the follicles, rather wool production levels were due to a

cumulative effect of small differences in a number of characteristics. ff the functioning of

individual follicles did differ, one may have expected a similarity in most of the

cha¡acteristics and a large difference in one of the characters, for example a different

distribution of bulb cells between the fibre and the inner root sheath. It is concluded;

a) that the follicles of the high wool-producing sheep were capable of producing more wool

due to an additive effect of individual morphological features and rate processes which were

greater than those in the low wool-producing sheep, and

b) that no single, functionally-related character is responsible for the genetic control of wool

production.

Given that the functioning of individual follicles is similar throughout the Merino

population, the mechanisms by which the high level of wool production of the South

Australian strongwool Merino is maintained remains to be determined. There must be some

mechanism which enables follicles that have similar modes of action to be capable of

producing wool at higher rates than follicles on other sheep. This may lie in the nutrient

supply to the follicle and the subsequent ability of the follicle to utilise nutriens essential for

wool production. These will be examined in more detail in the following chapters.
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CHnprnn 3. SxlN nloon rlow on rrNpwoor, nNu

STRONGWOOL MERINOS

3.1. InrnonucrroN
There are no published reports comparing blood flow to the skin of different strains of

Merinos nor the relationship berween wool growth and skin blood flow. The cutaneous

circulation of sheep has been measured under various conditions, such as during heat stress

and exercise, and it is believed that there is a relationship berween skin blood flow and wool

production (Section L.2.5). Black and Reis (1979) developed a simple 3-poot simulation

model to predict the utilisation of amino acids in sheep. They showed ttrat there could be up

to aTOVo increase in wool growth when blood flow to the skin is doubled, although the

response to increased blood flow was shown to increase at a diminishing rate.

Many methods exist for the study of cutaneous circulation and its morphology. Three

different physiological parameters a¡e used when describing skin blood flow - physical

movement, heat transport and oxygen content (reviewed by Swain & Grant, 1989). Both

methods used in the curent study of skin blood flow, i.e. radiolabelled microspheres and

laser Doppler velocimeqy, utilise the physical movement pammeter. These are the only

techniques which \Àrill be discussed.

Radiolabelled microspheres have been used extensively in sheep for studying blood

flow distribution and thermal stress (Hales, I973a, b; Hales et a1.,1976; Hales, et al.,

19784,b; Bell, et a1.,1983) and the general technique and its use has been extensively

reviewed by Heymann et al. (1977). Briefly, the microsphere technique is an indicator

fractionaúon technique, based on the Fick principle that mass is conserved in the circulation

and mass is derived from the product of volume and concentration (Sapirstein, 1958). When

a known quantity of microspheres are injected into the left cardiac ventricle, the spheres mix

and flow with the arterial blood whilst being distributed in the same manner as the blood.

The microspheres become lodged in the vessels conesponding to the size of the sphere and

the quantities of microspheres can subsequently be assessed by determining ttre radioactivity
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present in the tissue of interest. This gives an estimate of the amount of blood flowing to

the tissue.

The use of microspheres to measure tissue blood flow has advantages over other

methods (e.g. isotope clearance technique). In particular, the number of spheres in a tissue

sample is a function of blood flow, and the distribution of the microspheres is not affected

by the permeability, surface area or metabolic activity of the vessels or surrounding tissues.

The microsphere technique is often the standard against which other techniques are

validated but there a¡e inherent disadvantages with using the technique. Firstly, the method

is invasive and acute since the animal undergoes surgery for catheter insertion and is

slaughtered before tissue sampling. The use of microspheres also involve additions to and

withdrawals from the circulatory system which possibly upset the haemodynamic

parameters of the blood (Flaim et al., 1978: Stanek et a1.,1985), the technique estimates

blood flow to (not through) the tissue and, finally, there are shunting problems dependant

on the architecture of the vessels (reviewed by Shepherd & Jacobsen, 1981). To overcome

some of these problems, alternative techniques suitable for the estimation of skin blood

flow have been developed.

Laser Doppler velocimetry GDV) is a non-invasive, isotope-free technique which

provides continuous measurement of blood flow through the skin. The use of a laser beam

to measure blood flow was first described by Stern (1975), further developed by Holloway

and Watkins (Holloway & Watkins, L977; 'Watkins & Holloway,1977) and improved by

Nilsson et aI., (1980). By placement of a probe on the skin surface, laser light with an

infra-red wavelength of 780nm is transmitted into the skin through a fibre optical cable and

the reflected signal is returned through a second cable to the instrument. The light does not

affect blood flow since wavelengths greater than 450nm are considered not to interact with

rcd blood cells (Furchgott et al., L967). The light frequency reflected from stationary

tissue is unchanged, however that reflected from moving red blood cells undergoes a

frequency shift according to the Doppler equation - f =
2v cos 0

c

v is the velocity of the red blood cells

/ is the frequency of the incident laser light
0 is the angle between the incident light and the direction of motion

of the erythrocytes

c is the speed of light.

where
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The Doppler shift is converted by the electronics of the machine to give an oulput which is

linearly proportional to red blood cell flux (number x velocity).

The laser Doppler velocimeter is used extensively in the assessment of

microcirculation and generally there is good agreement between LDV and other methods.

Examples include the isotope clearance technique @ngelhart & Kristensen, 1983; Engelhart er

a/., 1988), plethysmography (Johnson ¿t al., L984),video microscopy (Tyml & Ellis, 1985)

and measurement with a blood flow meter (Pershing et a1.,1989). LDV is sensitive to

movement artifacts and it \ilas suggested that it is difficult to perform true quantitative

measurements (Tenland,1982; cited by Tenland et a1.,1983). Difficulties a¡ise from

va¡iation in btood flow from comparable sites in the same individual and also from the same

site in the same individual over time. This variation is possibly due to the arrangement of the

underlying microvasculature @ravennan et a1.,1990). To overcome these limitations,

multiple readings a¡e taken at a number of sites within a defined area and the mean calculated.

The aim of this experiment lvas to deveþ and validate the use of a laser Doppler

velocimeter for the measurement of blood flow in the skin of sheep. The hypothesis that

differences in wool growth between finewool and strongwool Merinos a¡e associated with

differences in blood flow through the skin was then tested.

3.2. F.oprnrvtnNt¡l Pnocnnunn

3.2.1. rìesign

The experiment reported in this chapter consisted of three individual trials

@xperiments 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3) which involved strongwool and finewool Merino wethers

aged 3 - 4 years. They were fed a daily ration of grain-based sheep pellets (lkgd) and water

was available ad libiturn All sheep were housed indoors in individual pens before being

moved to a climate-control room (Light between 0830 and 1930) and housed in metabolism

crates.

Wool growth estimates were made using the tattoo patch technique (Section 2.2.3.)

during the 14 days immediatelypriorto the sheep being moved to the climate-control room.

The design of each experiment is summa¡ised in Table 3.1 and discussed individually (vide-
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infra). Air temperature and relative humidity were recorded prior to the measurement of skin

blood flow for each sheep using a maximum and minimum thermometer and a wet and dry

bulb thermometer, respectively.

Table 3.1. Summary of experiments undertaken to validate and determine the

optimal conditions for use of laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV) to
measure blood flow through the skin of sheep

No. Finewool No. Strongwool Measurements
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Experiment 3.1

Experiment 3.2

Experiment 3.3
loricinal number$)

4 4 Day effect

Region effect*

V/ool grofih
Position effectt

Follicle density

Wool growth

Validation of LDV
using microspheres

4

4
a)

4

2
(Ð

* 
Measorements were made within a small area of the midside

t Measurements were made on the midside and on the abdominal flank

$ The number of sheep originally in the experiment

3.2.1.1. Experiment 3.1

Four strongwool and four finewool Merinos were housed indoors for a 67 day

stabilisation period during which wool growth estimates were made, before the sheep were

transferred to the climate-control room. Blood flow was estimated using LDV as described

below (Section 3.2.2.L.) at three sites along the dorsal edge of the midside tattooed patch.

Each of these sites was measured twice on four consecutive days.

3.2.1.2. Experiment 3.2

Four strongwool and for¡r frnewool Merinos were housed indoors for a 46 day

stabilisation perid during which wool growth estimates were made before the sheep were

transferred to the climate-control room. Blood flow was estimated using LDV as described in

Section 3.2.2.1. at two positions on the right side of the sheep, i.e. within the tattooed

midside patch (midside) and on the aMominat flank region (flank; Fig. 3.1.). Three

measul€ments \ilere made in each region on two consecutive days. Skin samples were taken
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from both the midside and aMominal flank, processed, sectioned transverse to the follicle at

10pm and then stained with haematoxylin and eosin for the determination of follicle density

as described in Section 2.2.4.L. Density was measr¡red at a magnifrcation of 337 times and

estimated using Equation 2.2.

Figure 3.1. Midside and abdominal flank regions of the sheep where blood

flow measurements were made with laser Doppler velocimetry in
Experiment 3.2.

3.2.1.3. Experiment 3.3

Five finewool and seven snongwool Merinos were housed indoors for at least 14

days before being uansferred to a climate control room (femperature = 18oC; Light between

0830 and 1930). Blood flow was measured withLDV at three sites along the upper edge of

the midside tattoo€d patch on trvo consecutive days prior to surgery. The sheep underwent

surgery (Section 3.2.2.2.) in preparation for the application of the microspheres as described

in detail by Hales (1974) and briefly in Section 3.2.2.3. One to two days after surgery,

blood flow was estimated at three sites along the dorsal edge of the midside tattooed patch

with LDV (Section 3.2.2.1). Radiolabelled microspheres were injected into the sheep and

then tissue and blood samples werc collected and analysed to determine blood flow to the skin

and kidneys, as described in Section 3.2.2.4.
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3.2.2. Materials and Methods

3.2,2,1, Laser Doppler technique

A laser Doppler velocimeter (LaserflorM, Blood perfusion nonitor (4034) TSI Inc. St

Paul, USA) with a right angle skin probe was used to estimate blood flow. This particular

monitor has a solid state laser diode with a wavelength of 780 * 20nm. It was necessary to

use adhesive tape (5cm x 12cm; Leukoplast @ Beiersdorf, Hambrug) topped with double-

sided sticþ-tape with three holes punched (9mm diameter) approximately 15mm apafi to

attatch the probe to the skin (Plate 3.1.) as the recommended adhesive did not adhere to the

skin of the sheep. The tape was placed on the skin, which had bee.n closely clippe<l of wool

prior to the first day of blood flow rneasurements, and the probe placed on the caudal edge of

the tape. The sheep were then allowed to settle before blood flow was recorded for

approximately 45 seconds on a continuous feed chart (100mm/minute). This measurement

was repeated twice, moving the probe in a cranial direction. After completion of each days'

measurements, estimates of blood flow were made directly fr¡m the chart paper. The monitor

was calibrated with radiolabelled microsphe.re.s in dog gasric mlrcosa by the manufacturer,

hence the units are arbitrarily designated as 00.q tissue.

Plate 3.1. Photograph of the laser Doppler velocimeter probe placed within
the midside tattoo patch of a sheep. The probe is attatched to the skin
with adhesive tape topped with double-sided sticky tape.
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3.2.2.2. General aseptic surgery procedure

Sheep were fasted for 24 hours before anaesthesia was induced with pentobarbitone

sodium (i.v. 10 - 15m1; Nembutal@; Boehringer Ingelheim, Artarmon, NSW) and

maintained with halothane (3Vo; Halothane-M&B; May and Baker Australia Pty. Ltd, \ryest

Footscray, Vic.) in oxygen. An intramuscula¡ injection of procaine benzylpenicillin and

dihydrostreptomycin (2ml; Pen & Strp. Injection; Norbrook Laboratories, UK) was given

as a routine prophylactic treatment after surgery. Catheters were made with single lumen,

polyethelene or clear vinyl tubing (Adelab Scientific, Adelaide, SA) and appropriately

gauged needles (Teremo Pty Ltd, Melbourne, Vic.), sterilised with benzalkonium (O.l%o;

Tnphiran Winthrop Labs., Ermington, NSW) and flushed with heparinised saline (10

i.u./ml; saline and heparin sodium [5000U/ml] both were products of Commonwealth

Serum Laboratories, Melbourne, Vic.). Patency of the catheters was maintained by the

continuous infusion of saline with an infusion pump (Minipuls 2; Gilson, Villiers, France).

3.2.2.3. Insertion of catheters for microsphere administration

Aseptic surgical procedures (Section 3.2.2.2) were used to place catheters in the left

cardiac ventricle via the left carotid artery and in the left deep circumflex iliac artery. An

incision was made above the artery of interest and the vessel isolated and ligated with silk

on the cranial edge of the incision. A small cut was made in the artery and a polyethelene

catheter (i.d. 1.00mm, o.d. 1.50mm) was placed in the carotid artery. The catheter was

passed down the artery and positioned in the left ventricle. The correct placement in the

heart was determined by pressure recording with a strain gauge transducer and chart

recorder (ICT-2H, Gilson Duograph Model). A second catheter constructed from clea¡

vinyl tubing (i.d. 0.80mm, o.d. 1.20mm) was placed in the saphenous artery and inserted to

20cm of the tip of the catheter.

3.2.2.4. Microsphere administration

Microspheres l5¡rm in diameter and labelled with 57Co were supplied suspended in

saline (O-9Vo) with polyoxyethylene 80 sorbitan monooleate (O.07Vo, Tween 80; NEN-

TRAC Microspheres; DuPont, Boston, MA). This size of microsphere was chosen since

l5¡rm microspheres are generally used as a measure of true capillary flow (reviewed by

Hales, L974). The l5¡rm microspheres also satisfy the criteria of being distributed similarly

to red blood cells as well as there not being significant non-entrapment of the
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spheres by the blood vessels Qleymann et al., L977). Approximately 2ml of the

microsphere-containing solution was mixed with saline (7ml) and gently agitated by hand, as

recommended by Naredi et al., (1991). The dose, containing approximately 2.2x1Ú

microspheres, was injected rapidly into ttre left cardiac ventricle and the catheter was flushed

wittr saline immediately after the injection via a three-way tap. An 'artificial organ' sample

was withdrawn simultaneously from the saphenous artery for 30 seconds, starting five

seconds prior to the administration of the microspheres. A second blood sample was

collecæd for a further 15 seconds, immediately after the first sample. Blood was collected

directly into p'reweighed vacuum sample-tubes (Venoject; Terumo, Elkton, USA) containing

sodium heparin (143 i.u.) and then centrifuged to precipitate the microspheres (10 min;

6000g; 4oC; MSE Mistral 4L). Immediately after the collection of the blood, saturated

magnesium sulphate (20 - 25ml; MgSOa.H2O, Kilsyth, NSW) was injected into ttre hea¡t via

the ca¡otid catheter until the sheep was dead. Skin from the sides of the deceased sheep was

carefully removed, leaving the superficial blood vessels attached to the animal. Small

samples from the cortex of both the left and right kidneys were taken to verify equal

distribution of the microspheres throughout the body. The skin samples (- 10 x 10on; 5 per

side) and kidney sarrrples (- 1g per kidney) were placed into preweighed plasma tubes and

then the samples and aliquots \¡,ere weighed and assayed for gamma activity (1282

Compugamma, LKB rWallac). Btood flow to the skin and kidney were estimated using
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Equation 5.1, derived from Hales (1974).

Equation 5.1.

Btood flow = Sampling rate of a¡terial blood * Radioactivi of tissue
arterial blood

3.2.3. Statistical analysis

Analysis of va¡iance statistics were performed with GENSTAT 5 (1988, Lawes

Agricultural Tmst, Rothamsæd Experimental Station) and the means and standard errors of

the means were generaæd within this program. Each measurement was treated independently

and the analyses included estimates of missing data, when appropriate. The analysis of

va¡iance statistics were used to test the effects of strain, site and"/or day on blood flow within

Experiment3.l and3.2.
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Simple correlation coefficients were estimated with the Cricket Graph computer

software package (version 1.3.1; Cricket Software, Philadelphia, USA). These were used

to determine the relationships between blood flow, wool growth and density (Experiments

3.1 and 3.2) and to compare the results obtained from the two methods used for estimating

blood flow (Experiments 3.3).

The mean and standard error of the mean were routinely calculated with data

obtained from samples within sheep and then from sheep within strains. The Students t-test

was used to compare wool growth and density between strains.

Results were considered signif,rcant when P < 0.05.

3.3. RESULTS

3.3.1. General

All sheep consumed the offered feed throughout each experiment. The temperature

and relative humidity of the climate-control room varied significantly between days in

Experiment 3.1 (P < 0.001 and P = 0.001 respectively) with a range in environmental

conditions occurring on all days of Experiment 3.1 (Table 3.2.). The temperature and

relative humidity at which blood flow was measured did not differ between strains (P =

0.450) and sites (P = 0.613) nor were there any significant interactions. Temperature and

relative humidity were significantly correlated with blood flow (r = 0.48, P < 0.01; & r =

0.37,P < 0.01, respectivelyi n = 192). It was unnecessary to use either factor as a covariate

since neither removed a significant proportion of variance from blood flow.

Table 3.2. Temperature (temp) and relative humidity (RH) in the climate-control

room during Experiment 3.1. (means and standard errors of the differences

of means [s.e.d.])

Day I 2 3 4 s.e.d.

Experiment 3.- Temp (oC)

range

- RH (7o)

range

26

2r-30
.69
82-6t

23

2t-26
77

83-72

2l
L9-22

78

90 -71

19

l7 -22

79

85-70

0.90

2.3
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Conditions remained constant during blood flow measurements in Experiment3.2

(temperature = 18oC, relative humidity =7LVo) and Experiment 3.3 (temperature = 2loC,

relative humidity = 65Vo)

1 1 t. Rlnnd flnw r¡qriqfinn wifhin individrrql chaen fü'.vnorirnanfs 1 I ¡' I tl

Blood flow through the skin was measured at least once at each of three sites in the

midside patch on four consecutive days. Measr¡rements were not made when the temperature

reached 30oC on day 1 and 25oC on day 2, thus missing values were estimated in the analysis

of the data. The rate of blood flowing through the skin at different positions va¡ied within

individual sheep with the coeffrcient of variation ranging from L2Vo to 26Vo on days 3 and 4

ofExperiment3.l (Appendix4.1.). There\ilasasignificantdifferenceintherateof blood

flow between different days (P < 0.001) but not at different sites on the midside patch (P =

0.876; Table 3.3.)

Tabte 3.3. Blood flow through the skin (ml/min/lOOg tissue) on different
days and different sites on the midside patch in Experiment 3.1

(means and standard errors of the differences of means [s.e.d.])

Day lSite number
1 2

88

3 4 s.e.d. P--
Day 4.7

3.8

3.8

3.6

3.2

3.8

3.2 0.33

o.27

< 0.001

0.876Site

The temperature and relative humidity were constant when measurements \ilere made

of btood flow on the midside patch and on the abdominal flank, thus the three sites in each

region were used as replicates in Experiment3.2. There was greater variation in the rate of

blood flowing through the skin of the aMominal flank region than the midside region within

each sheep with the coefficient of variation (CV) ranging fum 23Vo to 62Vo nthe flank and

líVo to 4OVo n the midside (Appendix 4.1). The ANOVA indicaæd that ttrere was a

consistently higher average blood flow rate through the flank region (4.2 nllrntnl l00g tissue)

than the midside (3.3 nillrninllOOg tissue; P = 0.050). There was no difference in the rate of

blood flowing through the skin of the midside and the aMominal flank between days @ =

0.201) and blood flow through the skin of the midside was not correlated with blood flow

through the skin of the abdominal flank region (r = 0.38; Fig. 3.2).
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3.3.3. Validation of the laser Doppler velocimeter method (Experiment 3.3ì

Three sheep died following surgery to insert catheters into the heart via the carotid

aÍery and into the saphenous artery; two from suspected heart failure and the third from

fluid in the lungs. The microsphere technique requires that the carotid cannula be situated

in the left ventricle and that both the carotid and saphenous catheters remain patent. This

occurred in two finewool and four strongwool Merinos and only these sheep were used for

the validation of the LDV technique. Comparisons of the estimates of blood flow between

the two strains were are not presented as it is difficult to obtain significant results with only

the two finewool Merino survivors. The estimates of blood flow to the left and right

kidney were significantly correlated (r = 0.93; P < 0.02) and differed by only between3Vo

and l77o (Table 3.4.). These results indicate that there was reasonable distribution of the

microspheres around the body of the sheep, considering only one sample per kidney was

collected. The temperature was 21oC and the relative humidity was 65Vo and both

remained constant throughout the period in which the blood flow estimates were made.

Table 3.4. Blood flow (ml/min/l0Og tissue) to the left and right kidneys of the sheep

used for the estimation of blood to the skin by radiolabelled microspheres

Sheep identification I-eft kidney Risht kidney

987

97r
978

988

989

996

7rt
1040

603

871

1038

990

731

1072

557

747

929

876

The mean of six blood flow estimates per sheep using LDV was 4{.5 mVmin/I00g

tissue and ranged from 3 to 6 mUmin/1O0g tissue, whereas the estimates of blood flow

obtained using microspheres had a mean of 10+1.0 mUmin/l0Og tissue and ranged from 7

to 13 mVmin/l00g tissue. The absolute values of the two techniques differed signihcantly

(P < 0.001) and the estimates obtained using the LDV were highly correlated with the

radiolabelled microsphere estimates of blood flow to the skin (r = 0-92, P < 0.02; Figure

3.3.).
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3.3.4. Blood flow in different strains of Merinos

There was a significant difference in blood flow through the skin between the

finewool and strongwool Merinos in Experiment 3.1. (P = 0.007). Only the first three

measurements on day 3 and 4 for each sheep of Experiment 3.1 were used for the following

analyses in order to compare and combine Experiment 3.1 and3.2. It was possible to

combine these data since there was no difference in blood flow between days 3 and 4 in

Experiment 3.1 (P = 0.913) despite a significant difference in temperature on these days

(P = 0.045) bur nor relative humidity (p = 0.j92).

In Experiment 3.1 there was a significant difference in the rate of blood flowing

through the skin on the midside between the finewool and strongwool Merinos (p = 0.003;

Table 3.5). In contrast, there was no difference between the two groups of sheep in

Experiment3.2 in either blood flow through the midside (P = 0.649) nor through the skin

of the abdominal flank (P = 0.851; Table 3.5). The sheep in the latter experiment were not

as intensively-trained to remain still as those in Experiment 3.1 so there was a lot more

movement artifact in Experiment3.2 due to feet stamping and restless movement

backwards and forwards. The fînewool Merinos appeared to be a lot more active than the

strongwool Merinos, particularly 952 whose blood flow estimate is indicated in Figure 3.2.

Table 3.5. Blood flow through the skin (mUmin/l00g tissue) on the midside patch and
the abdominal flank (flank) in finewool and strongwool Merinos (means and
standard errors of the differences of means [s.e.d.])

Finewool s.e.d. P=
Experiment 3.1. - midside

Experiment 3.2. - midside

Exoeriment 3.2. - flank

2.8

3.2

4.2

3.6

3.5

4.3

0.19

0.63

0.70

0.003

0.649

0.851

Combined midside 2.9 3.6 0.27 0.011

The estimates of blood flow through the midside region from Experiments 3.1 and

3.2 were combined and the ANOVA indicated that there was no difference in the rate of

blood flow from each trial (P = 0.948) nor was there any interaction between strain and

trial (P = 0.181). This enabled the results for the two groups of sheep to be amalgamared,

resulting in eight sheep representing each strain. There wÍrs a significant difference in the
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rate of blood flowing through the skin of the midside between the two strains (P = 0.011;

Table 3.5).

3.3.5. Wool growth. follicle density and blood flow

Wool growth within the midside patch differed significantly between the two srrains

of Merinos during the period prior to blood flow measurements (P < 0.001; Table 3.6).

The density of follicles in the midside and in the abdominal flank did not differ between the

strongwool and finewool Merinos, nor was midside follicle density correlated with wool

production rates (r =0.292; P > 0.1). The densities of the follicles in the two regions were

correlated (r = 0.806; P < 0.02).

Table 3.6. Wool production rates (mg/cm2ld) on the midside patch and follicle
density (FD; per mm2) of both the midside and abdominal flank in finewool
and strongwool Merinos (means with standard error in parentheses)

Finewool Stronswool P<
Wool growth

FD - midside

FD - flank

0.47 (0.046)

42.3 (3.6e)

48.7 0.62)

0.e6 (0.093)

s2.0 (3.87)

53.5 (6.48)

0.001

n.s.d.

n.s.d.

Wool growth on the midside was significantly correlated with blood flow through

the skin when the two trials were combined (r = 0.58, P < 0.01; Fig. 3.a). The relationship

between blood flow and wool growth was significant within the finewool Merinos but not

the strongwool Merinos. The ß-coefficients were similar for both strains (Equations 5.2

and 5.3). Blood flow and follicle density rvas not correlated (r =O.M;P < 0.1) when the

data from both the midside and abdominal flank were analysed (Fig 3.5).

Equation 5.2. (Finewool Merino)

y=0.110x+0.16 (r=0.76;P<0.05)

Equation 5.3. (Strongwool Merino)

y=0.120x+0.48 (r=0.23;P>0.1)
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3.4. DtscussloN

The present study was the first to examine the relationship between wool growth

and blood flow through the skin of two strains of Merino. The results support the

hypothesis that differences in wool growth between strongwool and f,rnewool Merinos, and

even within strains, are associated with differences in blood flow through the skin. This is

in agreement with recent results from Hales and Fawcett (1993) who found a difference in

blood flow per unit area of skin between the Fleece-plus and Fleece-Minus flocks. The

present results indicated that a 100V2 increase in blood flow through the skin was associated

with a l50Vo increase in wool growth. This is a far greater response than that calculated by

Black and Reis (1979) in their model. They predicted that a l00Vo increase in the rate of

blood flowing through the skin would result in a707o increase in wool production due to an

increase in the supply of sulphur amino acids (assuming that the release from digestion and

metabolism is not rate limiting) and a resultant decrease in follicle bulb turnover time. This

model was a simulation for increased blood flow in a 'standard' sheep, i.e. blood flow was

increased and other factors remain the same (i.e. factors such as follicle density, number of

cells in the bulb, the proportion of bulb cells which enter the fibre and the final mass of the

cortical cells), rather than a comparison between sheep. This may explain the discrepancy.

To conclude, then, from the present results that increases in blood flow cause a greater rate

of wool production between strains of Merinos is premature since only 34Vo of the variance

in wool growth was accounted for by blood flow but it appears that blood flow through the

skin may be related to wool production in Merinos.

There was no overall statistical difference in blood flow through the skin at

different sites within the midside region but there was often large variation between sites-

within sheep, in agreement with results of Tenland et al- (1983) and Braverman et aI.

(1990). The latter found a l00%o variation in red blood cell flux as the LDV probe was

moved over a distance of 2 ¡o 6mm. The variation was attributed to the position of the

probe in relation to underlying ascending arterioles and their branches and this was likely to

have been the scenario in the present study. The mean of multiple readings over an area

was used to provide an average rate of blood flow in the present study, as reported by

others (Holloway & Watkins,1977; Klemp & Staberg, 1985; Monteiro-Riviere et al.,
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1990). In the present study, wool growth was estimated over an area of skin, thus it is valid

to obtain a mean blood flow rate from the same area.

There was a difference in blood flow to the skin of the midside and abdominal flank

regions. This result is in agreement with the findings of those who have compared blood

flow in different regions of sheep skin (Setchell & Waites, 1965; Hales & Fawcett, 1992),

those who have used skin temperature as an indicator of skin blood flow in sheep (Cockrem

& V/ickham, 1960) and those who have compared cutaneous blood flow between different

regions in other species (Lundberg & Smedegard, 1981;Tur et al.,1983; Sundberg, 1984;

Monteiro-Riviere et a1.,1990). There was a greater rate of blood flow through the skin of

the abdominal flank region than through the midside in the present study, a finding which is

in contrast to the presence of a dorso-ventral and anterior-posterior gradient in wool growth

rates (Henderson, 1953; Chapman & Young, 1957; Young & Chapman, 1958) and in blood

flow (Hales & Fawcett,1992) in sheep. The discrepancy may have been due to movement

of the sheep which artificially increased the LDV measurements since the region measured

in the abdominal flank underwent strong respiratory movements in contrast to the midside,

which was comparatively stable. This movement artifact has been reported elsewhere

(Tenland et a1.,1983) so most workers restrain or train the subjects to remain motionless

during the measurement period to improve the stability of readings (Svensson & Jonsson,

1987; Thomsen et a1.,1988; Kastrup et a1.,1989; Monteiro-Riviere et a1.,1990). Often

subjects who are too restless are withdrawn from studies (e.g. Klemp & Staburg, 1985).

This movement artifact was a problem and possibly contributed to the high coefficient of

variation recorded in Experiment3.2 and resulted in only midside data being used for the

present analyses. It was decided not to use pharmacological agents to restrain the

movement of the animals in the pr*esent work since it has been reported that anaesthesia

decreases cutaneous blood flow in sheep (Weaver et a1.,1990).

The absolute values of cutaneous circulation obtained using LDV in unanaesthetised

sheep in a thermoneutral environment were significantly lower than those obtained using

radiolabelled microspheres in both the present study and in studies reported elsewhere

(Table 3.7; Alexander et a1.,1973: Hales, L973a,1974;Hales et a1.,1976-Bell et al.,

1983). However, there a¡e important differences between the two techniques. In

particular, the LDV measures the"-velocity and number of red blood cells moving through
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the circulatory system whereas the microsphere technique measures the rate at which the

microspheres become lodged in blood vessels with a diameter of l5¡rm in the skin. If

capillaries branch at diameters less than 15¡rm, there may be a change in the rate of blood

flowing through these smaller vessels but this cannot be measured by the technique using

15pm microspheres. It is these smaller vessels which are likely to be situated in and around

the follicular region, particularly through the dermal papilla. There are no reports

pertaining to capillary size in the skin of sheep, but it is known that microcirculatory

vessels in skin can be smaller than l5¡rm, for example human skin has vessels with an

outside diameter of 7.5pm to 35¡rm (reviewed by Braverman, 1989) and the hairless mouse

ear has vessels ranging from 4¡rm to 13pm in diameter (Eriksson et a1.,1980; Barker et aI.,

1989; Mayrovitz, 1992).

The present LDV data suggests that the blood flow through the vessels surrounding

the follicles w¿ts less than that estimated to flow to the skin by the microsphere methods.

Nevertheless, the two methods were signif,rcantly correlated, thus measurements made

using LDV give a relative rate of blood flow and are valid, as are comparisons between

animals using the same method. A number of studies have been undertaken to compare the

rate of blood flowing to/through the skin determined by LDV with that determined by

alternative methods. Generally, there is a good relationship between blood flow rates

estimated with LDV and with plethysmography (Tv et a1.,1983; Johnson et a1.,1984;

Wester et al., 1984; Saumet et a1.,1986), video microscopy (Tooke et a1.,1983; Tyml &

Ellis, 1985), heat thermal clearance method (Saumet et a1.,1986), blood flow meters

@ershing et al.,l9S9) un6 133¡e¡on clearance (Holloway & Watkins,1977:Engelhart &

Kristensen, 1983). However relationships between LDV and some of these techniques are

not always satisfactory (Klemp & Staberg, 1985; Kastrup et a1.,1987; Svensson & Jonssön,

1987; Engelhart et a1.,1988) and it was suggested that this was due to the techniques

measuring different parameters. For example, various methods measure cutaneous blood

flow at different depths (Saumet et al., 1986). and other methods measure different types of

blood flow*. It was suggested that LDV measures total cutaneous circulation, whereas the

* 
Skin blood flow is composed of two components - a nutritional and a non-nut¡itional component, with

changes in the non-nutritional flow acting as a thermoregulatory mechanism. Much of the non-
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133¡gnsri washout technique only measures the nutritional component of the circulation. The

conclusion that LDV measures both nutritional and non-nutritional circulation was supported

by the present data @xperiment 3.1), since temperature and relative humidity were correlated

\Ãrittr blood flow estimates, indicating measurement of thermoregulatory circulation.

Ostergrcn and Fagrell (1986) reported that the velocity of red blood cells in cutaneous

capillaries is increased with increased skin temperature in humans which may indicate a

change in nutritional flow with temperature. This is contrary to the theory that

thermoregulatory mechanisms do not operate at the capillary level, thus LDV may measure

some temperature effects not related to thermoregulation.

Table 3.7. Rate of blood flow to the skin of sheep in a óthermoneutral'

environment estimated using various techniques

Method Position Blood flow
(mvmidl0Og tissue)

Reference

97

LDV Midside

15pm microsphere Midside
8óRrct a Midside
4- 1 3 l¡-lodoantipyrine

86Rbct Lamb/Midside

15pm microsphere Midside

l5ttm microsphere Midside

15pm microsphere Hind limb

A-V difference* AMominal flank

l5tun microsphere Midside

4

10

L2

Present @xp 3.3)

Present @xp 3.3)

Setchell & Waites, 1965

Alexander et al., L973

Hales, L973a

Hales, 1974

Hales et a1.,1978b

Haris et a1.,1989

Hales & Fawcett, 1992

25

18

t2
2-7
6-9

11

* 
Arteriovenous difference

ci¡culation is shunted through cutaneous arteriovenous anastomoses (AVAs) which provide direct

communication berween aferioles and venules, serving rp function in tissue meøbolism. Conversely, the

nutritional oomponent provides the transport of nutrients to tissues for meøbolism and removes metabolic

wastß products. The nutritional component of skin blood flow is small when compared with the

maximum otal flow available in the cutaneous circulation.
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Laser Doppler velocimeuy has advantages over other methods in that it provides a

non-invasive and continuous means of measurement of blood flow through the skin. In

particular, in the measurement of cutaneous circulation in sheep, it is preferable to other

methods because there are no problems associated with the handling and disposal of isotopes,

there a¡e no surgical and post-surgical complications as experienced wittt the microsphere

techniçe in the present study and ultimately it is not necessary to slaughter the animals to

obtain samples for analysis. The LDV technique enables cutaneous circulation to be readily

measured in sheep in a range of circumstances and will facilitate further resea¡ch into the

physiology of wool growth. For example, it will be possible to examine the effects of blood

flow on wool production in relation to staple strength, seasonality and physiological state.

Using the LDV technique, it was found that blood flow through the midside skin of

sheep differs between strains of Merinos and is associated with rate of wool production as

was initially hypothesised. However, the possible cause of the difference in blood flow

be¡ween strains is unlrrown and is examined in Chapter 4.
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CHlptBR 4. Crn,lNnous trllcnovnscullruRn on nrNr'.woor. lNu
STRONGWOOL MERINOS

4.1. IxtRonucrroN.
In the preceding experiments (Chapær 3) it was demonstrated that there was a

difference benveen strains of Merino in the rate of btood flowing through the skin and that

blood flow was correlated with follicle density and wool growth per unit area of skin.

However, the cause of this difference in blood flow rate is unknown. The laser Doppler

velocimeter used to estimate cutaneous circulation measures the velocity and total number of

red blood cells moving through the vessels directly under the probe. It follows that va¡iation

benveen sheep in blood flow rate may be due to a difference in ttre velocity and/or the number

of red blood cells which, in hlrn, may be detennined by the number and/or size of the vessels

under the probe in the skin. For example, the velocity of the red blood cells of the two strains

of Merinos may be equivalent, but if there are more or larger vessels in the skin of the

strongwool Merinos more cells may pass through the laser beam, thus giving a higher btood

flow raæ. The possible difference in the number and size of blood vessels in the skin of

sheep is examined in this chapter.

The microvasculature of the skin of sheep has been described in detail by Ryder

(1955a, b) in which three vascular levels, the subepidermal, mid-dermal and dermal nets, ate

recognised in a number of English long- and short-wool breeds of sheep. The networks have

also been identified in the Merino (Nay, 1966). There a¡e differences between breeds of

sheep in the distribution of the vessels within the skin, for example the network is poorþ

developed in the Suffolk, Romney, BorderLeicester, Masham and Swaledale, in contrast to

the presence of extra layers of horizontal vessels in the Welsh Mountain breeds (Ryder,

1955a). Even within a breed such as the Merino, there a¡e differences in the arrangement of

the mic-rovasculature in the skin. Nay (1966) reported the presence of a regular vascula¡

arangement associated with straight follicles in high-wool producing Merinos in contrast to

an irregular vascular arrangement associated with tangled follicles in Merinos selected for low

levels of wool production.
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The literature supports the proposal that differences in the rate of blood flowing

through the skin may be due to differences in the density of vessels in the skin. Furthermore,

Durward and Rudall (1949) found that the density of blood vessels associated with hair

follicles in the rat varies according to the stage of the hair growth cycle, suggesting a

relationship benveen hair growth and blood vessel distribution. The present study was

undertaken to test two hypotheses: firstly, that differences in the rate of blood flowing

through the skin of two strains of Merinos a¡e due to differences in the quantity of vascular

tissue in the skin; and, secondly, that the quantity of vascula¡ tissue in the skin is correlated

with wool growth raæ.

4.2. ExpnRrvrnNrll pnocnnunn

4.2.1. F*perimental design lFxperiment 4)

The sheep, housing conditions and blood flow measurements were the same as those

used in Experiment 3.2 (Section3.2.l.2.). Briefly, four finewool and four strongwool

Merinos were housed indoors in individual pens for 46 days during which wool growth

estimates were made in the midside region (Section 2.2.3.). The sheep were then transferred

to a climate-control room (temperature - 18oC; relative humidity - TlVo; light between 0830

and 1930) and blood flow through the skin of the aMominal flank was estimated using the

laser Doppler velocimeter (Section 3.2.2.1.) on two consecutive days.

The isolated cutaneous patch preparation (7-olte et a1.,1988; Harris et a1.,1989) was

utilised to infuse blood vessels in ttre skin of the abdominal flank u/ith a silicone rubber

compound (Microfrl@; Flowtek Inc., Boulder, USA), as described in Section 4.2.2. This

was performed the day immediately after the final blood flow measurements were made in six

of the sheep, and the following day in the final two sheep. Follicle density was determined

from skin samples taken from the excised skin containing the infused Microfil@. This skin

\ilas processed, embedded, sectioned at 8pm transverse to the follicle and stained with

haematoxylin and eosin (Section 2.2.4.1.). The number of follicles per unit area was

estimated with a light microscope at a magnification of 379 times using these skin sections

and Equation2.2.
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4.2.2. fsolated cutaneous patch surgery

Surgery was performed (Section 3.2.2.2.) in a non-sterile environment to isolate the

deep circumflex iliac artery and vein as described in detail by Zntte et al., (1988) and Harris

et al., (1989). Briefly, the sheep were placed in a lateral recumbent position and a

dorsoventral incision was made below the tuber coxae along the qanial border of the tensor

fasciae latae muscle. The contour of the muscle was followed closely using blunt dissection

to locate the deep circumflex iliac vessels and the muscle was retracted to expose the

prefemoralis lymph node and blood vessels of interest. Commercial 18G catheters with 20G

needle (Surflo; Teremo, Toþo, Japan) were inserted firstty into ttre deep circumflex iliac

artery and then into the vein and each was tied into place with silk thread.

4.2.3. Microfil@Jsc[¡riq¡¡e

The atery was perfused with heparinised saline (10 i.u./ml; saline and heparin

sodium t5000u/rntl both are products of Commonwealth Serum Laboratories, Melbourne,

Vic.) to flush the blood from the isolated patch. The Microfil@ solution was prepared(53Vo

¡lilus¡¡, 42VoÙ,{icrofù,5Vo curing agent; all supplied by Flowtek Inc., Boulder, USA)

immediately preceding infusion. Hand-pressured syringes were used to administer l0ml of

Microfil@ firstþ into the circumflex iliac vein and then into ttre corresponding artery with a 15

minute break between the two administrations to allow the Microfil@ to set. Orange and blue

Microfil@ were used to enable differentiation between the arteries and veins, with orange

being infused into the a¡teries and blue into the veins of six sheep andvice versa inthe

remaining two sheep. After the infusion, the sheep were slaughtered with an overdose of

pentobarbitone (Nembu¡¿@; Boehringer Ingelheim, Artarmon, NSW) and then stored in a

cold room overnight to allow the Microfil@ to cure.

The a¡ea of skin perfused with the Microfil@ was skeæhed and then removed from the

sheep. The samples \ilere dehydrated through 25Vo,5OVo;70Vo and957o ethanol (vlv;24

hours each) and stored ín lNVo ethanol. To visualise the perfused btood vessels, the skin

\ilas cut into strips in ethanol with nvo scalpel blades held 1mm apart, and then cleared in

methyl salicylic acid (Ajax Chemicals, Auburn, Australia). The clea¡ed skin strips were

placed on a microscope slide, mounted with D.P.X., coverslþed and examined
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immediately. The a¡ea of vascular tissue in the skin (mm2 of blood vessels per mm3 of skin)

was estimated using a video counting and microdensitomeüy computer program @Q System

IV; R&M Biometrics, Tennessee) at 159 times magnification. The program provides a

semiautomated analysis of video images. Briefly, the skin is viewed by video through a

microscope and displayed on a screen (Plate 4.la). The screen image is suMivided into a

matrix of small dots (pixels), the b'rightness of each pixel is determined and then stored as a

digltal byte in the computer's memory. The computer is then asked to select the pixels which

fall in a certain range of brightness corresponding to the btood vessels in the skin @late

4.1b).. This can then be described as the a¡ea of blood vessel per unit volume of skin (BVI -

blood vessel index). The latter is estimated from the total area of skin analysed, multiplied by

lmm (the width of skin section).

4.2.4. Statistical analysis

The mean t standard deviation were routinely calculated from sheep-within strain

data. The BVI was estimated on trvo separate days and the data from the two days were

combined. Students t-tests were used to compare wool growth, follicle density, blood flow

and BVI between strains.

Correlation coefficients were estimated with the Cricket Cnaph computer software

package (version 1.3.1; Cricket Software, Philadelphia, USA). This was used to determine

the relationships between BVI and wool growth, follicle density and blood flow.

Results were considered significantly different when P < 0.05.

4-3- Rnsrlr.'rs

4.3.1. Blood vessel distrihution

The Microfil@ perfusion through the aMominat flank was successful in all sheep.

The Micro¡t1@ perfused through the aræry was visible whereas the colourperfused through

the veins \ilas never observed either superficially @late 4.2a,b) or after the skin was removed

from the sheep. The perfused a¡ea varied considerably between sheep (Fig. a.1.) but the

distribution of Mcrofil@ di¿ not appear to be related to suain, BVI orwool growth.
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Plate 4,1. Photomicrograph of blood vessels in the skin filted with Microfil,

projected onto a video screen.

a) Video image of the blood vessels.

b) Image analysis of the vessels in a defined area. The area of vascular tissue per

unit volume of skin was determined by a software program which e.stimated the

amount of tissue which fell inot a defined level of brightness (that which is

highlighted in the above imaee)"
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Finewool Merino

Sheep 952

Strongwool Merino

Sheep 954

Sheep 955

Sheep 956

Sheep 75

Sheep 425

Sheep 459

Sheep 492

Figure 4.1. The area perfused by Microfil@ in the abdominal flank region of
the strongwool and finewool Merinos R , in relation to the surgical
incision -' , and the midside patch @
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Within the skin samples cleared with methyl salicylate, the perfused blood vessels

were the only structures clearly visible, although it was sometimes possible to discern the

outline of the follicles depending on the degree of tissue clearing @late 4.3). There appeared

to be a delineation between the nerworks as described by Ryder (1955a) and Nay (1966) with

the dermal network being discrete from the remainder of the vessels (Plate 4.4a). It was

impossible to separate the mid-dermal and sub-epidermal networks, but it was obvious that

the vessels surrounding the follicles originated from these regions. Blood vessels were

occasionally observed in the dermal papilla in the strongwool Merinos @late 4.3).

4-3-2- Area of vescrrler npn rrnif nren of skin

The index of the amount of vascular tissue in the skin (mm2 of blood vessel per mm3

of skin; BVI) varied considerably benveen sheep (Table 4.1.) but did not differ between the

two strains of Merinos. There was also a large va¡iation within each sheep (Table 4.1.) with

ttre CV ranging from4SVo to LOOVo. This was due to many areas within the skin not having

any perfused vessels and other areas where the density of the vessels were very high. Plate

4.4b shows this occurrence within a single region of a skin sample.

Variation in skin blood flow between sheep could not be explained by the relative

amount of vascula¡ tissue present in the skin, in fact it accounted for only O.2Vo of the

variance in skin blood flow, as indicated in the graph of blood flow and vessel density (Fig

4.2). Ltkewise there was no relationship between follicle density and vessel density.
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Plate 4.3. Photomicrograph of blood vessels perfused with Microfil@ in the

skin of sheep. lmrn thick sectiorìs. magnification 43x.

F() - Follicle outline

DP . Blood vessel in dermal papilla

NW - Network of vessels around follicle.
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Plate 4.4. Photomicrographs of blood vessels perfused with Microfil@ in the

skin of sheep. lmm thick seçtions; Magnification 43x

a) Dermal network in the skin (DN)

b) Perfused and non-perfused regions within the skin.
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4.3.3. Wool growth correlates

There were no significant correlations between wool growth on the midside and blood

flow, BYI or follicle density, nor were there any significant relationships between any of the

other characteristics with the exception of a correlation (P < 0.02) benryeen follicle density in

the midside and in the aMominal flank (table 4.2).

Tabte 4.1. Midside wool growth rates (wool; mglcmzld), and follicte
densities (FD; per mm2), btood flow rates (flow; ml/min/l0Og tissue),

and index of the area of vascular tissue in the skin (BVI; mm2 of
blood vessel/mm3 of skin ) from the abdominal flank region,

coefficient of variation of the index (CY; Vo) and the number of
estimates of the area of vascular tissue (n= ) in finewool and

strongwool Merinos (means with standard deviation in parentheses)

Sheep No. Wool FD Flow BVI CV rt=

Finewool

9s2 0.65

954 0.38

955 0.53

956 0.40

nrean 0.49 (0.054)

53.9

35.1

61.6

63.3

53.5

(4.33)

(2.46)

(3.s7)

(4.1s)

(6.46)

4.7 (1.91)

3.1 (0.71)

3.s (1.01)

s.3 (3.23)

4.2 (O.st)

0.07 (0.07)

0.10 (0.07)

0.17 (0.13)

0.2s (0.r2)

0.15 (0.035)

100

70

76

48

266

304

293

349

Strongwool

BT 1.06

75 r.4l
425 0.75

459 t.r7
rnean 1.10 (0.119)

48.7 (3.99)

6s.7 (4.t3)
28.8 (1.s8)

51.8 (3.7e)

48.8 (7.61)

4.8 (1.e3)

s.4 (t.74)

3.8 (2.3s)

3.2 (0.e3)

4.3 (O.42)

0.07 (0.06) 86

0.1s (0.11) 73

0.20 (0.11) 5s

0.18 (0.12) 66

0.15 (0.029)

302

305

304

295

P< 0.01 > 0.05 > 0.05 > 0.05
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Table 4.2. Table of relationships between various characteristics including

midside wool growth rates (woot; mglcm2ld) and follicle density

(msFD; per mm2), and the folticle densities (afFD; per mrn2), blood

flow rates (flow; ml/min/lOOg tissue) and index of the amount of
vascular tissue in the skin (BVI; mm2 of blood vessel/mm3 of skin)

from the abdominal flank region (Correlation coefficients)

t- rWool msFD FIow BYI

V/ool

afFD

Flow

BVI

1.000 -0.292

0.806

0.141

0.s86

1.000

0.395

0.184

0.045

1.000

6.0

o tr
5.0 I

tr

0.0
0.00

.=Jlrq
Yu)

9P ao
gõ
€E
ãEdÈ
ç-Þ
E
E

4.0

3.0

2.0

01

o

O

0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20

Index of blood vessel area (BVI)
(mm2 of vascular ússue/mm3of skin)

o.2s

Figure 4.2. The relationship between the area of vascular tissue per unit
volume of skin and the amount of blood flowing through the skin in
the abdominal flank region of finewool (tr) and strongwool (O)

Merinos
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4.4. DIS CUS SIO N

The experiment reported in this chapter is ttre first to analyse the area of vascular

tissue per unit volume of skin in sheep. Others have reported the a:rangement of blood

vessels in different breeds of sheep @yder, 1955a) and strains of Merinos (Nay, 1966) but

not the 'amount', per se. The present experiment used an index of the quantity of blood

vessels (BVD which described the area of blood vessels per unit volume of skin (i.e. mm2 of

blood vessels/rnm3 of skin). This index was the same in the finewool and strongwool

Merino and had a similar range within the two strains (Table 4.1.). The large variation in

BW within the ¡vo strains indicated that it was unlikely there would be a difference between

the rwo grcups even if there were more sheep in each group (n > 4).

There \ilas more variation in the BVI within individual sheep than bet'ween sheep since

there was a very high coeffi,cient of va¡iation (CV) in all sheep (> 48Vo; Table 4.1 .). Often

there were areas of skin which had very few perfused vessels and no network of vessels

around individual follicles. These factors contributed to the high CV. The lack of blood

vessels in some areas tvas not unusual since Ryder (1955a,b) and Nay (1966) reported that

networks of blood vessels \ryere never seen around every follicle in the skin of adult sheep.

The photomicrographs displayed in this chapter unequivocally show the absence of vessels

around many follicles. A computer reconstruction of vessels present in human skin indicated

a¡eas lacking in arterioles and post-capillary vessels, although the authors did notrefer to the

presence or absence of hair in the regions of skin examined @raverman et a1.,1990).

The BVI was not related to the rate of blood flowing through the skin, so the blood

flow measurements obtained using the LDV were unlikely to have been influenced by the

number of vessels underþing the probe. This suggests that differences in the rate of blood

flow in the skin \ilere not due to differences in the microvasculan¡re of the skin, rather there

may have been a variation in the number of btood cells or the velocity at which the cells were

travelling. It has been reported that there is considerable variability of cell velocity in the

human cutaneous capillaries bottr within and berween individuals @ollinger et aI., L974:

Fagrell et a1.,1977; Richardson, 1982; Ostergren & Fagrell, 1986), suggesting that the

velocity of the red blood cells in the sheep may be related to differences in blood flow.
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The use of Microfil@ wittr a video mic'rodensitome!ry progrrim did not differentiate

between the size and number of individual blood vessels. For example, the strongwool

Merinos may have fewer, larger vessels in contrast to the finewools which may have more,

smaller vessels or vice versa, both of which would result in the same total a¡ea of vascula¡

tissue per unit volume of skin. If this was the case, then more red blood cells may be capable

of passing through the larger vessels, thus contributing to a greater blood flow rate. The use

of silicone rubber is a robust technique suitable for comparative anatomical understanding of

the microvasculature of organs. The technique generally is used to define the spatial

organisation of large supply and drainage vessels in both pathological and non-pathological

states (Reynolds et aI.,1967; Reynolds, 1972; Reynolds & Swan, 1972; Swan et aI.,1978;

Granger & Bulkley, 1981; Ohtani & Gannon,1982; Browning & Gannon, 1984). In order

to separate differences in vessel size and number, it is necessary to use a more precise

technique involving the examination of vascular corrosion cast of the vessels with an electron

microscope, reviewed recentþ by Lametschwander et al. (1990). The casts are made by

perfusing the tissue of interest with a polymerising casting-media which can stand electron

bomba¡dment. After infusion, the a¡ea is excised and the tissue macerated to produce a cast

which permits visualisation and analysis of the blood vessels. A problem associated with

using this technþe is in being able to select a site which enables the area of interest to be

completely (and inexpensively) perfused. This is relatively easy in organs which can be

isolated or have a discrete blood supply such as the uterus @ogers & Gannon, 1983),

fallopian tubes (Verco & Gannon, 1984), or in the study of whole small animals such as the

rat (e.9. Ohtani & Gannon, 1982), although even the rat is often too large to perform a

whole-body perfrrsion. Tumor tissue also has been induced to grow as an isolated organ with

a single artery and vein, which permits microvascular casting at controlled vascular pressures

(Less ef al., tÐt). The injection of the compound used for corrosion casting into large

animals for the study of mammalian skin is difficult and there are very few reports utiüsing

this technique. Those who have used it, have injected the compound into an isolated region

rather than the whole body, for example, in shrdies examining the microvasculature of the

skin, the femoral artery was perfused in rats (Imayama, 1981) and the axillary artery was

cannulated in the hand of the Japanese monkey (Umeda & Ikeda, 1988).
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Most reports of casting technþes usually involve flushing the circulatory system

with saline to remove the red blood cells prior to perfusion. In the present experiment, it was

not possible to flush the 'isolated' patch due to collateral circulation. This is not unusual

since it has been reported that there is a 10 - 20Vo loss of blood through venous drainage,

particularly under extreme conditions of high blood pressr¡re @ellow et a1.,1988). This may

explain the inability to flush the system in the present experiment. As the saline was being

forced through the isolated patch, collateral veins opened to allow excess fluid to be removed

from the a¡ea and simultaneously collateral a¡teries may have opened to allow the inflow of

blood, although probably to a lesser extent (Dellow et a1.,1988).

A second problem with the technique was the va¡iable area perfused (Fig.4.1). This

was not a problem in the present experiment but is a problem inherent in the isolated

cutaneous patch technique. Similarly, the failure to detect the Microf,rl@ perfused through the

vein suggests that the iliac vein was not solely draining the cutaneous area. Attempts were

made to identify the venous-perfused region but these were unsuccessful. To conclude, the

problems inherent in the isolated cutaneous patch technique were numerous but were able to

be overcome in the present experiment. However, care must be taken in future when

interpreting results obtained using this technique.

The BVI \ilas not associated with wool growth or follicle density and it appears that

BVI is independent of skin and follicle functioning. Nay (1966) found that the blood supply

pattern could be used to identify individual primary follicle groups, suggesting that the

distribution of the blood vessels is related to primary follicle density or follicle groups. He

reports that individual follicle groups aggregate to form distinct anatomical units referred to as

'fields'. He reports that the blood vessels are associated with these 'fields' of follicles and

the major supply and drainage vessels are located at the junctions between the frelds (Nay,

1966). Below the sebaceous glands, the vessels divide into horizontal or oblique b'ranches

providing supply and drainage for individual follicle goups in agreement with Ryder (1955a)

and the prcsent work.

Similar pattems of arangement were seen in the present work between the

strongwool and finewool Merinos as reported by Nay (1966), however these arangements

were not related to wool gowth or fibre diameter, even within strains. It is concluded from
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the present work that there was no relationship between the a¡ea of cutaneous blood vessel

and wool growth, follicle density nor the rate of blood flowing through the skin and the

h¡'pothesis that differences in the rate of blood flowing through the skin of two strains of

Merinos a¡e due to differences in the a¡ea of vascula¡ tissue per unit volume of skin was not

supported. BW may be related to the thermoregulatory requirements of the animal, or may be

entkely random. Thus it is clea¡ that much work remains in deveþing techniques to

determine the role, if any, of the amount of vascular tissue in the skin of sheep.
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5.1. ItnRonucnoN

There is unequivocal evidence that sheep with high levels of wool production per

unit body weight or per unit area of skin have a higher effîciency of conversion of feed to

wool than low-wool producers (Section 1.2.2.). This difference in efficiency is not due to

variability in feed intake, nor digestive efficiency (Section 1.2.3). It appears that

differences between sheep in wool growth are achieved despite similar quantities of

nutrients entering the circulatory system of the sheep. Williams (1987) and Black (1987)

suggested that efñciency of wool production may be determined by a mechanism involving

the partitioning of nutrients between the skin and the rest of the body differs between sheep

or that the follicles of some sheep are able to utilise the available nutrients more effectively.

It was shown in Chapter 3 that there is a greater rate of blood flowing through the skin of

strongwool Merinos than finewool Merinos and this was conelated with wool production

levels. This implies that there would be a greater supply of nutrients to the follicles of high

wool-producing sheep associated with the greater blood flow rate. Whether there is a

difference between sheep in the ability of skin and follicles to absorb and incorporate

nutrients from an extracellular pool has not been examined.

Previous studies indicate that the major nutritional limitation to wool growth is the

amount and composition of amino acids available to the wool follicle (Reis, 1969;

Kempton, 1979; Reis ¿r aI.,1988;1992). The two studies by Reis and colleagues (1988;

L992) also showed that an interaction exists between protein and energy supply. This result

is in agreement with Black et al. (1973), who found that wool growth was slightly

enhanced by energy supply at high levels of protein, but not when protein was limiting.

Wool production in strongwool Merinos is associated with high rates of cell division and

the maintenance of a greater volume of germinative tissue (Chapter 2), and since cell

proliferation, protein synthesis and keratinisation require a larger amount of energy,

follicles must have a high energy demand for follicle-cell metabolism. .In virro studies by
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Bullough and Laurence (1958) have shown that carbohydrates are necessary for cell

division to occur in mice hair. Carbohydrates may therefore play an important role in wool

growth by supplying energy for metabolic processes via oxidation of glucose for the cells.

The main pathway for glucose utilisation in the skin and follicles is glycolysis (Embden-

Meyerhof pathway) with the majority of glucose being anaerobically oxidised to lactate and

less than lÙVo of the utilised glucose being aerobically oxidised to COz and water by the

tricarboxylic acid cycle (Adachi & Uno, 1968; Philpott & Kealey, 1991). Glucose appears

to be the major fuel for follicle activity since Philpott and Kealey (1991) found that fatty

acids have no effect on the rate of glucose utilisation or oxidation, although they did report

that follicles are capable of utilising lipids in the absence of glucose. The follicle is capable

of producing energy by the oxidation of proteins and amino acids (e.g. glutamine; Kealey et

al.,l99I). In the study by Kealey and co-workers, the follicles were incubated in greater

than physiological levels of glutamine, which may have resulted in an abnormal response.

The results from the current literature suggest that glucose is the major fuel for follicle

metabolism and it was decided that the uptake of glucose by wool follicles should be

examined in the present study.

It is generally accepted that the sulphur-amino acid cystine# plays a major role in

the regulation and control of wool growth. The phenomena were initially demonstrated by

Marston (1935) who subcutaneously administered cystine which stimulated wool growth

and have been extensively reviewed by Reis (L979,1989). Wool proteins are characterised

by their sulphur content coming largely from cystine, with small amounts of cysteine and

methionine (Reis & Schinckel, 1964; Section 1.3.3.). Thus, an understanding of the uptake

of sulphur amino-acids is critical for determining the control of wool growth. Williams ¿r

al. (1972b) found that Fleece-plus sheep respond at a greater rate to cystine supplements

than Fleece-minus sheep and it was suggested that this response may be due to differing

metabolism between the genotypes. An example of possible variations in cystine

metabolism is provided by the Fleece-plus sheep having a lower concentration of cystine in

# Cystine refers to both lM cystine and/or 2M cysæine (or half-cystine) in this tbesis unless the specific

amino acid is intended, for exanple in reference to cysteine hydrochloride. Also S35cysteine

hydrochloride is also reffered to as S35cystine.
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their venous plasma than the Fleece-minus sheep (Williams et al.,I972a; Williams, I976;

Williams, 1984; Williams et a1.,1986). Studies of cystine entry rate into the extracellular

compartment have been inconclusive but tend to suggest that this factor is not related to

wool growth (williams et al.,l972a; 'williams, 1976; Williams & Thornberry, 1991).

There was evidence in the latter work that the Fleece-plus sheep are capable of clearing a

bolus dose of cystine at a greater rate than the Fleece-minus sheep. The uptake of cystine

by the skin and follicles has not been examined in other Merino strains, nor is it known if
there is a difference in the ability of sheep to incorporate cystine into their follicles.

This chapter describes an in vitro study which examines the hypothesis that

differences in wool growth between sheep in similar environments are due to differences in

the ability of the skin and follicles to incorporate glucose and/or cystine from an

extracellular pool.

5.2. MttnRr¡ls ¡,Nn nxpnRrrueNrll pRocnouRns

5.2.1. Materials

Sterile Krebs-Ringer Bicarbonate buffered solution (Krebs-Ringer) was made by

mixing the following amounts of stock solutions prepared from analytical grade reagents:

l60mls NaCl* (0.77M),

4. Smls CaCl2.2H2O* (0.55M),

1.6mls KH2POa$ (0.77M),

l60mls NaHCO#(0.154M) which was gassed for one hour,

4.8mls KCW (0.77M), and

1.6mls MgSOa.THzO# (0.77M). The pH was adjusted to pH 7.3 with HCI or NaHCO3 ar

37oC and then filter-sterilised (Sterivex-GS ; Millipore, Bedford, Mass achusetts).

Phosphate buffered saline (PBS) was obtained from Sigma Diagnostics (St. Louis,

Missouri), Williams Medium E from Gifco Laboratories (New York, New York) and

Media 199 with Hanks salts and HEPES from Multicell (Cytosystems, Castle Hill, NSW).

* 
Products from Ajax Chemicats (Sydney, NSW)

$ Product from Unilab By-Products and Chemicals (Alexandria, NSW)

# Product from BDH Chemicals (Kilsyth, Vic.)
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L-35S-cysteine hydrochloride (1l4mCi/mmol), D-[6-3H1 glucose (23Cilmmol) and

D-[U-I4C] glucose (3O4mCilmmol) and scintillant (ACS II) were obtained from Amersham

Australia (North Ryde, NSW). Glucose (cl-D+-glucose) was obtained from Ajax

Chemicals (Sydney, NSW) and Dl-cysteine hydrochloride, trichloroacetic acid (TCIA) and

glycerol (AnalR) were products from BDH Chemicals (Kilsyth, Vic.). The tissue culture

wells (3424 Mark II) were products of Costar (Cambridge, Massachusetts). Lignocaine

hydrochloride was purchased from Apex Laboratories (St Marys, NS'W), benzalkonium

(Zephiran) from Winthrop Laboratories (Ermington,Nsw), saline and heparin sodium

(5üÐU/ml) from Commonwealth Serum Laboratories (Melbourne Vic.) and Soluene 350

from Packard Instruments (Downers Grove, Illinois).

Photographic gel (L-4 Emulsion in Gel Form) was obtained from Ilford Scientific

Products (Mobberley, Cheshire) and the hxer (Hypam X-Ray Rapid Fixer), hardener

(Hypam X-Ray Hardener) and developer (Phenisol X-Ray Developer) were all products

from Ilford (Mt. Waverley, Vic.). Haematoxylin (Harris) and DePeX were Gun products

from BDH Chemicals (Kilsyth, Vic.) and Safsolvent wÍìs a product of Ajax Chemicals

(Auburn, N.S.W.).

5.2.2. Design

This chapter reports the results of three trials (trials 5a, 5b &5c) conducted prior to

the actual experiment (Experiment 5) which involved strongwool (East Bungaree) and

finewool Merinos. The initial three trials, each of which is described separately below,

were undertaken to optimise and verify the in vito techniques used for Experiment 5.

Generally, sheep were clipped, the media prepared and the pH of the media

measured with a pH meter (TPS Digital pH Meter; TPS Pty, Ltd, Brisbane, Qld) the day

prior to each trial. On the morning of each trial, sterile Krebs-Ringer buffer (2.3m1) and

radiolabelled nutrients (0.lml of both cystine and glucose) were aseptically dispensed into

tissue culture wells and placed in an incubator (37oC; 57o CO2l 957o O2). The sheep were

then placed in a lateral recumbent position and the midside skin was sterilised with

Tnphiran and 70Vo (v/v) ethanol, washed with sterile saline and injected subcutaneously

with a local anaesthetic (2Omglml). Strips of skin were cut with two scalpel blades held

apart by a 2mm-spacer and then the skin was removed with scissors and immediately
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placed into warm media. After the skin was collected, the tissue was cut into smaller

lengths (-Zcm x 2mm, weighing approximately 40mg), placed into individual tissue culture

wells containing the media and radiolabelled nutrients and incubated for three hours. The

samples were washedin 5Vo (ilv) TCIA for l5mins (x four times), trimmed of excess fat

and wool, weighed, placed in 20ml scintillation vials, and then solubilised in Soluene 350

(0.8m1) and shaken overnight in a waterbath (60oC). After cooling, HCI (lM; lml) and

scintillant (5ml) were added to the vials which were stored in the dark for 24 to 48 hours to

decrease chemoluminescence. The samples were then placed in a ß-counter (LKB Wallac

Beta counter) and the counts per minute (CPM) were recorded.

5.2.2.1. Trial 5a - Media trial

The level of nutrient uptake by skin strips from a strongwool and a finewool Merino

---\\ was compared in the following four types of media (pH7 -4 - 7 .5):

(Ð Phosphate buffered saline

(iÐ Krebs-Ringersolution

(iii) Williams Medium E

(iv) Media 199 with Hanks salts and HEPES.

Six tissue samples from each sheep were incubated in each media with 35S-cystine (5¡rCi)

and l4C-gtucose (spCi) and the total quantity of radiolabelled nutrient incorporated into the

skin was examined. The media in which the highest level of uptake occurred was used for

the remainder of the trials. After the tissue samples were removed, each media replicate

was pooled and the pH of each treatment was measured.

5.2.2.2. Trial 5b - Linearity trial

Finewool and strongwool Merino skin samples and skin used as a blank (tissue

boiled in water for 10 minutes) were incubated for 30, 60, 120, 180 or 240 minutes in

Krebs-Ringer solution (six replicates) with 35S-cystine (spci) and glucose (0.67pM) or

l4C-glu.ore (0.5pCi) and cysteine hydrochloride (17.5¡rM). The uptake of the labelled

nutrient was examined for linearity over time.
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5.2.2.3. Trial 5c - Site of uptake

Skin samples from a strongwool and a finewool Merino and a blank skin sample

(vida-infra) were incubated in Krebs-Ringer solution with 35S-cystine (2¡rCilml) and

glucose (0.67¡rM), l4c-glucose (O.2¡rCilml) and cysteine hydrochloride (17.5¡rM) or 3g-

glucose (2¡rCilml) and cysteine hydrochloride (17.5pM) for 3 hours (6 replicates). Blank

skin samples were incubated concurrently in the refrigerator at 4oC. After incubation and

washing in TCIA, three skin samples from each of the sheep and the blank were solubilised

as described in Section5.2.2 and the remaining three samples from the sheep and blank

were fixed in buffered formalin (6h; Section2.2.4.), processed, embedded and sectioned at

6pm parallel to the follicle (Appendix 1.1.). The skin sections were deparaffinised and

hydrated (Appendix 1.2), and then coated with an emulsion* at 45oC, dried on ice for 10

minutes and then at room temperature for at least 120 minutes and stored in the dark at 4oC

in a light-proof box with dessicant (silica gel) for 7 days (35S-cystine) and up to 140 days

(3H- or 14C-glocose). The sections were dipped in developer (diluted l:4) for 90 seconds;

rinsed in water and placed in hxer (diluted 1:4) containing hardener (diluted I:40) for 2

minutes. The slides were then rinsed in water for 30 minutes and stained with Lille-Mayer

haematoxytin# (30 sec.), differentiated with acid alcohol$ (10 sec.), dehydrated through

ethanol (2 x 2min.), safsolvent (2 x2min ) and coverslips were mounted on the slides with

DePeX. The site of radiolabelled nutrient uptake was observed by microscopic

examination for the presence of silver grains over the cells which had incorporated the

labelled nutrient.

stronqwool Merinos

Four strongwool and four finewool Merinos were housed indoors in individual pens

for a 190 days stabilisation period and each were fed grain-based sheep pellets (lkg/d;

Milling Industries, Murray Bridge, SA). Water was available ad libitum. Wool growth

* 
The emulsion was a mixture was 40Vo (v/v) photographic gel and 2Vo(vtv) glycerol with RO water.

# Haemato*ylin (5g), AINH4(SO4)2.12IÐO (50g), Glycerol (300ml), H2O (700m1), NaIO3 (1g), glacial

acetic acid (20m1).

E lEo (vlv); (32vo) HCt in 70vo (v/v) ethanol
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was estimated every three to four weeks using the midside patch technique (section 2.2.3.).

TIte ínvitro tnal was undertaken on two consecutive days with two sheep from each strain

being studied per day. Enough skin was excised to provide ten replicates per sheep. The

skin was incubated in Krebs-Ringer solution with L-35S-cysteine hydrochloride

(0.2¡rCilml) and D-16-3Hl-glu.ore (2¡rCilml) at37oC and the blanks for each day were

incubated at 4oC. After incubation, the media for each sheep was combined and the pH of

each was recorded at37oC as described above. The radioactive content of the skin pieces

was detected as described in section 5.2.2.

5.2.4. Statistical analysis

The radioactivity was expressed per unit tissue weight (CPM/mg tissue). The mean

and standard error of the mean \¡/ere routinely calculated with data obtained from samples

within sheep and then from sheep within strains. The Students t-test was used to compare

wool growth between strains in Experiment 5.

Analysis of variance statistics were performed with the Super ANOVA computer

softwa¡e package (1989-1990, Abacus Concepts, Inc, Berkeley, California) and was used to

test the effects of media and strain on total labelled-nutrient uptake in trial 5a. The second

group of analysis of variance statistics were performed with GENSTAT 5 (1988, Lawes

Agricultural Trust, Rothamsted Experimental Station) which were used to examine the

strain and day effect on glucose and cystine uptake by the skin and follicles in Experiment

5.

Simple correlation coefficients were estimated with the Cricket Graph computer

software package (version 1.3.1; Cricket Software, Philadelphia, USA). The coefficients

were used to determine the uptake of labelled-nutrients over time (trial 5b) and to derive

the relationship between labelled-nutrient uptake and wool growth (Experiment 5).

Results were considered significantly different when P < 0.05.

5.3. RESULTS

The ß-counter was unable to separate the counts generated by the 35Sulphur and

l4Carbon due to their similar energy levels, thus the radiolabelled nutrient uptake reported
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in trial 5a were expressed as total CPM per milligram of tissue. In trial 5c the uptake of

both 3H-glucose and l4C-glucose was studied and in Experiment 5, 3H-glucose was used in

place of l4C-glucose.

5.3.1. Trial 5a - Media trial

The ANOVA indicated that there was a significant effect of media on the uptake of

nutrients (P = 0.001) but there was no strain variation (P = 0.402) nor any interaction

(P = 0.821) between media and strain. In both the finewool and strongwool Merino the

highest level of uptake was in the two buffered salt solutions (Table 5.1), with uptake being

significantly lower in the two commercially-prepared media.

Table 5.1. Total labelled-nutrient uptake (CPN{/mg tissue) by the skin and follicles of
finewool and strongwool Merinos (mean t s.e.m) in four different media and

the pre-incubation pH (pre-pH) and post-incubation pH (post-pH) of the

media

Media post-oH Finewool Strongwool

Krebs-Ringer solution

PBS

Media 199

Williams E

1342 + 75.8 a

928 + 42.1b

719 + 46.0 c

457 + 18.0 d

1427 + 182.0 a

1058 t 142.8a

678 t 42.6b

505 + 60.9 c

7.5

6.7

7.2

7.6

Different superscripts within st¡ains represent signihcant differences between means within st¡ains at

P < 0.05.

5.3.2. Trial 5b - Linearity trial

The uptake of l4C-glucose by the strongwool and finewool Merino followed a

linear trend for four hours of incubation (Fig. 5.1) with the correlation coefficient being

0.985 and 0.995 (P < 0.01) for both strains respectively. There was no uptake of labelled-

glucose by the boiled blank skin throughout the incubation (Fig. 5.1).

The coun'ts generated with 35S-cystine were very high (> 46L66 CPM) and thus

lower doses were used in subsequent trials. The uptake of radiolabelled cystine was linear

for three hours of incubation (r - 0.993 and 0.991 for strongwool and finewool Merinos,

respectively, P < 0.01). The uptake appeared to plateau after three to four hours of

incubation in both strains of Merinos (Fig 5.2b). The boiled blank inco¡porated cystine at a
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greater rate than the skin of either the strongwool or finewool Merino (Fig 5.2a) due to the

apparent adsorption of cystine to the boiled skin. It was likely that the cystine was binding

to the proteins denatured by the boiling of the skin prior to incubation. For this reason,

incubation at4oC was considered a more appropriate blank than boiled skin and was used

in subsequent trials (Triat 5c and Experiment 5).

5.3.3. Trial 5c - Site of uptake trial

The skin was incubated in each of the three isotopes separately since the

autoradiographic technique is incapable of discerning different isotopes. All of the tesr skin

samples showed high levels of isotope detected by the ß-counter, whereas the blank

samples (incubated at 4oC) did not have counts greater than background, with the exception

of the cystine blank (Table 5.2). However, the cystine blank was still signihcantly lower

than the samples incubated in the radioisotopes (P < 0.001).

Table 5.2. Nutrient uptake of three skin samples from a strongwool (Stü) and a

finewool (FW) Merino incubated wittr 3sS-cystine, l4C-glucose and 3H-

glucose at37oC and a blank skin sample incubated with the aforementioned
isotopes at 4oC (mean CPM/mg tissue t sem)

35S-cystine l4C-elucose 3H-glucose

S\ry

FW

1325 t 65.8

1560 t 88.3

220 + 23.2

626 x.76.8

540 + 34.4

25 + 4.2

2L7 + 5.8

82 t 8.9

5 +0.7Blank

Examination of blank samples indicated that there was no isotope present in the skin

or the follicles. Radiolabelled cystine was confined to the follicle region and was located

mainly within the keratogenous area of the follicle (Plate 5.1). The samples incubated with

radiolabelled glucose, even after 140 days exposure, were identical to the blank samples

and the site of glucose uptake could not be identified.
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Figure 5.2. The uptake of 3sS-cystine over time by the skin of a finewool

Merino (tr), a stongwool Merino (O) and a blank skin

sample (A), when grown ín vítro in Krebs - Ringer buffer,
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Plate 5.1. Autoradiograph of the uptake of 35S-cystine by the skin and
follicles incubated in Krebs-Ringer buffer witn 35S-cystine. The only
regions with radiolabelled cystine, is in the keratogenous zone of the

follicles.
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5.3.4. The uptake of 3H-glucose and 3ss-cystine by skin an

and strongwool Merinos lExperiment 5)

The sheep consumed all of their rations throughout the stabilisation period, although

one of the finewool Merinos (sheep 992) did not eat all of the feed offered during the final

four days of the trial (total refusal = 1.5kg). Wool growth per unit area of skin per day

differed significantly between the strongwool and finewool Merinos during the final 18

days of the trial (P = 0.017; Table 5.3).

Table 5.3. Wool growth rates (mglcmzld) and the average level of radiolabelled

nutrient uptake (CPl\{/mg tissue) by skin samples taken from four finewool

and four strongwool Merinos and incubated in 3H-glucose and 35S-cystine for
three hours (Mean + sem)

Finewool Stronswool P-
rWool growth
3H-glucose uptake
35S-cvstine uotake

0.28 + 0.03Ia

256 + 26.2a

LlS + 17.94

0.69 + 0.103b

387 + 45.9b

155 + 24.2a

0.017

0.049

0.230

The sampling and subsequent incubation occurred on two consecutive days. There

was no difference in the uptake of radiolabelled nutrients between the two blanks between

the two days (Appendix 5.2), nor was there any significant day effect (P = 0.238) or

interaction of day with labelled-nutrient or strain, as indicated by the ANOVA. There was

a significant difference in the pH of the media after the three hour incubation period (P =

0.004) between the first (pH = 7.6 + 0.06) and second day (pH =7;7 x.0.05) of the trial.

The level of 3H-glucose uptake per unit weight of tissue was significantly differeni

between the two strains (P = 0.049) but there was no difference in the uptake of 35S-cystine

(P = 0.230; Table 5.3) between the skin from the finewool and strongwool Merinos. There

was no correlation between wool growth and the uptake of either radiolabelled nutrient

(Figures 5.3 and 5.4;P > 0.1; r = 0.35 &.r = 0.10 for 3H-glucose and 35S-cystine uptake

respectively).
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5.4. DtscussloN

5.4.1. Glucose uptake

The supply of energy to wool follicles is not a major factor controlling wool growth

(Reis, 1969: Black et a1.,1973; Kempton, 1979; Reis ¿r ¿1., 1988) but it has been observed

to influence length growth rate when protein is not limiting (Reis er al.,1988;1992).

Energy is needed to provide ATP for mitosis and protein synthesis and so the present study

was initiated to determine if there was a difference in the ability of skin and follicles of two

strains of Merinos to incorporate glucose. Cruickshank et al. (1957 ) found that the transfer

of glucose across cell membranes in skin from guinea pig ears is actively-controlled. They

showed that the rate of glucose utilisation by the skin remained unchanged when incubated

over a range of glucose concentrations. When the skin was incubated in other

carbohydrates such as fructose, the uptake varied in proportion to the concentration of the

sugar in the media, suggesting that fructose passes into the cells by simple diffusion

(Cruickshank et aI., 1957). This ability of the skin to actively transfer glucose from an

extracellular pool may be related to wool growth differences. [n the present study, there

was a significant difference between the finewool and strongwool Merinos in the uptake of

3H-glucose from an extracellular pool. This difference in uptake level may reflect a

difference in the ability of the skin and follicles to transfer glucose across follicle cell

membranes. However, the difference was more likely to represent a simple allometric

effect, whereby the presence of a greater germinative volume and cell production rate in the

strongwool Merinos (Chapter 2) resulted in more glucose being required for follicle

metabolism. Ultimately, there would be similar levels of uptake of glucose per individual

cell between the two strains, however since there are more cells in the high-wool producers

the total amount of glucose being absorbed would need to be greater in the strongwool than

the finewool Merinos.

The regions where labelled glucose was situated within the skin and follicles were

not identifîed in Trial 5c when the skin strips were incubated with either 3H-glucose or

l4C-glucose and the reason for this can only be speculated upon. There were very high

counts generated per milligram of tissue for both isotopes so there was definitely glucose in

the samples before tissue processing. This suggests that the label may have been removed
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after the TCIA washing and before exposure to the radiographic film. For example, with

the use of 6-3H-glucose, the glucose may have been oxidised prior to ß-counting, thus

resulting in the 3H being present as 3H-water. In the dehydration step of tissue processing

the labelled water would have been removed, thus there would be no isotope present in the

skin samples when exposed to the radiographic film. Alternatively, the fate of the

radiolabelled carbon in l4C-glucose is either as lacOz or lactate. If it was the former, the

gas would be released rapidly into the extracellular pool and there would not have been any

counts generated from the sample, although this was not the case in the current work as

counts were present in the tissue. Finally, the labelled glucose may have been generally

distributed throughout the skin, unlike the cystine which is concentrated within the hbre,

and thus the aggregations of silver grains from the 3H or 14C were not visible above

background.

In vitro studies by others have indicated that hair follicles in the rat and human

preferentially metabolise glucose to lactate, rather than to CO2 by aerobic glycolysis

(Adachi & Uno, 1968; Kealey et a1.,1991; Philpott & Kealey, l99l). Leng and

Stephenson (1965) found that both lactate and CO2 were produced in the wool follicle, but

no indication was given as to the prefened glycolytic pathway. These reports suggest that

it should be possible to detect glucose or glucose breakdown products in situ. In fact,

Ryder (1958) was able to detect labelled glucose in the follicles of mice injected with laC-

glucose. His autoradiographs indicated radioactivity in the follicle bulb, lower parts of the

fibre and in the outer root sheath with the amount of activity in each region dependant on

the time after injection. Ryder suggested that the radioactivity in the bulb was likely to be

radiolabelled glucose or a secondary compound such as labelled glucose-1 or 6-phosphate

deposited directly from the blood stream as an energy source for mitosis. The radioactivity

in the outer root sheath was only associated with the presence of glycogen which took more

than eight hours to be deposited. Thus, in the present study it would be unlikely to find

activity in the outer root sheath after only three hours incubation. Rather, it should have

been possible to detect activity in the follicle bulb and lower regions of the keratogenous

zones. Ryder made no mention that there was any activity in the dermis in the epidermis,
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thus it can be tentatively concluded that the activity associated with glucose uptake in the

present study was due to uptake by the follicles.

5.4.2. Cystine uptake

35S-Cystine was mainly incorporated into the follicle cells situated in the

kemtogenous region with lesser amounts being taken up by the bulb cells (Plate 5.2) in

agreement with studies by Downes et aI. (1962). It is concluded that the activity associated

with cystine uptake was due to active uptake of the amino acid by the follicles for protein

synthesis.

It is generally accepted that increasing the amounts of undegraded sulphur amino-

acids available to the sheep (i.e. by providing cystine/methionine systemically, parenterally

or via the abomasum or duodenum) will increase wool production in Merino sheep (Reis,

1967; Dryden et a1.,1969; Downes ¿t al., L970; Langlands, L970; Robards, 1971; Bird &

Moir, 1972; Williams et al., L972a, b; Barger et a1.,1973; Reis et a1.,1973; Dove &

Robards, 1974; Ferguson, L975). It has been further suggested that differences in wool

growth between sheep may be due to differences in the ability of the follicles to incorporate

nutrients (Black, 1987). In particular, sheep genetically-superior in wool production have a

greater response to sulphur amino-acid supplements than low-wool producers (Williams et

al.,l972b) although this may simply reflect a lower sulphur amino-acid requirement,

causing another nutrient to become limiting in the latter group of sheep. The incorporation

of the major limiting amino acid, cystine, was examined in the present in vitro study. No

difference was found in the levels of uptake for 35S-cystine between the two strains of

Merino, nor was there any correlation with wool growth. This indicates that there is no

difference between follicles from different sheep in their ability to incorporate 35S-cystine

into the follicle from an extracellular pool. Thus it can tentatively be concluded that wool

growth is not limited by the ability of the follicle to obtain cystine when there is an excess

of the nutrient in the extracellular pool. Rather, it can be speculated that wool growth is

limited by the supply of cystine to the skin and follicles. If the same reasoning as that used

to explain the difference in glucose uptake is applied to the present situation, then there

must be less cystine incorporated per cell in the strongwool Merino than in the finewool

Merino in order to get similar total levels of 35S-cystine uptake between the two strains.
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This theory is supported by the in vivo observation that there is less cystine present in the

fibres of high-wool producers than low-wool producers when cystine content is expressed

as a percent of total fibre output (Reis et al., L967; Williams et al., 1972b1' Williams &

Winston, 1987; Reis ¿r a1.,1989).

5.4.3. The iz v¡7ro technique

The uptake of radiolabelled glucose and cystine by skin strips from two strains of

Merinos was examined using in vitro techniques in order to strictly control the amount of

nutrient available to the skin and follicle and to remove any general metabolic effect, e.g.

endocrine status. The skin culture technique was successful in that both radiolabelled

glucose and cystine were being actively-absorbed from the medium when compared with

the low levels of nutrient present in the 4oC blank samples (Table 5.2).

The Krebs-Ringer solution provided the greatest rates of growth compared to the

commercially-prepared media during the four hour incubation period. Various media have

been used for the culture of skin strips, for example Krebs-Ringer (Cruickshank et aI.,

1957), Waymouths media INl8752 (Ward & Harris, 1976), Tyrode or modified Hams media

supplemented with foetal calf serum (Frater & Whitmore, 1973) and TCl99 (Takashima er

a1.,1970). Krebs-Ringer (Leng & Stephenson, 1965; Adachi & Uno, 1968) and Williams

E (Philpott et a1.,1989, 1990; Philpott & Kealey, 1991) also have been successfully used

for the culture of isolated follicles. In the present trial, the Krebs-Ringer solution provided

the best growth conditions when expressed as total radioactivity per unit weight of tissue,

possibly due to its superior buffering capacity. In trial 5a, it was the only medium in which

the pH did not change during the incubation period (Table 5.1). However, Krebs-Ringer

buffer is unlikely to be adequate as a long-term medium, as observed by others (Hynd,

person. comm.) and the media may have contributed to the plateau observed in the uptake

of 35S-cystine in Trial5b. The decrease in labelled-nutrient uptake after three hours may

have been due to the absence of nutrients in the media and the subsequent depletion of

nutrient reserves in the skin. These reserves apparently were adequate to maintain a linear

incorporation of 35S-cystine into the fibre cells for the fîrst three hours. Cruickshank et al.

(L957) found that the respiration rate of guinea pig ears incubated in Krebs-Ringer buffer

decreased over a 24 hour period and the addition of glucose, fructose, lactate or pyruvate (<
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0.02mM) stimulated respiration rate to a level which was maintained for 24 hours. This

suggests that Krebs-Ringer buffer with glucose (0.67¡rM) and cystine (17.5¡rM) is

insufficient to keep skin alive for any extended period. Alternatively the plateau may have

resulted from insufhcient nutrients being able to move across the slices of skin. This is

further supported by the fact that nobody has been able to adequately grow adult fibre and

skin pieces in culture for extended periods of time, although there are a number of reports

of growth of embryonic skin pieces (Hardy, 1949; Hardy & Lyne, 1956b; Kolla¡, 1966;

Bartosova et al.,l97l; Frater & Whitmore,1973; Frater, 1980). Foetal skin is more

conducive to growth invitro due to the apparent greater ability of juvenile follicles to

aggregate or repair damage. Whether the growth is a function of the follicles or the embryo

itself is unknown since an embryonic digest is necessary to maintain growth of 3-5 day old

skin (Frater and Whitmore, L973), although these workers only assessed growth

subjectively. Frater and Whitmore (1973) also commented that smaller dermal pieces

containing fewer follicles grew faster and for a longer period of time than did larger piecès

of 3-5 day old mice skin. They suggested that this lack of growth may have been due to

diffusion limitations.

To further understand the metabolism of the follicle and its uptake mechanisms, it

may be necessary to use isolated follicles in culture as described by Philpott and Kealey

(1991) and recently developed for wool follicles (Hynd et a1.,1992).

5.4.4. Conclusions

The hypothesis that differences in wool growth between sheep in similar

environments are due to differences in the incorporation of glucose was supported since

there was a significant difference between 3H-glucose uptake by the skin of finewool and

strongwool Merinos. It is speculated that this is purely an allometric effect resulting from a

greater germinative volume in the strongwool Merinos. There also was no difference in

35S-cystine uptake between strains of Merinos. Thus, the hypothesis concerning the uptake

of 35S-cystine was not supported. The uptake of cystine and glucose, their interplay with

blood flow to the skin and plasma concentrations and their relationship with wool growth,

volume of germinative tissue in the skin and strain of Merino need to be further examined

in vivo, and a preliminary study of this is reported in the following chapter.
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PnBI,TUINARY IN vlvo STUDY oF CYSTINE AND

GLUCOSE UPTAKE FROM THE PLASMA BY THE SKIN

AND FOLLICLES OF FINE\ryOOL AND

srRoNcwoor, MnnrNos

" ' How long ?' asked Durf again.

' I don't know!' the poor little scientist stressed yet again.

Durf was being like the usual idiots, the people who acted as if
science was a series of definite facts and scientists benign, all-

seeing, all-knowing teachers. The truth was that every dorr that

science opened revealed a corridoor full of them, all baned and

bolted." (Elton, 1989)
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INCORPORATION BY THE SKIN AND FOLLICLES FROM THE PLASMA OF

rrxnwoor, ¡'trm srnoNcwoor, MnnrNos

6.1. INrnonucuoN

In Chapter 5 it was shown that, in vitro, there was no difference in the level of

35S-cystine uptake from an extracellular pool by the skin of strongwool and finewool

Merinos. On initial consideration, this finding is not unexpected since the irreversible loss

rate of cystine from the plasma is not greater in high-wool producers compared to low-wool

producers (Fleece-plus vs Fleece-minus Merinos - Williams et al.,l972a; V/illiams 1976;

Williams & Thornbeny,l99l; Fleeceweight selected ys control Romneys - Lee & Harris,

1991). It is important to note that these data were calculated from whole body infusions of

3sS-cystine, either over a period of time or as a single injection, and the subsequent rates of

removal and irreversible loss rates of 35S-cystine from the plasma into the extracellular

space were estimated. However, the uptake of cystine by the skin and follicles per se,

cannot be estimated from such whole body clearance rates since it is unknown whether

there is a differential partitioning of the blood between the skin and other organs. A further

complication is that there is a difference in the rate of blood flow to the skin of finewool

and strongwool Merinos (Chapter 3). Another confounding factor involved in the uptake of

cystine is the actual concentration of cystine in the plasma. It has been shown that there is

a consistently lower concentration of cystine in the venous plasma of the Fleece-plus sheep

than the venous plasma of the Fleece-minus sheep (williams et al., l972a,b:1986;

'Williams, L976; 1984; Hough et aL.,1988). This implies that there may be a relationship

between the concentration of cystine in plasma and wool growth. Simita¡ observations

have not been reported in other flocks, nor has the cystine concentration of arterial plasma

been examined. The present chapter will attempt to address some of these relationships.

In vitro, there is a difference in the level of 3H-glucose uptake between strains of

Merinos (Chapter 5). These data suggest that 3H-glucose uptake by the skin and follicles

may have been related to the amount of germinative tissue present in the skin, although this
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was not examined. The utilisation of glucose by the skin in vivo has not been examined in

Merinos, but it is known that glucose is used by the skin as an energy source in Romney

sheep (Harris et a1.,1989).

The work presented in this chapter examines the following hypotheses for both

cystine and glucose:

1. That radiolabelled nutrient uptake from the plasma by the skin and follicles is

related to the amount of nutrient supplied to the skin;

2. That radiolabelled nutrient uptake from the plasma by the skin and follicles is

related to wool growth;

3. That radiolabelled nutrient uptake from the plasma by the skin and follicles

does differ between finewool and strongwool Merinos; and

4. That radiolabelled nutrient uptake from the plasma by the skin and follicles is

related to the volume of germinative tissue in the skin.

There are two methods for determining the uptake of nutrients from an extracellular

space. Both techniques involve the addition of identifiable compounds (eg radio- or

immuno-labelled compounds) into the body or region of interest. The clearance or

irreversible loss rate is estimated by determining the rate of rcmoval of the compound from

the system. Alternatively, uptake can be measured by examining the concentration of the

nutrient in the organ of interest. Both of these methods were investigated prior to the

testing of the above hypotheses.

A surgical preparation has been developed (McDonald et a1.,1982;Zoltie et al.,

1988; Harris et aI., 1988) which allows the study of an 'isolated patch of skin'. The

procedure enables measurements of uptake and output of metabolites in a defined area of

skin over the caudal flank and cranial thigh regions by the placement of catheters in the

deep circumflex iliac artery and vein. This method has been used to study blood flow

through the skin (Dellow et a1.,1988; Harris et a1.,1989) and the protein and energy

metabolism of the skin of sheep by estimating the arterio-venous differences of various

metabolites (Harris et al., 1989). The present work examines the usefulness of this

technique for studying the uptake of labelled-nutrients from the plasma by the skin and

follicles.
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6.2. M¡,tnnr¡,ls ¡,no MntHoos

6.2.1. General

6.2.1.1. Materials

Ultrahltration centrifuge tubes (Ultrafree-MC) which contained 10 000 NMWL

Low-Protein-Binding Regenerated Cellulose ultrafiltration membranes, and the mini-filter

units (Millex-HV4) which had a pore size of 0.45¡rm and a 4mm diameter filter were

obtained from Millipore (Bedford, Massachusetts). The HPLC analyses was undertaken

with a Pico-Tag@ column for free amino acid analysis (30cm) containing

Dimethyloctadecylsilyl bonded amorphous silica (Waærs, Millipore Corporation; Milford,

Massachusetts). Triethylamine (Sequanal grade), phenylisothiocyanate (PITC; Sequanal

grade) and amino acid standard Amino acid standard H) were products of Pierce (Rockford,

trlinois). Microvials were obtained from Adelab (Microsun Inserts made in Germany;

Adelaide, SA).

Methionine sulphone, peroxidase (POD), glucose oxidase (GOD) and2,2'-Azino-di-

(3-ethylbenzthiazoline)-6-sulphonate (ABTS) were produced by Sigma Chemical Co. (St

L,ouis, Missouri).

Methanol (HPLC grade), acetonitrile-lgO (HPLC grade) and a-D+-glucose were

supplied by AJAX Chemicals (Auburn, NSW). Sodium acetate and sulphosalacylic acid

(SSA) were obtained from May and Baker, Australia Ltd (West Footscray, Vic.).

Perchloric acid (HClOa;sp.gr. 1.70), trichloroacetic acid (TCIA; AnalaR), sodium

dihydrogen phosphate (NaH2POa.2H2O), disodium hydrogen phosphate (Na2HPOa) and

magnesium sulphate (MgSOa.H2O) were products of BDH Chemicals (Kilsyth, NSW).

L-35S-cysteine hydrochloride (1l4mCi/mmol), D-[6-3H]-gtucose (23Cilmmol) and

scintillant (ACStr) were obtained from Amersham Australia (North Ryde, NSW) and

Soluene 350 was from Packard Instruments (Downers Grove, Illinois).

Saline and heparin sodium [5000U/ml] were products of Commonwealth Serum

Laboratories (Melbourne, Vic.) and the heparinised plasma tubes with Lithium Heparin

(125 l.U./tube) were supplied by Disposable Products (Adelaide, SA).

Evans blue was a product from Gurrs (London, England). Disposable cuvettes were

composed of optical polystyrene and obtained from Lab Supply (Adelaide, SA.) and the

clear vinyl tubing was made by Dural Plastics and Engineering (Dural, Australia).
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6.2.1.2. Sheep

The sheep were housed in metabolism crates in a climate-control room

(Temperature - lSoC; Light between 0830 and 1930h), fed lucerne and grain-based pellets

ad libitum (Milling Industries; Murray Bridge, SA) and had f¡ee access to water.

6.2.1.3. Skin sampling and analysis

Two skin biopsies were taken as described in Section2.2.3 immediately prior to

blood sampling. The skin samples were cut in half and placed in TCIA (5Vo wlv) for

lSmins (x four times), trimmed of excess fat and wool, weighed, placed in scintillation

vials, and then solubilised in Soluene 350 (1.0m1) and shaken overnight in a waterbath

(60oC)- After cooling, HCI (lM; 1.25m1) and scintillant (5ml) were added to the vials

which were stored in the dark for 24 to 48 hours to decrease chemoluminescence. The

samples were then placed in a ß-counter (LKB Wallac Beta counter) and the counts per

minute (CPM) were recorded.

6.2.1.4. Blood sampling and analysis

Blood samples were withdrawn from the animals via a catheter in the deep

cirçumflex iliac artery using a hand-held syringe and the blood was immediately transferred

to plasma tubes with heparin on ice and centrifuged within 15 minutes of sampling (2000 S;

5 min.; 4oC). The plasma was subsequently sub-divided as shown in Figure 6.1. Aliquots

of plasma (l50pl) were taken and these samples were deproteinised with HCIOa (1:l;

0.6M), centrifuged (2000 g;2min. at 4oC) and the supernatant was decanted into an

eppendorf tube and stored at -20oC until the glucose assay was performed. The remaining

plasma was deproteinised with SSA (20Vo wlv) in a ratio of 2 parts plasma to one part SSA.

All plasma was deproæinised within 30 minutes after sampling. After centrifugation (2000

g; 10 min.; 4oC), aliquots (3 x 0.5m1) of the supernatant were placed in plastic scintillation

vials. Scintillant (2.5m1) was added to the vials with the aliquots and were stored in the

dark for 12 hours to decrease chemoluminescence. The deproteinised plasma samples were

then placed in a ß-counter (LKB Wallac Beta counter) and the counts per minute (CPM)

were recorded. The remaining plasma was frozen in liquid Nz and stored at -20oC until

further analysis was possible.
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Figure 6.1. The distribution and handling protocol for arterial and venous

blood samples collected from the sheep for the determination of the

radioactivity, glucose and cystine concentration of deproteinised

plasma samples

at4 oC,20009for2min.
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+Plasma aliquot mixed

Supernatant stored
(-20 t) until needed

for glucose assay

Scintillant added to
supernatant

Remaining plasma
mixed with SSA (2:1)

Supernatant stored
(-20 t) until needed

for cystine assay

Radioactivity
determined by a Fcounter

6.2.L.5. Isolated cutaneous patch

The sheep underwent bilateral surgery for the placement of catheters in the circumflex

iliac artery and vein in both ttre left and right abdominal flank, as described in Section 4.2.2.

Both vessels were catheterised with clearvinyl tubing (i.d.0.50mm, o.d.0.80mm) in a

retrograde direction. The blood flow through the artery was controlled wittr silk th¡ead and a

cannula (18G) was inserted intoihe artery ttrough which a catheter was placed in the vessel.

The venous wall was snipped \4rith microscissors and the wall was lifted with a small piece of

wire to allow entry of the catheter into the vessel. The catheters were gently tied in the

vessels to prohibit movement of the catheter but not hinder blood flow past the catheter. The

catheters were also tied to the tensor fasciae latae muscle with silk and a drop of super glue

was then placed on each silk to stabilise the catheter. Disnrbance to the circumflex iliac artery

and vein was minimal since very little of the connective tissue was clea¡ed from the vessels

and surrounding a¡ea. The catheters were exteriorised by passing them subcutaneously along

the medial surface of the ttrigh to exit in the midthigh region. The catheters were clea¡ed of

blood and maintained with a constant infusion of heparinised saline (230iulml at O.l5nrl/min)

provided by a continuous flow pump (Minipuls 2; Gilson, Villiers, France).
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6.2.1.6. Infusate

L-3sS-cysteine hydrochloride ( 1 1 4mCy'mmol) and D- [6-3lil gtucose (23CVmmol)

were mixed with sterile heparinised saline (20u^nl) to the activity required for each trial and

then infused into the sheep via the catheter with the continuous flow pump.

6.2.1.7. Chemical analyses

a) Analysis of cystine

The cystine concentration of the deproteinised plasma was determined by high

performance liquid chromatography @PLC) with the Pico-Tag@ method (Cohen et aI.,

1988). Three standards (Amino acid standa¡d H, plasma amino acids, and cystine alone) and

a water blank were used to identify and quantify the peaks. Methionine sulphone was present

as an internal standard in each of these standards.

In preparation for chromatography, each deproteinised plasma sample was thawed

and mixed (1:1) wittt internal standard (0.4mM methionine sulphone),loaded into

ultrafiltration centrifuge tubes and centrifuged for 30 minutes (2000g). An aliquot of each

frltrate (50p1) was placed into separate Microsun Inserts and the samples vacuum dried for 2

hours. The samples were then suspended ìÃrith the redry solution (l0pl; 2:1:1 mix of

methanol, sodium acetate (1M), triethylamine), mixed, redried on a vacuum drier (2h) and

stored dessicated overnight (-20oC). The following morning the samples were resuspended

in derivatising solution (20ttl;7:1:1:1 mix of methanol, water, Triethylamine, PITC), mixed

and allowed to stand at room temperature for 10 minutes. The samples tvere then dried on a

vacuum drier (2h) after which they were suspended in 100p1 of sample diluent (5M

Na2HPO4, pll7.4; SVov/v acetonitile), mixed and then filtered with a mini-filter unit into new

microvials and loaded onto an auto-sampler.

The samples and standa¡ds were analysed on a'Waters Maxima 820 Chromatography
I

Workstation using a Pico-Tag@ column, a flow rate of lml/min, a column temperature of

46oC and detection at254nm (Waters Model 441 Absorbance Detector). The mobile phases

of sodium acetate (70mM) with2%o (w/w) acetonitrile (A) and a mixture of acetonitrile

(353.79), nanepure water (400g) and methanol (118.65g) @) were pumped in the gradient

outlined in Table 6.1. Under these condition, cystine was detected approximately 49 minutes

after sample injection.

138
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Table 6.1. The gradient and compositional changes of the mobile phases At
and Bt used to elute PlCT-derivatised cystine from deproteinised

plasma

Time (minutes) Composition(Vo)

Eluent A* Eluent Bt
Gradient$

01000
13.5 97 3 11

24.O 94 6 8

30.0 91 9 5

50.0 & 36 6

60.0 & 36 6

60.5 0 100 6

68.5 0 100 6

69.0 100 0 6

95.0 100 0 C-olumn equilibriation
* 

Eluent A was a mixture of sodium acetate (70mM) and2lo (Vw) acetonitrile
t Eluent B was a mixture of acetonitrile (353.7g),nanGpure water (4009) and methanol (118.65g)
$ Gradient between compositional change from A to B. The manner in which the gradient sæps

are connected is described by a curve whereby the degree ofconvexness is < 6, the degree of
concaveness is > 6 and linearity = 6.

The concentration of cystine in deproteinised plasma was estimated as cystine since

initial trials indicated that 95Vo of cysteine w¿¡s converted to cystine during sample processing.

Cystine concentration was expressed in pglml of deproteinisedplasma and dilution factors

were taken into account during the calculations.

b) Analysis of glucose

The glucose concentration of the plasma was assayed enrymatically with glucose

oxidase (GOD) and peroxidase (POD) as described by Bergmeyer and Bernt (L974).

Components of ttre enzyme reagent were prepared (fable 6.2) and stored at 4oC for up to 6

weeksl

Triplicate assays were performed for each sample by mixing glucose reagent (1.0m1)

with the plasma sample (20p1) in a disposable cuvette. Colourwas deveþed by allowing

the sample to stand at room temperature for 30 minutes and then the absorbance was

measured at 420nm in a LamMa 5 Lry/US Spectrophotometer @odenseewerk Perkin-Elmer

& Co. GmbH, Uberlingen,'West Germany). The glucose concentration uras determined by
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reference to a standa¡d curve prepared with known concentrations of glucose (0 to

1000pg/ml) in HCIO¿ (0.3M) and water blanks were run with each set of assays to account

for background colour of ABTS. Glucose concentration was expressed as pglrnl of

deproteinised plasma and the results are the mean t standard error of the mean for the

triplicate assays. Dilution factors were taken into account during the calculations.

Table 6.2. Composition of enzyme reagent* used for glucose assay of

plasma deproteinised with HCIO¿

140

Component Amount per 5ùnl

Phosphate buffer (0.12M) - NaII2POa.zHaO

- Na2HPOa

POD (1.su/ml)

GOD (gulml)

ABTS (0.92mM)

0.363 s
0.612 g

75U
467 U

25 ms,

* lvlade up to 50ml with RO water and adjusted to pH 7.0.

6.3. EXAMINATION OF THE ISOLATED CUTANEOUS PATCH

TECHNIOUE

These trials were undertaken to determine the usefulness of the isolated cutaneous

patch technþe to estimate the clearance rate of nutriens by the skin and follicles.

6.3.1. Exoerimental procedure

35S-cystine and 3H-glucose were infused into sheep via the catheter placed in the deep

circumflex iliac artery (Section 6.2.1.5) at various concentrations for different periods of time

as indicated in Table 6.3. Blood was sampled from the venous catheter and skin from the

flank region at specific times during the infusion after which the samples were processed and

analys,ed as described in Sections 6.2.1.3 and 6.2.1.4.

6.3.1.1. Trial 6.1.

Blood samples (1-2ml) were taken at 0, 30, 60,120,180 and 240 minutes after the

start of the infusion and the radioactivity associated with 3H-glucose was detected in the

samples as described in Section 6.2.1.4. After the infusion u/as stopped, the sheep was
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slaughtered.with a lethal dose of saturated MgSO4, and the cutaneous patch was infused with

Evans blue (0.2Vo w/v).

Table 6.3. Protocol for Trials 6.1 to 6.7 to study the uptake of radiolabelled
nutrients by the skin of sheep. The sheep identification (sheep),

number of days between surgery and the trial (post surgery), nutrient
infused, the total amount of the nutrient infused (infusion), and the

length of infusion are indicated

Trial Sheep Post su¡serv (d.) Nutrient Infusion Leneth (min.)

t4l

6.1

6.2

6.3

6.4

6.5

6.6

1

2

2

2

3

3

I
1

6

9

1

3

3H-glucose

3H-glucose

3H-glucose

35S-cystine

3H-glucose

35S-cystine

lOpCi

50pCi

50pCi

50¡rCi

50pCi

100pCi

240

240

120

t20
t20
t20

6.3.1.2. Trial 6.2.

Blood (4-5ml) and skin samples were taken at 0, 30, 60, 90, 120, 180 and240

minutes after the start of the inftision and the radioactivity associated with 3H-glucose was

detected in the samples as describ€d in Sections 6.2.1.3 and 6.2.1.4.

6.3.1.3. Trial 6.3.and 6.4.

Blood (1-2rnl) and skin samples were taken at0,20,40, 60, 80, 100 and 120

minutes after the start of the infusion and the radioactivity associated with 3H-gtucose and

35S-cystine was detected in the samples as described in Sections 6.2.1.3 and,6.2.1.4.

6.3.1.4. Trial 6.5.

This trial was undertaken to determine if any of the glucose was being removed from

the tis$ue during the TCIA washing. Three skin samples were taken at 0, 30, 60,90 and 120

minutes after the start of the infusion. Each skin sample was cut in half and one half was

weighed and placed directly into Soluene 350 whereas the other half wæ washed in TCIA

prior to placement in Soluene 350. Processing and analysis of both sets of skin where then

continued as described in Section 6.2.1.3. All of the TCIA washing solutions were retained
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and scintillant (5ml) was added to the TCIA prior to the determination of radioactivity with

the ß-counter.

6.3.1.5. Trial6.6.

Skin samples were taken at 0, 30, 60 and 120 minutes after the sta¡t of the infusion

and analysed for 35S-cystine as described in Section6.2.l.3.

6.3.1.6. Statistical analysis

The counts obtained from the blood samples were expressed as CPlv{/ml of plasma

and the counts generated from the skin samples were divided by the weights of tissue and

expressed as CPlvf/mg tissue. The mean and standard error of the mean were routinely

calculated from the replicates of each period and were presented graphically against time.

The coeff,icient of variation (CV) was estimated from the mean CPlvl/ml of plasma within

infusions to detect the presence of a plateau (Williams et al., 1972a). Samples taken at the

start and end of each infusion were compared using the Students t-test to determine if there

was a significant increase in the activity of the samples. Results of P < 0.05 were

considered significant.

6.3.2. Results and Discussion

6.3.2.1. Infusion of 3H-glucose

There was no change in the level of labelled-glucose in the plasma in during the

infusion of 25¡ßilh (Trial 6.1; Fig. 6.2a[inset]). The infusion of 3H-glucose at 12.5¡tCtth

(Trial 6.2) resulted in a significant increase (P < 0.001) in the level of activity over time in

the venous plasma samples. In this trial Clrial 6.2),a plateau was reached after 180

minutes of infusion (CV = ll.67o; Fig. 6.2a[inset]) but this level did not provide enough

3H-glucose to cause an increase in activity in the skin (Fig. 6.2b). A plateau in the level of

activity in the plasma samples was reached within 40 minutes of infusion when the 3H-

glucose was infused at 25pCi per hour (Trial 6.3; CV = 12.07o:Fig. 6.2a) and there was a

significant uptake of 3H-glucose by the skin (P < 0.01) at this level indicating that a high

concentration of label was required to obtain activity in the skin. Despite this, the 3H-

glucose content of the skin was extremely low with a maximum of 27CPM being recorded

for single samples. This level was below the sensitivity of the ß-counter as counts of less

than 30 per minute are not considered to be above background. Activity greater than this
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was achieved in the plasma samples but not in the skin, thus it is concluded that using the

current method, the levels of 3H-glucose taken up by the skin would be insufficient for

valid comparisons between sheep.

It is interesting to consider that when 25¡tCi were infused per hour (Trial 6.3) there

was approximately 4301 CPN,I/ml of plasma compared to almost undetectable levels in the

skin. Trial6.5 indicated that there was no increase above background levels in the activity

present in the TCIA washing, thus all the activity present in the skin at sampling remained

there until counting. This suggests that very little 3H-glucose was being used by the skin

for metabolism or there was a low entry rate of 3H-glucose from the plasma to the

extravascular pool, or that there was a very large pool of glucose available for the skin, thus

the labelled glucose was only a small proportion of this pool. The latter is likely to be the

case, fîrstly since it is unlikely the movement of 3H-glucosewould be slow and, secondly

since Harris et al. (1989) showed that glucose is used by the skin as an energy source.

They also indicated that the arterial concentration of glucose ranges from 400 to 650 pglml.

Thus, if blood flow is approximately 4mVmin (Section 5.3.2), there would be at least

16ffipg of glucose passing through this region per minute into which only 50¡rg of

radiolabelled glucose was being added per minute. This represents a I in 32 dilution

effectof labelled glucose to unlabelled glucose. V/ith this amount of dilution, it is not

surprising that the level of radioactivity in the skin was almost undetectable.

Harris et aI. (1989) reported that I l.l%o of the glucose passing thorough the

cutaneous patch is taken up by the skin area. This implies that there should havebeen llVo

of the infused 3H-glucose present in the skin, in Trial 6.3. After 120 minutes, 50¡rCi

(-2.14 x 107 CPM) had been infused and, if LlTo of this was being taken up by I24g of

skin (average weight of skin supplied by the infusion; Harris et a1.,1989), there should

have been 18.9 CPlvf/mg of tissue sampled. In the present study, there was only 0.73

CPIvI/mg of tissue. The reason for this large discrepancy between the observed and

expected glucose uptake is unknown but may partially be attributed to the l0 - 20Vo of

blood lost by collateral venous drainage (Dedow et al.,l9S8) and to the uptake of glucose

by the cutaneous trunci. Alternatively, or additionally, the discrepancy between observed

and expected CPM may be due to the glucose being metabolised rapidly with no

accumulation or storage of any of the resulting 3H-compounds.
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Figure 6.2.a. The activity of plasma sampled from a single sheep during the

infusion of 3H-glucose at 2.S¡rCi/h (Trial 6.1'tr), 12.5pCi/h

(Triat 6.2 - a),and 25pCi/h (trial6.3'A) over time.
* indicates significant difference between 0h and final sample
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Figure 6.2.b. The activity of skin sampled from a single sheep during the

infusion of 3H-glucose a 12.5pCi/h (Trial6.2 - O), and 25pCi/h

(Trial6.3 - A) over time.
* indicates significant difference between 0h and final sample
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6.3.2.2. 35S-Cystine infusion

\When 25¡tCi/h of radiolabelled cystine was infused (Trial 6.4.), there \ilas a

signifrcant increase in the level of 35S-cystine in the plasma 20 minutes from the start of the

infusion (P < 0.005), after which the activity in the plasma samples reached a plateau (C.V. =

lO.4Vo; Fig. 6.3a). It was then assumed a plateau was also reached when the cystine was

infused at 50¡rCilh Clrial 6.6). It was not possible to measure the level of activity in the

plasma in the latter trial since the venous catheter was not patent at the time of sampling. The

activity of the skin increased signifrcantly when cystine was infused at21¡tCilh (Trial 6.4;P

< 0.005), however the CPM achieved were not above that required for a detailed analysis of

nutrient uptake (Fig. 6.3b). The 35S-cystine content of the skin from Trial 6.6 increased

significantly (P < 0.001) and was adequate for an analysis of nutrient uptake. The results

were extremely erratic (Fig. 6.3b) and there was a large standa¡d eror about the mean. This

indicates the diffrculty in identifying the perfrrsed region. In Figure 6.3b, the depressed 60

minute sample may have been taken from the edge of the perfused area, thus affecting the

level of labelled cystine available to the skin. The low level of radioactivity in the skin

alternatively may represent the jurrnu activity as there was a corresponding decrease in

activity of the 60 minute plasma sample.

6.3.2.3. Isolated cutaneous patch technique

The arterial catheters remained patent throughout the entire period of each trial, unless

there was external interference by the sheep such as chewing or kicking the lines. Such

activity resulted in the lines frlling with blood and blocking them, or the catheter coming out

of the vessel completely. The continued patency of the arterial cannulae permined the

infusions to take place although blood sampling was often restricted by the venous catheteß,

four ogt of five being non-patent within 24 hours of surgery (Table 6.4.). This occurred

even when the disturbance to the tissue a¡ound the lymph node region was kept to a minimum

and the catheters were exteriorised above the incision, as suggested by Harris et al. (1989).

145
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Table 6.4. Period of patency (hours or days) of the catheters in the deep circumflex

iliac vein

Sheep 1 2 3

Patency-nearside

Patency-offside

20h
24h

9d
pulled out 

*
24h
_#

* This catheter was pulled out of the vein before it became non-patent

# The offside vein was not cannulated in this sheep

In the present study, it was found that a small incision of the vein wall with

microscissors and then using a fine piece of bent wire to lift the wall was the easiest and

least traumatic method of inserting the catheter into the vein. Despite this care, there was

still early blockage of the venous catheter. The problem may have resulted from leakage of

the lymph node, resulting in increased pressure around, and the subsequent collapse of, the

vein (Harris et a1.,1989).

Evans blue was infused into the artery to identify the perfused area prior to the

nutrient infusion, however it was difficult to discern the region due to the short half-life of

the solution and the poor visibility of the dye in the skin, in agreement with observations of

others (Ha¡ris et a1.,1989). It was possible to identify that the perfused area was

predominantly caudal to the incision whereas the near side was perfused predominantly on

the cranial side of the incision. This suggests that the distibution of the nutrient was

erratic as observed in Chapter 4 (Fig. 4.1), and it was diffrcult to determine from where the

skin should be sampled.

6.3.3. Conclusion

The systemic infusion of radiolabelled nurients into sheep to determine the uptake

of nutrients from the plasma by the follicles is unlikely to be successful using the proposed

isolated cutaneous patch preparation. Although a constant level of activity of substrates can

be achieved in the plasma, the uptake of the radiolabelled nutrients by the skin was difficult

to quantify due to extremely low levels of activity (particularly with the glucose) and due to

the problems associated with identifying the perfused region. Also, the doses required to

achieve adequate levels of radioactivity in ttre skin were almost as high as those used in

whole body infusions (e.g. V/illiams et al.,l972a). Finally,I was unable to maintain the
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patency of the venous catheters to allow the sheep to recover from surgery before the

experiments tvere performed. This may have had a confounding effect on the results. It is

concluded that ttre isolated cutaneous patch \ilas not a suitable technique for the present

study.

To determine the entry/clea¡ance rate of the nutrient, it is necessary to be able to

measune the radioactivity of the plasma by taking sarrrples from a blood vessel of a healthy

animal (e.g. Williams ¿t al., L972a). This was almost impossible in the cur¡ent study, due

to

a) the difficulty in maintaining the patency of the venous catheter for a period long enough

for the animals to rccover from surgery and thus be 'healthy', and

b) the blood supply to the skin is not completely isolated using this technique since the

vessels supply the subcutaneous muscle as well as the skin. Any conclusions made using

this preparation concerning the clearance rate of nutrients by the skin a¡e confounded by

uptake by the muscle tissue. There is a small amount of both collateral venous drainage

and arterial supply within the patch @ellow et a1.,1988) and, although this is considered to

be minor and the preparation is adequate for the study of blood flow and metabolism of the

skin, it is not possible to conclude that the amount of labelled-nutrient removed is solely

due to skin uptake.

The combination of the skin not being completely isolated, the difficulty in defining

the perfrrsed area and the high doses required to achieve reasonable levels of isotope in the

skin make the isolated cutaneous patch technique unsuitable for the present study. In the

following experiment, whole body infusions were used to estimate the uptake of 35S-

cystine and 3H-glucose by the skin.
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6.4. R¡,oloL¿,ntrllno NutRlBNt upt¡,xn

This experiment was undertaken to test the hypotheses presented in Section 6.1.

6.4.1. Experimental procedure

Four finewool and four strongwool Merinos were housed indoors in individual pens

for a stabilisation period of 83 days and were fed grain-based pellets (lkg/d; Milling

Industries, Murray Bridge, SA). Water was available ad libitum. During the stabilisation

period, clean wool growth per unit area of skin was measured as described in Section2.2.3.

with the measurement made over the last 14 days of the stabilisation period being used for

analysis in this study. The sheep were weighed on the final day of the stabilisation period

(Section 2.2.2).

In order to collect arterial blood samples during the infusion, the sheep underwent

aseptic surgery to cannulate the deep circumflex iliac artery as described in Section6.2.I.5.

After surgery, the sheep were immediately placed in individual metabolism crates in a

climate-control room (22oC; light during 0830 to 1930). The catheters were connected to a

continuous flow pump through which heparinised saline was infused to maintain catheter

patency as described in Section 6.2.1.5. The animals were fed lucerne chaff (1009) and

grain-based pellets (300g) thrice daily (0830h, 1300h, 1730h). Water was available ad

libitum.

On days five and six after surgery, blood flow through the midside patch was

measured with laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV) as described in Section3.2.2.l to

familiarise the sheep to the machine and to handling. Seven days after surgery, 35S-cystine

(l.25¡rCilml) and 3H-glucose (l.25¡rCilml) were infused into the sheep at a rate of 20mUh

for four hours via a catheter which had been placed in the jugular vein on the previous day.

Two skin biopsies were taken before the infusion started and were placed in buffered

formalin for the determination of the volume of germinative tissue in the skin as described

in Section 2.2.4. Prior to the start of the infusion and after four hours of infusion, blood

flow through the skin was measured at two sites using LDV (Section3.2.2.I) and the skin

from these sites was taken as described in Section 6.2.1.3. Blood samples (20m1) were also

taken from the jugular catheter and the iliac artery catheter (5ml) before the infusion

started.
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After the infusion was stopped, the animals were removed from the crates and the

sheep were anaesthetised with sodium pentobarbitone (i.v. 10 - 15ml; Nembutal@;

Boehringer Ingelheim, Artarmon, NSW) via the jugular catheter. The jugular catheter was

flushed and a blood sample (20m1) was withdrawn. The carotid artery was then exposed

and an arterial blood sample (20m1) was taken from this vessel within two minutes of the

animal being disconnected from the infusion line. The animal was then slaughtered by

administering a lethal dose of sodium pentobarbitone through the jugular catheter.

Blood and skin samples were processed and the activity of both were determined as

described in Sections 6.2.1.3 and 6.2.1.4. Cystine and glucose concentrations of the plasma

were determined as described in Section 6.2.1.5. Total germinative volume of the skin was

determined as described in Section2.2.3.2.

6.4.1.6. Calculations, assumptioru and statistical analysis

Nutrient flow was calculated from the product of average blood flow through the

skin and the concentration of nutrient per unit volume of blood.

Initial trials indicated that there was no 3H overlap into the 35S channel but there

was a 5Vo overlap of counts from the 35S channel into the tritium channel of the p-counter.

This overlap was accounted for when the radioactivity of the samples w¿ts estimated.

Oxidation of cystine in the plasma is similar between sheep with different wool

growth potential under different environmental conditions (Sun et a1.,1994), thus in the

current trial it was assumed that there was a similar level of oxidation between sheep which

accounted for 45Vo of the radioactivity in the deproteinised plasma (Lee et al., L993).

Thus, the specific radioactivity (SRA) of cystine in the plasma was estimated by Equation

6.1 after the 35S radioactivity associated with the the oxidation products was taken into

account. The amount of 35S associated with cystine flowing through the skin was then

estimated from the product of the SRA and blood flow.

Equation 6.1.

Specific radioactivity of cystine =

It was assumed that radioactivity detected in the skin was primarily associated with

cystine in the "bound pool" of the skin. This is justified by the following calculations. For
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example, assume the concentration of free cysteine in the skin is lS0nmoVg tissue, i.e.

2Ouglg tissue, (Le.e et al., 1993) and has a SRA of 20Vo of blood (Lee et al., 1993) and also

assume that skin contains approximately 9mg protein / g tissue (given that3Vo of the skin is

protein - 30Vo wet weight). Thus, with the fractional synthesis rate of protein being

approximately lÙVo per day (Hanis & Lobley, 1991) which is equivalentto l.lVo over 4

hours, then 150ug of protein is synthesised over the 4 hour infusion period. This indicates

that there is likely to be a much greater percentage of radioactivity in the bound pool than

in the free cystine pool. This assumption is also supported by autoradiographic results

which indicated that the majority of the activity was associaæd with the keratogenous zone

of the follicle (Section 5.3.3.).

The amount of isotope retained in the skin (CPlvf/unit weight of tissue) was directly

compared with the concentration of isotope flowing through the skin (CPM/min/100g

tissue) within sheep. For between sheep analyses, the amount of isotope retained in the

skin was adjusted to account for the quantity of isotope infused and liveweight (Equation

6.2).

Equation 6.2.

Isotope retained in the skin (CPM / mg tissue) =
radioactivity of skin

total counts infused per liveweighto tt

The mean and standard error of the mean were routinely calculated with data

obtained from samples within sheep and then from sheep within strains.

Analysis of variance statistics were performed with the Super ANOVA computer

software package (1989-1990, Abacus Concepts,Inc, Berkeley, California). These

statistics were used to test the effects of blood vessel, time of sampling and strain on

nutrient concentration in the plasma and also to examine the effect of time of measurement

and strain on blood flow through the skin.

The Students t-test was used to estimate differences in the measured characteristics

between the strains of Merinos. Correlation coefficients were estimated with the Delta

Graph computer software package (Professional version; DeltaPoint Inc., Monterey,

California). This was used to derive the simple correlation coefficients between the

measured cha¡acteristics.

Results were considered significantly different when P < 0.05.
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6.4.2. Results

At the end of the stabilisation period, the mean liveweight of the f,rnewool Merinos

(56 + 1.45 kg) was signihcantly greater than the liveweight of the strongwool Merinos

(48 + 2.1kg; P = 0.017) at the same time. All sheep consumed the total ration offered

throughout the stabilisation period and had returned to normal consumption levels by four

days after surgery. The collection and analysis of arterial blood prior to the start of the

infusion was not possible in two finewool and one strongwool Merino as the deep

circumflex arterial catheters were not patent prior to the start of the infusion in these

animals. Also, the jugular catheter was displaced from one strongwool Merino during the

infusion and jugular blood samples could not be obtained, thus the infusion data and

nutrient analyses from that sheep have been omitted. The following results are presented

with the number of sheep represented by each mean indicated in parentheses.

There was a highly significant difference in wool growth rate between the two

strains of Merino sheep maintained under similar environmental conditions. During the

final 14 days of the stabilisation period, the strongwool Merinos grew 63Vo more wool per

unit area of skin than the finewool Merinos (Table 6.5). The strongwool Merinos also had

a significantly greater volume of germinative tissue in the bulb (P < 0.001) and more

germinative tissue in the skin than the f,rnewool Merinos (P = 0.002; Table 6.5). The

germinative volume of both the bulb and the skin was correlated to wool growth (Table

6.6). Conversely, follicle density did not differ significantly between the two strains of

Merino (Table 6.5), nor was it related ro wool growth (Table 6.6).

Analysis of variance indicated that blood flow through the skin at two sites did not

differ between measurements made prior to the start of the infusion and four hours after

infusion (P = 0.958), nor was there any interaction between time and strain. There was a

significant effect of strain of Merino on blood flow measurements (P = 0.004) and when

the measurements from the 0 and 4h period where combined for each strain, the strongwool

Merino had signihcantly greater flow through the skin than the finewool Merino (Table

6.5). The mean blood flow through the skin for each sheep was significanrly correlated

with both wool growth and the volume of germinative tissue in both the bulb and the skin

(Table 6.6).
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Table 6.5. Wool production per unit area of skin (wool growth), follicle density,
volume of germinative tissue in the bulb (bulb volume), total germinative

volume of the skin (total germ. volume) and blood flow through the skin of
finewool and strongwool Merinos (Means r s.e.m. in parentheses)

Finewool (n = 4) Stronswool (n=3) P=
Wool growth (g x 10-3/cm2td)*

Follicle density (mm-z¡

Bulb volume (pm3 x lOa)

Total germ. volume (p.3 * 105/mm2)

0.46 (0.009)

41.0 (4.38)

rs.1(0.56)

62 (s.e)

2.3 rc.79\

0.7s (0.0s4)

s0.6 (4.e8)

24.3 (0.88)

t24 (10.6)

4.5 (0.81)

0.002

0.199

< 0.001

0.002

0.02Blood flow mVmin/100s tissue)#(

* Wool production per unit a¡ea of skin was measured over the last 14 days of the stabilisation period

# Mean of four measurements per sheep, two of which were made prior to the stårt of the infusion and

two measurements made afær 4 hours of infusion

Table 6.6. Relationships between wool production per unit area of skin (wool), follicle
density (FD), volume of germinative tissue in the follicle bulb (bulb vol) and

total germinative volume of the skin (germ vol) and blood flow through the

skin (flow) (Simple correlation coefficients)

FD Bulb vol Germ vol Flowl
Wool

FD

Bulb vol

Germ vol

0.28 0.96** 0.73* 0.89**

0.42

0.95**

0.73*

I Mean of four measurements per sheep, two of wbich were made prior to the start of the infusion and

two measurements made after 4 hours of the infusion
* P<0.05; ** P<o.ol

6.4.2.1. Glucose flow and 3H retained in the skin

The analysis of variance indicated that the concentration of glucose in deproteinised

plasma was not affected by the strain of Merino (P = 0.480), the time of sampling (P =

0.143) nor the blood vessel from which it was taken (P = 0.956). There were also no

interactions between any of the factors. The mean concentration of glucose in the arterial

samples were used in the present analyses.
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The amount of glucose flowing through the skin per unit time was signifîcantly

greater in the strongwool Merinos than the finewool Merinos (Table 6.7) and glucose flow

was highly conelated with wool growth (Fig. 6.4; r = 0.91, P < 0.01).

There was no difference in amount of 3H retained by the skin between the two

strains of Merinos (Table 6.7). The amount of 3H flowing through the skin was not relaæd

to the amount of 3H retained by the skin when data from both strains were combined (r =

0.06; Fig. 6.5) nor was there any relationship within the strongwool Merinos but there was

a significant positive relationship in the fînewool Merinos (r = -0.35 and r = 0.66 for the

strongwool and finewool Merinos, respectively.). The amount of 3H retained by the skin

was not correlated with total germinative volume of the skin (Fig. 6-6;r = 0.17; P >0.1).

Table 6.7. Concentration of glucose in deproteinised arterial plasma (glucose

concentration), amount of glucose flowing through the skin (glucose llow) and
amount of 3H retained in the skin expressed as a proportion of the amount of
isotope infused into the whole body (sH retained in the skin) of finewool and
strongwool Merinos (Means r s.e.m. in parentheses)

Finewool (n = 4) Stronswool h = 4)* P=
Glucose concentration (¡rglml)

Glucose flow (mg/mir/I00g tissue)
3H retained in skin

ss6 (7.4)

1.3 (0.10)

0.73 rc.074\

53e (10.0)

2.6 (0.40)

0.82 (0.090)

0.197

0.019

o.467
* 

n = 3 for 3H retained in skin

6.4.2.2. Cystine flow and 35S retained by the skin

The analysis of variance indicated that the concentration of cystine in deproteinised

plasma was not affected by strain of Merino (P = 0.399), the vessel from which the sample

was taken (P = 0.422), nor the time of sampling (P = 0.067). There were no interactions

within the analysis. The concentration of cystine in plasma taken from the carotid artery

was used in the current analyses (Table 6.8).
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There was significantly more cystine flowing through the skin of the strongwool

Merinos than the finewool Merinos (Table 6.8) and wool growth was related to the amount

of cystine flowing through the skin when both strains were combined (Fig. 6.7, r = 0.90, F

< 0.01).

Table 6.8. Concentration of cystine in deproteinised arterial plasma (cystine

concentration), amount of cystine flowing through the skin (cystine flow) and

the amount of 35S retained by the skin expressed per amount of isotope

infused (35S retained in skin) of finewool and strongwool Merinos (Means r
s.e.m. in parentheses)

Finewool (n = 4) Strongwool (n = 4)* P -
Cystine c oncentration (¡rglml)

Cystine flow (¡rglmir/lffig tissue)
35S retained in skin (CPNíme tissue)

r.7 (0.04)

4.2 (0.66)

0.21 (0.002)

1.8 (0.06)

8.e (2.s0)

0.21 (0.002)

0.713

0.031

0.860
* 

n = 3 for cystine upøke determination

There was no difference between strains in the amount of 35S retained in the skin

when expressed relative to the amount of isotope infused (Table 6.8), nor was there any

relationship between the amount of 35S-cystine retained in the skin and the amount of 35S-

cystine flowing through the skin within strains (r = 0.61 and r = -0.48 in the finewool and

strongwool Merinos, respectively) or when the data from the two strains were combined

(Fig. 6.8; r = 0.07; P > 0.1). The amount of 35S-cystine retained by the skin was not

correlated with total germinative volume of the skin (r = -0.05; P >0.1).
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6.4.3. Discussion

The present work was a preliminary investigation into the in vivo uptake of nutrients

from the plasma by the skin and follicles. The results indicated that there was no difference

in the amount of 35S-cystine and 3H-glucose retained by the skin and follicles between

strains of Merinos and, surprisingly, the retention of isotope was not related to amount of

isotope flowing through the skin. Given that there were a number of equivocal assumptions

made during the calculation of the isotope data (Section 6.4.1.6), the results must be

examined with caution. Nevertheless, the experiment was undertaken to examine whether

blood flow is influencing wool growth simply by supplying the skin with more nutrients.

No attempt was made to account for the flow of isotope into and out of the skin during the

infusion, the movement of which is dependant on pool sizes and rate constants. It is

acknowleded that these are likely to confound the present results and may also contributs to

differences in nutrient uptake and utilisation between sheep which were not detected in the

current trial.

The results from the present experiment confirm the observations of Chapters 2 and

3, that blood flow and the volume of germinative tissue in the bulb and skin are

significantly related to wool growth (Table 6.6). It was shown for the f,rrst time that blood

flow through the skin is related to the total volume of germinative tissue in the skin. This

suggests that blood flow and wool growth are related directly and also indirectly via the

volume of germinative tissue in the skin.

Both the amount of 3H and 35S-cystine retained by the skin were independent of the

amount of isotope passing through the skin. These results do not tend to support the

hypothesis that nutrient uptake is related to the amount of nutrient supplied to the skin (i.e.

the product of blood flow and nutrient concentration in the blood). This was unexpected,

since it has often been proposed that by increasing the blood flow, and subsequently

increasing the amount of nutrients available to the skin, the amount of nutrient incorporated

by the skin will increase (Black & Reis, t979:Williams 1987; Lee & Harris, 1991). Thus,

the function of the high rates of blood flowing through skin is still unresolved since it

appears that the additional amount of radiolabelled compounds passing through the skin, as

a consequence of the higher blood flow rate, is not being retained by the skin. A limitation
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of the current experiment was that only total radioactivity was measured which may mask

differences in pool sizes and rate constants of nutrient flow between sheep. The ratio of

free cysúne to cystine bound to plasma proteins does not differ between the Fleece-plus and

Fleece-minus flocks (V/illiams et al., L972a) suggesting that it is unlikely that differences

in pool sizes within the skin between sheep will influence nutrient uptake results. If actual

nutrient uptake had been estimated (by estimating the specific radioactivities of glucose and

cystine in the plasma and skin) differences in nutrient uptake between strains may have

been identified. Thus, a more detailed examination of the nutrient uptake mechanisms and

kinetics of the skin of different strains of Merinos needs to be conducted.

Retention of radiolabelled cystine and glucose retention by the skin appears not to

be limited by the supply of nutrients to the skin, rather the amount of nutrient supplied

appears to be in excess of the requirements for the skin and follicle under 'normal'

conditions. It is proposed that blood flow may have a role in determining wool production

when nutritional conditions are severe. That is, in periods of low nutrient availability to the

sheep, more nutrient is transported to the skin of high-wool producers than low-wool

producers due to the greater blood flow rates of high-wool producers. This, then, maintains

the large volume of germinative tissue in the skin and high levels of wool growth.

Although there was no relation between 3H in the skin and 3H supply when the data

from the two strains was combined, there was a signif,rcant correlation between 3H supply

and 3H in the skin of the finewool Merinos when infused with 3H-glucose. This suggests

that blood flow may have been limiting the supply of 3H-glucose to the follicle in these

sheep. It is unlikely that by increasing the blood supply to the skin of the low-wool

producing sheep wool growth will also increase, since there was a poor relationship

between wool growth and 3H uptake in the present experiment. Alternatively, the

difference in 3H uptake between the two strains could be due to a difference in the

functioning of the follicle. For example, nutrient uptake by the follicles may be via an

active-transport process in the strongwool Merinos, in contrast to a simple diffusion

mechanism in the skin of the finewool Merinos. This scenario seems unlikely since it

would be unusual for such major differences in follicle function to exist within a breed of

sheep.
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35S-cystine uptake was not related to the volume of germinative tissue in the skin.

This result was not unexpected. Cystine is primarily incorporated into the keratinisation

zone of the follicle (Chapter 5) and the quantity of cystine utilised by the follicle would be

determined by the type and amount of protein produced during fibre keratinisation. This

process would not necessarily be related to the volume of germinative tissue in the bulb.

To further understand the relationship between cystine uptake and its use, it would be

necessary to investigate the rate and processes of keratinisation in the two strains of

Merinos.

The concentration of glucose in the arterial and venous plasma samples did not

differ, so in future work it will be possible to use the easier jugular sampling technique for

the analysis of plasma glucose. The arterial concentration was used since it was readily

available in the present study and gave a direct representation of the nutrient concentration

flowing through the skin. The glucose concentration were in the same range as those

obtained in Romney wethers (409 - 630pg/ml; Harris et a1.,1989), although these aurhors

noted a greater range of concentrations between sheep than in the current experiment. The

plasma concentrations were slightly less than those recorded for Corriedale ram lambs (707

- 720pglml; Cottle, 1988) and Fleece-plusÆleece-minus ewes (686-727 pglml; Hough er

al., 1988). These differences in glucose concentration may simply represent differences in

environmental and experimental conditions, thus it appears that plasma-glucose

concentrations do not differ between sheep of different wool growing capacities.

The plasma concentration of cystine was simila¡ to that reported by others

(Williams et aI.,l972a,b;1986; Hough et a1.,1988; Lee & Harris, 1991). The cystine

concentration did not differ between the plasma of finewool and strongwool Merinos,

which is in agreement with studies in Romneys (tæe & Harris, 1991) but contrary to

previous studies of plasma cystine concentrations in Merinos (Williams et aI., l972a,b;

1986;'Williams, 1976,1984; Hough et a1.,1988). The disagreement between the results

from the Fleece-plusÆleece-minus flocks and the other groups of sheep is open to

conjecture, but may be related to the selection for differences in wool grôwth within a

strain of Merino, which is not expressed between strains or breeds of sheep.
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One of the deficiencies in this experiment was the assumption that all of the 3H and

35S detected by the ß-counter in the deproteinised plasma was associated with either

glucose and cystine and thus available for uptake by the skin (Section 6.4.1.6). It was

further assumed that the sheep would all have similar whole body and skin pool sizes and

that if all of the radioactivity is not available for uptake, then the proportion available

would be similar between sheep. It is recognised that these are very general assumptions

but it was decided that this method of estimating total radioactivity ,was the simplest way to

determine the radioactivity associated with cystine and glucose, and thus was adequate for

this preliminary investigation into nuÍient uptake. No reports pertaining to the

distribution of glucose-related products and specific radioactivities were found. It is known

that when 35S-cystine is infused into sheep, the 35S in the plasma is predominantly

associated with plasma proteins whereas 35S associaæd with free-cystine is the second

major component of the plasma (Williams et aI-, 1979). If the plasma proteins are

removed, i.e. by precipitation with sulphosalysilic acid, then it can be assumed that free

cystine is the major 35S component. For the present experiment, it was therefore

reasonable to assume;

a) that the 35S activity detected in deproteinised plasma was mainly associated with cystine

available for uptake by the skin, and

b) that the proportion available was not dissimilar between sheep.
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In this thesis an attempt was made to elucidate the possible mechanisms responsible

for, and associated with, the wool production differences which exist between sheep

maintained in similar environmental conditions. Two strains of Merinos were chosen.

These provided a compromise between yielding sufficient variation in wool growth rates to

identify the determinants whilst ensuring similar wool 'types'. The latter point is important,

as extrapolation of results from widely-divergent genotypes (e.g. Lincoln and finewool

Merino) is unlikely to be meaningful due to differences in the basic cha¡acteristics of the

wool and its mechanism of production (e.g. medullated versus unmedullated fibres,

seasonal growth versus non-seasonal growth). It is not strictly valid to designate the

differences berween strains as genetic differences since maternal and pre-experimental

conditions werc not controlled. It is likely, however, that the differences were largely

genetic in origin because;

(Ð the comparisons lvere made in similar environments,

(ü) ttre 'stabilisation' perid prior to each experiment was long enough (>46 days) to

¡emove transient environmental effecs (Hynd, 1982),

(äi) maternal and environmental effects on wool growth are generally small (-5-l0Vo;

reviewed by Corbett, 1979) in relation to the two-fold differences between groups of

sheep reported in this thesis; and

(iv) the strongwool and finewool Merinos have undergone differential selection for almost

200 years (Cottle, 1991).

The major determinant of wool gpwth was clearly the amount of tissue in the skin

capable of producing wool (i.e. germinative tissue). This occurred in atl flocks of sheep

examined, including the 'primitive' Camden Pa¡k Merinos, the randomly-selected

strongwool Merinos and the modern, commercial finewool and strongwool Merinos. In all

cases, ttre total volume of germinative tissue in the skin was highly correlated with wool

growth. The relative contribution of the two components of gerrninative tissue volume,

narnely follicle density and the average volume of individual bulbs, differed depending on
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the flock examined. Follicle density was negatively correlated with bulb volume in some

groups of sheep @xperiment 1; Fig. 2.2.),wheteas bulb volume \ilas not always

significantly different berween groups of sheep which produced different quantities of wool

@xperiment 2;Table2.ll.). This anomaly suggests that wool production from a given

area of skin is determined by the follicle population rather than differences in the

functioning of individual follicles per se.

Morphological attributes of follicles such as curvature, depth, number and the ratio

of secondary follicles to primary follicles are highly correlated with wool production levels

(e.g. Brown & Turner, 1968; Nay & Hayman, 1969; Nay, 1970: Barlow, 1974; Jackson,

et al.,1975; Gregory, 1982). It has been suggested that these are controlled by genes or

group of genes which ultimately determine wool production (Jackson, ef al., L975).

Jackson et at. (L975) concluded that there are three independent pathways of genetic control

(Fig. 7.1.). The first (Fil is via the SÆ ratio and controls fibre density, the second (ftÙ is

via straight deep follicles which control the length of the fibne and thirdty (FtÙ, is via either

primary or follicle goup density which controls fibre diameter and the density of the

primary follicles. Jackson and his co-workers suggested that these are three separately

acting, but possibly linked, sets of genes. The finding in the present work, that the volume

of germinative tissue is highly correlated with wool growth, can also be incorporated into

the model (Frg. 7.1.). The Flpathway would obviously encompass the density component

of the total volume of germinative tissue in ttre skin, whereas Fnl may be the pathway

controlling the size of the bulbs. Fibre diameter is associated with bulb size (Schinckel,

1961; Henderson, 1965) and diameter also tends to be negatively correlated with follicle

density (Brown & Turner, 1968; Turner et a1.,1970; Ba¡low,1974). This suggests that the

total volume of germinative tissue in the skin would be determined by the degree to which

each pathway is operating. The way the two groups of genes (G1 and G¡) interact may

control the role of density and bulb volume in determining the total volume of germinative

tissue and thus, the amount of wool produced. For example in the ANAMA flock

@xperiment 2.), the selection criteria of increased fleeceweight with a ceiling on frbre

diameter has placed emphasis on the Fl pathway. This has resulted in an increased follicle
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density but very little change in bulb volume, and thus fibre diameter, in the stud flock

compared to the ramdomly-selected flock.

The Gl and Gm groups of genes would account for almost all the va¡iation in wool

growth berween sheep. In fact, in Experiment 1.,827o of the variance was accounted for

by bulb volume and follicle densþ (Section 2.3.6.). When other follicle attributes such as

cell division rate, the proportion of bulb cells entering the fibre and the size of the cortical

cells were included in the regression, they did not make a significant contribution to the

variation in wool production between sheep. This suggests that it is the total germinative

volume of tissue which is important in wool production and any differences in the other

factors, such as cell division rate and cortical cell volume, only make a minor contribution to

differences in wool production between sheep. To attempt to control wool production

levels or alter the genetic capacity of sheep it is important to deveþ an understanding of the

mechanisms which conEol the amount of germinative tissue in the skin.

The distribution of the follicles is determined prior to birth (Carter &}Jañy, L947;

Hardy & Lyne, 1956a) with very little change after birth, thus the development of follicles

is important in determining the the potential level of wool production. In mammalian

follicles a number of epithelial-mesenchymal interactions occur during follicle deveþment.

The control signals have been investigated by dermat-epidermal recombination experiments

(reviewed by Sengel, 1986; and Hardy, 1992). The fust stage of follicle development is

initiated by the dermal cells which send a signal to ttre epidermal cells which, in turn,

respond by forming an appendage (Kollar, 1970; Dhouailly, 1973). This is followed by an

epidermal message that appears to cause the rearr¿ngenrcnt of the dermal cells into a dermal

papilla (Oliver, L967). A second dermal nrcssage is then transmitted from the dermal papilla

to the adjacent epithelial cells which are stimulated to divide rapidly and form a hair follicle

(Cohen, 1961; Oliver, 1970).

The mechanism whereby the number and size of the follicles is determined is, as

yet, unknown. Several theories have been suggested. Moore and Jackson (1984) proposed

that the foetus contains a specific number of dermal 'founder' cells committed to follicle

fomtation prior to initiation. The distribution of these cells is proposed to be under some

form of genetic control. The final fibre size is also proposed to be a function of the number

r67
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of cells that engage in initiation of each follicle. The number of follicles that are formed

and the sizes of their prospective fibres is a consequence of the manner in which the

'founder' cell population is utilised (Moore et a1.,1979). They suggested that this process

was under a single developmental mechanism and that the total number of 'founder' cells is

genetically-controlled. It is proposed that the founder cell theory is involved in the F¡¡

pathway (Fig. 7.1.). The Gn group of genes may be involved in the epidermal message

which causes the arrangement and number of dermal cells to form a dermal papilla. This,

in turn. determines the volume of germinative tissue in the bulb and resulting fibre diameter

(Fig.7.l.).

The reaction-diffusion theory provides a descriptive explanation for the events in

follicle initiation and distribution (Nagorcka & Mooney, 1989; Section 1.3.1.). To

incorporate this theory into the general scheme for the determination of the level of wool

production, it is proposed that the G¡ group of genes stimulate the production of the

morphogens which, in turn, determine the distribution and density of the follicles within the

skin (Fig. 7.1.). Nagorcka and Mooney (1989) described a mechanism in which an

unknown dermal factor (S) switches on the reaction-diffusion morphogens (X and Y).

These are confined to the epidermis. A localised high concentration of X will theoretically

cause epidermal appendages to form, in agreement with the theory described earlier

pertaining to the first signal for follicle initiation being of dermal origin. The GI group of

genes may control the concentration and location of S, which in turn controls the

distribution of the morphogens and the subsequent location and density of the follicles.

The F¡¡ pathway relates the efficiency of follicle functioning to follicle morphology

since straight, deep follicles are more eff,icient than shallow, curved follicles (Jackson, er

al., 1975). The follicles of high-wool producing sheep tend to be deeper and longer than

those of low-wool producers (Nay, 1966), which may lead to a closer association between

the blood vessels and the follicles of the strongwool Merinos than in the finewool Merinos.

The access of the follicles to nutrient is enhanced, hence the strongwool Merinos may have

a greater rate of nutrient uptake than the finewool Merinos simply due to the morphology of

the skin, as proposed by Nay (1966). However, it was found that there was no difference in

the ability of the follicles to incorporate 35S-cystine from an extracellular pool between the
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finewool and strongwool Merinos (Sections 5.3.4 and 6.4.2.2). The amount of 35S-cystine

retained by the skin was not associated with the amount of nutrient available to the skin,

nor to blood flow, suggesting a difference between follicles of different sheep in their

ability to utilise similar amounts of cystine to produce different quantities of wool. The Gt

group of genes may control the type of keratins produced and possibly the structure of the

follicle. For example, it is known that cystine activates a ultra-high sulphur keratin gene

resulting in an increase in the production of paracortex (Fratini et aI., in press). If this gene

(as pan of the G¡¡ group of genes) is not present or non-functional in high-wool producing

sheep, then the cystine would be used for the production of orthocortex, and thus more

wool could be produced because of the lower sulphur content of the orthocortex (Rogers,

1959; Kaplin & whitely, r978; orwin et al., 1984; powell & Rogers, 1986). The apparenr

activation of the ultra-high sulphur genes appears to be highly variable between sheep when

subjected to different levels of cystine (Hynd, 1989b), further implying a potential genetic

role in efficiency of nutrient use. Williams (1987) also posed the question of whether the

genes controlling the synthesis of the ultra-high sulphur proteins are present in high-wool

producing sheep.

3H-Glucose uptake was not related to wool growth and similar amounts of 3H were

retained by the skin of the two strains of Merino despite differences in wool growth. This

anomaly could relate to a difference in glucose utilisation between different types of cells,

e.g. low wool producers tend to have a high proportion of inner root sheath cells and/or

paracortical cells (Butler & Wilkinson, 1979; orwin, 1989; Hynd, 1989a), both of which

may require more energy for metabolism, differentiation and protein synthesis.

Alternatively, the G¡ group of genes may determine the degree to which energy is

produced by different metabolic pathways. The utilisation of glucose anaerobically is

apparently inefficient due to the low yield of ATP (2 moles of ATP per mole of glucose)

compared with that obtained be aerobic oxidation via the tricarboxylic acid cycle (36 moles

of ATP per mole of glucose). If high-wool producing sheep were capable of utilising some

glucose aerobically due to metabolic differences and/or increased oxygen supply through

either increased blood flow or closer proximity to the vessels, less glucose would be

required for wool growth. Lactate is the breakdown product of anaerobic glycolysis and
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was higher in the plasma of Fleece-minus sheep than Fleece-plus sheep (Hough et al.,

1988), suggesting that there may be a difference in energy metabolism between genetically-

different sheep. A large amount of variation was found in the utilisation of glucose and

oxygen and the output of lactate by the isolated cutaneous patch of four Romneys (Harris er

a1.,1989). Wool growth was not measured, thus conclusions pertaining to the relationships

between energy metabolism and wool growth cannot be made. Nevertheless, there was

sufficient variation between the sheep to suggest that there may be differences in the

mechanisms of energy metabolism.

The relationship between blood flow and nutrient uptake by the skin and follicles of

sheep differing in wool growth remains equivocal. The results of Experiments 3 and 6

indicate a clear relationship between skin blood flow and wool production, as predicted by

the model of Black and Reis (1979). In fact, there was a signifîcant relationship between

the amount of nutrient flowing to the skin and wool production, but the uptake of

radiolabelled nutrients by the skin appeared to be independent of nutrienr supply (Sections

6.4.2.1 and 6.4.2.2). This suggests that blood flow is not controlling wool growth via

nutrient supply. There may be an alternative role for blood flow in determining wool

growth, for example in the supply of oxygen to the follicles or differences in the

temperature of the follicle microenvironment

The oxygen requirement for wool growth has not been examined and the role of

oxygen in hair growth is uncertain. Bullough and Laurence (1958) found that there was no

mitotic activity in the skin of mice when the skin was incubated in vitro in the absence of

oxygen. In contrast, it was proposed that hair growth is largely independent of short-term

changes in oxygen supply (Montagna & Parakkal, 1974). In support of this is the

observation that energy is predominantly metabolised anaerobically to lactate by the

glycolytic Embden-Meyerhof pathway in hair follicles (Adachi & Uno, 1968, 1969;

Philpott & Kealey, 1991). In the wool follicle, both the aerobic and anaerobic pathways of

glycolysis are operational (Leng & Stephenson, 1965). These results suggests that follicles

are capable of producing ATP both aerobically and anaerobically. Wool production may be

affected by blood flow which influences oxygen levels of the skin and its follicles and thus

the efficiency of energy production.
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The blood vessels of the skin have a role in whole body thermoregulation. This

may affect the temperature of follicle and thus change the kinetics of the biochemical

reactions in the follicles. It is known that high skin temperatures stimulate wool growth,

whereas low skin temperature decreases wool growth, but it has been assumed that these

temperature changes are due to differences in blood flow to the skin (Cockrem, 1962;

Doney & Griffiths 1969: Jolly & Lyne, 1970:Lyne et a1.,1970). Low temperatures (4oC)

do inhibit the metabolism of the skin and wool follicles in vitro (Experiment 5) and it is

known that low temperatures also affect the uptake of amino acids in bacteria (e.g. Piperno

& Oxender, 1968; Kay & Gronlud, 1969). Whether a slight change in the temperature of

the microenvironment resulting from differences in blood flow and vessel distribution is

sufficient to affect wool growth is unknown, but may play a small role in determining the

rate of wool production.

It is concluded that blood flow is simply an accompanying factor associated with

wool growth, rather than directly determining wool growth, in most situations. Blood flow

is highly correlated with the volume of tissue both in the bulb (r = 0.85) and in rhe skin (r =

0.73; Section 6.4.2.). It is proposed that blood flow is controlled by the same group of

genss (Gur) as the those which control the volume of bulb tissue (Fig.7.1.). When the

volume of germinative tissue is determined in utero, a corresponding flow rate is also

determined for maintenance of this tissue. A possible mechanism may be via growth

factors which are capable of stimulating both angiogenesis and folliculogenesis. The flow

rate may be controlled by the size and number of individual vessels or it may be controlled

by the degree of vasodilation or vasoconstriction within the skin. The mechanism for the

determination of the amount of blood flowing through the skin is unknown and further

understanding of this may indicate the role of blood flow in determining the level of wool

production.

There was no relationship between the total area of vascular tissue per unit volume

of skin with blood flow, follicle density or wool production (Chapter 4). Itis proposed that

a fourth group of genes (Grv) control the volume of vascular tissue per unit volume of skin

but do not affect the clean wool weight genotype (Fig. 7.l). The Gry group of genes are

likely only to be operational during foetal development and wound healing, i.e. at simila¡
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times to when Gl and GuI are active. Angiogenesis occurs during foetal development

whereas capillary proliferation is rare in adult organisms under physiological conditions.

The Gry group of genes may interact with the G¡ group of genes. For example, as the

follicles a¡e becoming longer and deeper within the skin, the follicles incorporate vascular

tissue into the papilla. This was observed in the strongwool Merinos in Experiment 4 and

is common in other species, particularly those with large dermal papillae (rat - Durward &

Rudall, 1949, 1958; calf - Goodall and Yang, 1954: human - Montagna & Ellis, 1958).

Selection for superior wool producing genotypes

Traditional genetic approaches to improving wool production have resulted in slow

gains in production, partly due to the antagonistic correlations between traits such as fibre

diameter and follicle density (Section 1.4.2.). Skin-based selection procedures have been

suggested as a means of increasing the rate of genetic gain by providing a selection process

at an earlier age and thercby decreasing the generation interval. Furthermore, skin-based

selection procedures have the potential to control wool growth at the level of production,

i.e. the follicle. Thus, it is appropriate that the results of this work are discussed in terms of

the usefulness of the findings as selection criteria for wool production.

The laser Doppler velocimeter to estimate blood flow through the skin of sheep,

may be useful for the identification of high wool-producing sheep. It is concluded that

blood flow through the skin is not a major determinant of wool growth but may be useful as

an indirect selection trait. Furtherrnore, selection for increased blood flow in sheep in

conjunction with characteristics such as increased germinative tissue in the skin may

provide a further advantage by overcoming competition between follicles (Fraser, 1953,

1954). A combination of tandem selection for blood supply and high germinative volume

would allow increased production of low diameter (high density) wool because the larger

number of follicles in the skin would each continue to be served by the equivalent amount

of blood as lower follicle density skin. This may also improve the quality of the wool by

stabilising strength and or diameter.

The use of a combination of traits, such as total germinative volume of skin, which

encompasses both follicle density and the volume of the follicle bulb (which is highly

related to fibre diameter), as selection criteria may allow a rapid increase in wool growth.
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This would overcome some of the problems encountered in the single selection experiments

(Section 1.4.2.). The negative relationship between follicle density and the volume of

germinative tissue in the bulb reported in Chapter 2 both supports Fraser's (1953) follicle

competition theory and provides further evidence to Hynd's (1991) explanation of why

selection for single components of wool production have been ineffective (Davis &

McGuirk, 1987). Hynd (1991) suggested that there is no change in wool output since

selection for one component results in an antagonistic change in another and merely moves

the result up or down the regression line. He further proposed that the only effective

selection program is one which increases the total volume of germinative tissue per unit

area of skin - this is supported by the present results. Indeed, concurrent selection for

increased clean fleece weight and decreased fibre diameter would be expected to increase

the germinative volume of the skin, as indicated by the data from the ANAMA flocks in

Experiment 2.
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APPENUX 1. GENERAL MATERIALS AND METHODS

A1.1. Tissue processing.

Processing of the tissue was carried out in a Citadel tissue processor (Shandon Southern

Products, Ltd. England) as follows;

70Vo (vlv) ethanol 60 min

807o (v/v) ethanol 60 min

95Vo (vlv) ethanol 30 min

95Vo (vlv) ethanol 30 min

Absolute ethanol 120 min

Absolute ethanol 120 min

l:1 Absolute ethanol : Safsolvent 60 min

Safsolvent (Ajar. Chem., Auburn, NSW) 120min

Safsolvent 120 min

Histological wæ< (Phoenix Scientific Ind., Norwood, SA) 120 min

Histological wax 120 min

The samples were embedded in paraffin wa;r using a Tissue-Tek tr embedding centre (Lab-

Tek Division, Miles Lab. Inc., Naperville, tr) and then sectioned on a rotary microtome Q-eitz

1512, Ernst Leltz, Wetzla¡, GmbH). The sections were floated into a water bath (40oC), then

attatched to microscope çlides with Poly-L-Lysine (Sigma Diagnostics, St. Louis, Mo.) and

oven-dried (60oC) overnight.
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41.2. Staininq.

Al.2.l. Deparaffinise and hydration
1. Safsolvent

2. Absolute ethanol

3. 807o (v/v) ethanol

4. 307o (v/v) ethanol

175

20min

2r¡¡ul-

2 rnlu¡^

2 min

^1.2.2. 
Haematoxylin and eosin (and picric acid)

This method stains nuclei blue-black and the remaining tissue va¡ious shades of pink. \When

picric acid is included, the fibres stain yellow.

1. Deparaffinise and hydrate (41.2.1.)

2. LlleeMayerHaematoxylin I 1.5 min

3. Running rvater rinse

4. Acid alcohol (l%o conc. HCI in TOVo (vlv) ethanol) dip until pink

5. Running water 10 min

6. Eosin2 7 sec

7 . SOVo (v/v) ethanol rinse

(7a. Picric ethanol (saturated) 30 secs)

8. Absolute ethanol 2 min

9. Absolute ethanol 2 min

10. Safsolvent 2 min

11. Safsolvent 2 min

12. Mount with DePeX. and coverslip.
I Harris haematoxylin (5g), ÆNHa$U)2.L2[I2O (50g), Glycerol (300m1),II2O (700m1), NaIO3 (lg),

glacial acetic acid (20m1)
2 IVo aeueous eosin Y (50m1), 957o ethanol (390m1), l7o aeueous phloxine (5ml), glacial acetic acid (2ml)

1.2.2. Methylene blue (Clarke & Maddocks, 1965)

This method stains paracortex blue and the orthocortex remains colourless.

1. Deparaffinise and hydrate (section 3.4.3.1.)

2. Performic acid (fresh) I 30 min

3. fbO 10 secs

4. Methylene blue 2 I ^¡
5. HzO 10 secs

6. Acid alcohol (l%o conc. HCl in 70Vo (vlv) ethanol) 7 secs

7. Eosin3 tmin
8. SOVo (v/v) ethanol 10 secs

9. Absolute ethanol znllu¡'

10. Safsolvent 5 min

11. Safsolvent 5 min

12. Mount with D.P.X. and coverslip.
I 9OVo Formic acid (250m1),EnOz (l00ml),IDO (650m1)
2 l7o (wlv) Lofflers methylene blue
3 I7o a\ue'oas eosin Y (50m1), 957o etharcl (390m1), 17o aQueous phloxine (5ml), glacial acetic acid (2ml)
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1.2.3. fmmunohistochemical staining of bulb cells labelled with BrdU
(Hynd & Everett, 1991)

This method stains cells labelled with BrdU brown, and the surrounding tissue light purple.

1. 1.5M HCI 20 min.

2. Cold (4oC) saline lt%oTween Brief Rinse

3. BrdU Antibody 2 30 min.

4. Phosphate buffered saline with Tween (PBT) 3 Rinse

5. Biotinylated anti mouse (IgG) 4 30 min.

6. PBT Rinse

7. ABC (mix and stand 30 minutes before use)5 60 min.

8. Phosphate buffered saline (PgS)t Rinse

9.3,3'-diaminobenzidine6 5min.

10. V/ater Rinse

11. Counterstain lightly in Haematoxylin 10 sec.

12. Running water 10 min.

L3. 807o ethanol dip

14. Safsolvent 2 min.
1. Vial Phosphate-buffered saline (Sigma Diagnostics, St. Loius, Mo. USA) in ll water; p}J7.4.
2.l20pl Murine MonoClonal Antibody to BrdU @ioclone Aust. Pty Ltd, Marrickville, NSìV)

158.4Él normal horse serum (Vecøstain ABC Kit,ImmunoDiagnostics, Camperdown, NSW)
l2ml PBT (as in 3 below).

3.l%oTwæn 20 and l%oBovine Albumin-RlA grade (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Loius, Mo. USA) in PBS
(as in f above); pH7.4 (sterile).

4. 52.8p1Anti-mouse IgG (Vectastain ABC Kit,ImmunoDiagnostics, Camperdown, NSUD in l2ml PBS
(særile) (as in I above).

5. l05.6UI Avidin DH (Vectasfain ABC Kit,ImmunoDiagnostics, Camperdown, NSì\D
l05.6pf Biotinylaæd Horseradish Peroxidase H (Vecøstain ABC Kit, ImmunoDiagnostics,
Camperdown, NSÏl¡)
l2ml PBS (as in 1 above).

6. lmI3,3'-diaminobenzidine (5mg/ml PBS; Sigma Chemical Co., St. Loius, Mo. USA)
2QtlH2O2Q0Vo)
l9ml PBS (as in 1 above).
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APPF'NDTX 2. COMPARISON OF METHODS FOR THE LIBERATION OF

CORTICAL CELLS

fntroduction

The stn¡cture of fibre cortical cells have been studied extensively, however only a few

studies have been undertaken to determine the magnitude of the cortical cells and their

influence on wool production (Short et a1.,1965; V/ilson & Short,1979; ttVilliams &

Winston, tg87; Hynd, 1989). Generally, ttre methods used a¡e destructive and the effects on

the cells are varied, more suited to chemical and morphological analyses for which they were

developed. These methods involve a chemical orproæolysis pretreatement bfore mechanical

agitation to disperse individual cells from the frbre.

Hydrochloric acid is used for dissolving fibnes to determine their amino acid

composition (Ward, Binkley & Snell, 1955) and has been used at 60oC to determine cortical

cell size (Short et a1.,1965; Wilson & Short, 1979; V/illiams & Winston, 1987). The authors

recognised that there were some chemical modiFrcation and loss of material from the cells but

suggested that these could be minimised by dispersing and measuring the fibres under optimal

conditions and thus enable valid comparisons to be made. Alternatively, proteolytic enrymes

are used to study cortical cell morphology. The enzymes dissolve the intercellular cement, the

endocuticle, part of the cell membrane complex, nuclea¡ remnants and intermacrofrbrillar

material of the cortex @eters & Bradbury,L972; Kulkarni & Bradbury,1974). Lundgren

(1956) compared the effect of hydrochloric acid wittr ttrat of papain, a proteolytic enzJ¡me, on

the preparation of cortical cells. He found that the two methods pnrduced cells of quite

different composition suggesting that some modification of the cortical cells by the use of

these two t¡eaünents.

Pr,etreatnent of the fibre with formic acid minimises the level of cellularmodification

which occurs during acid and proteolytic treatments (Bradbury & Chapman, t9&). Cortical

cells a¡e dispersed from the frbres in formic acid by dissolution of lipid andprotein material

from the cell membranes between and underlying the cuticle cells @radbury & Chapman,

1963; l9&) and by swelling of the frbre @radbry et al., L966). The swelling of the fibre

itself is unlikely to be solely responsible for the dissociation of the cortical cells since swelling
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in water after thioglycollate and other liquids is even greater than that observed in formic acid

and yet the cortex remains intact @radbury & Chapman, L964;l-ey et a1.,1985).

Agitation at room temperatue after formic acid pretreatrnent @radbury et al., 1966;

l-ey et al.,1985), boiling and ultrasonication in formic acid (Bradbury & Peters, 1972;Hynd,,

1989) have been found to further enhance fibre disruption. It has been suggested that formic

acid may cause modif,rcation of the mic¡ofibrillar complex, implying ttrat there is hydrolysis of

peptide bonds (Bradbury & Peters, 1972), but it has been demonsmted that the treaEnent

does not cause any otherreactions other than formylation which may be reversible (Bradbury

et al., 1966; Peters & Bradbury,1972).

Further studies have shown that chemical pretreaunents including thioglycollic acid,

acetic acid and iodoacetate should be avoided due to their low yield of whole cells and high

levels of dissolved materials compared to formic acid trearnent (Kulkarni & Bradbury,

L974). However there may be confounding effects in that the frbres were ultrasonicated in

formic acid following the prctreaûnent chemical and any chemical reation between the acids

may have affected the results.

Cells are generally liberated from wool frbres by treating with HCI at 60oC (Short er

al.,1965l Wilson & Short, 1979; rùVilliams &'Winston, 1987). Alternatively, formic acid at

6@C and ultrasonication has been used to investigate cortical cell dimensions (Hynd, 1989).

Howevetr, there is limited data on the effect of these treafnents on cell dimensions and the aim

of this experiment \ilas to determine the optimum conditions for cortical cell liberation and

observation.

Materials and Methods

a) Direct determination of cortical cell volume

V/ool was washed as described in Section 2.2.3. prior to further washing in hexane

(2 x 5min) and hot water (3 x 5min), dehydration in alcohol and air drying. Approximately

5mg of clean wool was placed into small plastic vials with 5ml of treatnent solution. The

treatments \ilere as follows;

1. Fomtic acid(90Vo wfu; Ajax Chemicals, Auburn, NSUD atroomtemperature
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2. Formic acid(9OVo w/v; Ajæ< Chemicals, Aubum, NSW) at 60oC

3. L%o trypsin (to wool weight) in borate buffer* , pH 8.3, at 40oC

4.27o trypsin (to wool weight) in borate buffer*, pH 8.3, at 40oC

5.5Vo trypsin (to wool weight) in borate buffer*, pH 8.3, at 40oC

6.IO7o trypsin (to wool weight) in borate buffer*, pH 8.3, at 40oC

7. 6M HCI at room temperature

8. 6M HCI at 60oC.

Treatments were examined after 15, 30, 45, 90 minutes, 7,2,4,8, 16, 24,48,72,

96 hours and 7 days incubation. The wool was centrifuged (20009 for 10min, Sorvall

Rotor), and the supernatant removed and replaced with water (10m1). The samples were

stored at room temperature overnight and then ultrasonicated at 50 - 80fV (Labsonic 1510,

B.Braun) for 20 minutes. Alþots \ilere removed every 5 minutes and placed on a slide

coated in Poly-L-Lysine (Sigma Diagnostics, St. Loius, Mo. USA).

Treaunens 2,4 and 6 were used to investigate ttre effects of picric acid or methylene

blue staining on the dimensions of the cellst . For picric acid staining, the slides were placed

in saturated picric acid (Smin), rinsed in RO rilater, dehydrated through 3OVo,\OVo and

absolute ethanol and then cleared in safsolvent before mounting coverslips on the slides with

D.P.X. The cells lvere stained with methylene blue by placing the slides in performic acid

(1h), methylene blue (1h), rinsing in acid ethanol (LVo), and dehydrating throughS0Vo

ethanol (dip), ethanol (2min), safsolvent (2min) and then mounting coverslips on the slides

with D.P.X. This procedure was found to stain the cells adequately without the cells lifting

off the slide.

The char¿cæristics of the fibre and cells were recorded using a subjective analysis of

the number of broken and distorted cells and the proportion of unbroken frbne. The volume

of cortical cells was determined using the formula proposed by Short et aI., (1965). This

assumes that the cortical cells are shaped like ¡ryo cones placed base to base and volume can

be calculated using Equation 41.

* 
Borate buffer - 50m10.025M Na2BaO7.l0HzO (g.525etL). l9.25ml 0.lM HCI; diluted to 100m1 wirh

H2O (from Daswon et a1.,1986).
t Chemicals used for the stains are described in Appendix 1.
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Equation A1

cortical cell volume =z *&!P *

Equation A3

Number of cells per ml

x
1

3
æ[Cell widthl2

4

The length and width of 250 cells for each treatment and stain were measured (at 1188

times magnification) and the dimensions were used to calculate cortical cell volume according

to equation 8. The results were analysed by analysis of variance.

b) Indirect determination of cortical cell volume

It was proposed that by counting a representative number of cells in a known volume

of wool, the average volume of cortical cells could be estimated. Thus, va¡ious weights of

wool (approximately 25,35,45, 55 and 65mg) from one sheep were placed in plastic vials in

a 6@C oven with either formic acid for 24h or HCI (6N) for 45 minutes. After treaünent, the

acid was replaced with water and then the solution was ultrasonicated in 5 minute intervals for

a maximum of 20 minutes. The sample was then diluted to 25ml with water (50m1 for the 55

and 65mg samples). An aliquot (0.5m1) was placed on a large slide which had?x lmm

coverslips adhered to the slide to form a chamber of exactly lmm depth. The number of cells

\ile¡e counted in a known area (and thus, a lrrown volume) and this was used to estimate

volume of cortical cells according to Equations A2 to 44.

Equation A2

Volume of wool dispersed =
V/eight of wool
density of wool

where density of wool is 1.3052g/cm3

Equation A4

Cortical cell volume

Number of cells counted
Known area x lmm

Volume of
^21n

where numberof cells in 25ml is [Eq.A3] x 25

The volumes of the cortical cells for each weight of wool and for each acid were

analysed with analysis of va¡iance.
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Results and Discussion

a) Direct determination of cortical cell volume

Treatment of the frbres with trSrpsin (all percentages) resulted in very few cortical cells

being liberated and there were many fibres which were not disrupted. However, the

treatments in formic acid and HCL did liberate the majority of the cells leaving few whole

fibres afær7 days. In fact, after 90 minutes in HCl at 60oC, almost all of the cells and fibres

\pere completely dissolved. In both acid treatments at room temperature some frbres still

remained intact. However, it appeared that incubation at 60oC in HCI for 45 minutes or

formic acid for 24 hours released the most number of whole cells with few fibres not

dispersed.

Staining with methelene blue appeared to distort the cells quite markedly, particularly

after treatment in HCl. Alternatively picric acid did not visually appear to distort the cells.

There was a significant difference in conical cell width (Table A2.L) and length (Iable

42.2) between treaûnents and stains and there was also a significant interaction term. If HCI

at room temperature was removed from the analysis of width (since it differed so much from

the others) there was no difference between the stains effect on cell width but there still was a

significant difference between pretreaünent and a signifrcant interaction term.

Table L2.1. Mean widths of cortical cells after different dispersion methods
and different stains (Means t s.d.)

Picric acid Methyleneblue

181

Formic acid (6@C) 6.8 (2.0)a

TrypslnQ7o) 6.8 (1.7)a

Trypsin (lOVo) 6.8 (1.8)a

HCt (room temp.) 5.7 (1.9)¡

HCl (60oC) 6.8 (2.0)a

7.4 (1.9)c

6.5 (2.l)d

7.3 (1.9)c

9.0 (2.8)e

6.4 (1.8)d
Different letærs indicate significant differences at tlrc 57o level.

There was a highly significant difference in cortical cell volume be¡veen stains and

pretreatnents (Table A2.3) which is to be expected fom the va¡ied responses of cell lenghs

and widths from which volume is derived.
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Table A2.2. Mean lengths of cortical cells after different dispersion methods

and different stains (Means + s.d.)

Picric acid Methylene blue

Formic acid (60oC)

Trypsin(2Vo)

Trypsin (lÙVo)

HCl (room temp.)

84.4 (16.7)a

90.0 (17.0)M

89.1 (16.2¡a

79.8 (16.5)c

90.s

85.9

85.5

47.3

56.7

(15.1¡o

(15.S)e

(16.g¡ae

(12.0)r

HCr 79.5 16.4
Different letrers indicaæ significant a¡the 5Volevel.

Table 
^2.3. 

Mean volumes of cortical cells after different dispersion

methods and different stains (Means + s.d.)

Picric acid Methylene blue

10.8

Formic acid (60oC)

Trypsin(2Vo)

Trlpsin (IOVo)

HCI (room temp.)

1099 (668.7)a

1163 (648.s)b

rr73 (73O.7)b

741 (492.2)c

to47 .3

(762.Ðd

Q53.2)z
(7953¡e

(632.5¡a

11.5

1399

1078

1300

r04/'

6s9HCI
Different lemers diffemces at the 57o level.

bl Indirect determination of cortical cell volume

There was a large number of bnoken cells (which lvere not tallied in the cell count) and

also a high proportion of unbroken fibnes in both pretreaünents. There was a significant

difference in cortical cell volume within treamrents benpeen different initial wool volumes

(fable A2.4.). However, if there lvas no difference in volume benveen the two methods

used for cell dispersion. Berween 45 and 55mg of wool gave the most consistant result

considering that they were diluted in different aÍlounts of water.

Table A2.4. Mean volumes of cortical cells estimated from a known volume

of wool (Means + s.d.)

Approximate wool weights Formic acid (60oC) HCI (600c)

mg

mg

mg

mg

mg

25

35

45

55

65

1809 (455.4)a

tL3L (327.Ðb

1153 (205.4)bc

It73 (zw.qb
1089 (194.9)c

(644.¡a

(452.+¡aa

(195.2)c

(271.1¡c

(274.6)bc

1802

L62r

1352

1305

1445
Different leúers indicaæ significant diffemces at the 5Vo level.
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Conclusion

Pretreatrnent of wool in formic at 60oC for Vl hours is the most efficient and

disruptive method without being so severc as to affect cell volume. Staining does affect cell

dimensions, however picric acid appears to be the least disruptive.

The present experiments suggests that cortical cell volume can be determined from

¡no methods. However, it seems that actually measuring cell length and width and then

calcualting volume on the assumption of the cell being shaped like two cones placed end to

end, would be the most appropriate method The alternative, that of complete frbre disruption

is not feasible as it appears to be impossible to completely disrupt the fibre without degrading

and breaking the cells which makes it difficult to accuratd estimate the number of cells in a

sarnple.
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Table 43.1.1a. Characteristics measured in Experiment I (Chapter 2) in six finewool Merinos at the end of the

91 day stabilisation period (mean of each measurement)

Clean wool growth (mglcrrP ld)
Growth raæ of frbre cortex(pm3 x 103 / h)

Fibre length gowth raæ (pm/ d)

Fibre width (ttm)

Follicle density (mm-2¡

Bulb volume (pm3 x 105)

Volume of individual bulb cells (p-3)

Number of cells per bulb

Gerrninative volume of skin (lr-3 * 105/mm2)

No. of cells produced per 4pm section per hour

No. of cells produced per bulb per hour

Turnovertime of bulb (h)

Cortical cell length (pm)

Cortical cell width (ttm)

Cortical cell volume (Um3)

Number of cortical cells produced per hour.

Proportion of bulb cells entering the fibre

Sheep #

0.452

2.885

2373.8

17.2

47.4

0.89

2m
308

42.4

0.99

tl.2l
27.5

96.0

6.0

993.7

2.90

0.26

0.329

2.045

1800.8

t6.7

44.4

0.73

166

444

32.6

1.84

18.00

24.7

84.3

5.8

818.7

2.50

0.14

0.424

2.391

2247.5

16.2

55.6

0.65

99

654

36.

2.40

24.28

26.93

96.7

5.6

870.3

2.75

0.1r

0.525

3.468

24ffi.8

18.7

41.6

t.27

145

876

52.7

1.02

12.89

68.0

97.5

5.8

925.2

3.75

0.29

0.746

3.905

2635.1

18.9

67.9

0.89

155

574

60.6

1.95

20.04

28.7

96.6

5.8

940.6

4.t5

0.21

0.667

3.s64

2355.2

19.1

56.8

0.71

201

353

40.3

2.63

23.24

15.2

88.2

5.6

829.3

4.30

0.18

0 62 753 I 187 1237 1242



Table 43.1.1b. Characteristics measured in Experiment I (Chapter 2) in six strongwool Merinos at the end of the

91 day stabilisation period (mean of each measurement)

Clean wool growth (mg/ cn? l¿)
Growth rate of fibre cortex(pm3 x 103 / h)

Fibre length go\vth rate (pm/ d)

Fibre width (pm)

Follicle density (mm-2¡

Bulb volume (pm3 x 105)

Volume of individual bulb cells (prn3)

Number of cells per bulb

Germinative volure of skin (pm3 x ld / mm2)

No. of cells produced per 4pm section per hour

No. of cells produced per bulb per hour

Tumovertime of bulb (h)

Cortical cell length (itm)

Cortical cell width (¡un)

Cortical cell volume (frmÐ

Number of cortical cells produced per hour.

Proportion of bulb cells entering the fibre

Sheep #

1.270

tt.975
2801.9

31.5

35.7

2.03

253

800

72.36

r.51

21.7

36.9

90.8

6.7

1137.7

10.53

0.49

t.528

9.637

2689.r

28.9

42.0

2.15

t33
t6t2

90.3r

4.05

63.6

25.4

85. I
7.2

t2t6.7

7.92

0.12

1.313

8.883

2t92.5

30.7

47.6

1.54

231

667

73.41

4.39

56.0

10.53

87.8

6.9

t173.3

7.57

0.14

1.202

72.602

3027.5

31.1

24.7

2.38

295

807

2.46

37.4

21.6

93.1

6.7

t154.6

10.91

0.29

1.304

9.792

3tt4.L
27.t

39.9

t.57

243

Ø
62.55

t.62

19.5

33.1

87.6

6.0

895.1

10.94

0.56

1.r37

10.299

2739.2

29.6

33.s

1.86

4t3
450

62.23

1.98

27.8

16.2

87.0

5.7

786.2

13.10

0.47

58.74

820 821 844 851 875 877



Table 
^3.1.2. 

Daily feed intake for individual sheep in the finewool and strongwool Merino strains (glkg liveweightlday)

during stabitisation period of Experiment 1.

Feed was offered at approximately 30 g/kg liveweight, which was determined by the liveweight of the

animal at fhe start of the week preceeding the period that the feed was offered.

Strongwool No.

820

82r

844

851

875

877

Finewool No.

0

62

753

1187

1237

1242

\ileek beeinine

25.0

30.0

16.0

25.0

24.0

30.0

27.0

28.0

23.0

30.0

31.0

31.0

29.0

31.1

29.4

31.2

32.6

29.5

29.2

31.1

31.8

31.2

2t.5

30.5

26.2

26.5

27.3

26.7

35.0

26.1

29.1

29.1

25.0

28.9

28.8

28.6

29.s

27.0

34.7

31.7

31.3

29.r

29.6

29.1

25.3

27.9

27.7

30.9

23.8

r5.0

23.1

1,9.4

15.0

23.8

27.3

28.6

28.5

27.2

27.4

26.4

23.6

26.r

28.6

30.0

29.5

29.2

20.0

15.0

16.0

30.0

30.0

30.0

31.0

32.0

28.0

32.0

31.0

30.0

20.7

22.r

20.2

31.3

30.0

30.0

22.O

23.4

20.r

28.8

29.0

29.1

2I.5
13.4

17.4

25.9

2t.7

30.0

20.5

20.6

18.7

30.0

30.0

29.2

19.5

t7.9

15.4

29.0

31.0

29.2

22.3

r5.5

17.0

29.0

27.4

29.2

18.1

r6.7

18.1

27.6

27.0

30.0

24.8

23.8

25.6

29.0

29.t

24.4

24.2

22.6

24.0

31.0

28.4

29.3

20-Jun 26-Jun 4-Jul ll-Jul l8-Jul 25-Jul l-Aug 7-Aug 22- 29-Aug 5-Sep
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43.1.3a. Number of arrested cells per bulb section after colchicil
injection plotted against time in the finewool (a) and
strongwool Merinos (b).

^A,3.1.3b. Correlation coefficients (r) of the regression on the number of
arrested cells in the follicle bulb in finewool and strongwool
Merinos after colchicine injection over time, with and without the

0 hour sample included in the regression analysis

Finewool Me¡ino r (0-4h) r (1-4h)

0

62

753

1 187

1237

1242

0.94

0.95

0.91

0.93

0.88

0.96

0.99

1.00

0.96

1.00

0.99

1.00

Stronervool Merino

820

821

8M
851

875

877

0.97

0.98

0.97

0.97

0.95

0.9s

1.00

0.99

0.99

0.97

0.97

0.97
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A3.2.I. Follicle density, bulb volume and total germinative volume of the

skin (Germ vol) of the Control and Stud flocks from Experiment 2

(Chapter 2) (Standard error of the mean in parentheses)

Control

Follicle density

(mm-2)

Bulbvolume
(pm3 x 104)

Germvol
(pm3 x105 mm-2)

130

139

t42
220
237
239
330
337

346
422
432
442

4L.O

s8.3

34.O

49.7

40.8

64.9

58.0

35.0

33.9

43.2

39.8

38.6

(2.02)

(3.08)

(2.34)

(3.es)

(2.01)

(3.32)

(1.e7)

(3.38)

(3.86)

(2.es)

(3.5s)

(1.45)

r2.s (0.82)

10.4 (0.67)

1s.3 (0.86)

16.0 (0.6s)

17.3 (1.03)

10.1 (0.8r)

1s.8 (1.48)

17.5 (1.04)

16.e (0.66)

16.1 (1.07)

r6.1 (0.97)

17.6 (0.8s)

51.16

60.73

52.14

79.79

70.43

6s.68

91.81

61.25

57.28

69.71

39.76

67.82

Stud

13

77

78

203

265

352

462

538

601

626

633

637

52.9

38.2

36.0

67.9

62.3

64.4

51.3

59.8

91.8

39.s

57.6

6t.3

(2.s1)

(3.2s)

(2.66)

(2.38)

(3.M)

(3.27)

(3.18)

(2.17)

(3.08)

(2.33)

(1.82)

(4.6s)

16.0

t4.3

15.4

16.5

16.9

13.3

18.1

t4.7

tt.7
18.9

18.0

15.1

(r.38)

(0.81)

(0.e2)

(0.80)

(0.e3)

e0.89)

(0.73)

(0.8e)

(0.74)

(0.80)

(1.04)

(1.06)

84.43

54.73

55.27

TLz.OL

105.61

85.62

93.00

87.86

t07.r7

74.73

1o3.67

92.49



Table A3.2.2a. Daily feed intake for individual sheep from the ANAMA control flock (g/kg liveweight/day) during

stabilisation period of Experiment 2.

Note that feed was offered at 30 g/kg bodyweight from 12 December to the 5 January, then the ration

was at 2aglkg bodyweight until 13 February after which it was decreased to 22glkg bodyweight.

Iz-h, ?4Dæ, 28-Dec l2-Jan 25-Jan 1-Feb l3-Feb 28-Feb

21.8

28.5

25.3

23.1

29.1

21.2

28.3

28.2

28.3

29.3

26.s

27.3

19.0

32.8

10.3

28.3

28.6

23.9

28.8

25.3

29.2

28.8

2t.6
28.8

22.3

29.8

28.9

29.8

28.8

28.1

29.6

28.6

28.3

29.0

30.0

29.0

20.7

24.1

25.0

23.4

24.1

25.0

24.t
25.0

23.4

24.6

17.0

24.6

17.0

25.0

23.9

24.5

25.0

r7.6

25.0

18.6

24.5

24.6

24.1

2s.0

19.8

20.7

21.3

19.3

21.3

20.5

21.8

21.4

2t.2

24.6

2r.4

16.7

20.7

2t.l
20.8

2t.6
20.6

20.8

20.3

20.5

21.6

19.9

20.7

2t.5

21.6

21.8

20.4

22.0

21.0

17.0

2t.r
2t.4

20.4

21.2

2t.t
21.9

Sheep no.

r30
139

142

220
237

239

330

337

346
422

432

442



Table L3.2.2b. Daily feed intake for individual sheep from the ANAMA stud flock (glke liveweight/day) during

stabilisation period of Experiment 2.

Note that feed was offered at 30 g/kg bodyweight from 12 December to the 5 January, then the ration

was at 24glkg bodyweight until 13 February after which it was decreased to 22glkg bodyweight.

l2-Deß 2GDruc 28-Dec l2-Jan 25-Ian 1-Feb 13-Feb 28-Feb

29.7

27.4

28.9

29.0

21.4

28.8

27.1

17.2

29.0

28.6

24.8

26.3

28.6

29.2

28.6

28.6

22.3

29.0

29.9

26.2

28.6

28.6

26.2

25.4

28.8

29.3

30.0

29.4

29.6

27.5

30.0

27.t

29.0

28.4

26.7

30.0

24.2

24.t
25.0

23.9

19.2

25.0

23.8

23.7

23.8

23.9

23.9

22.3

23.9

2t.8
24.4

24.3

21.0

r6.6

24.3

24.2

25.0

5.4

16.1

22.8

22.0

19.9

20.4

2t.t
2r.2
2r.6
21.3

21.9

20.9

2t.t
18.9

20.0

20.3

2t.3
21.2
,r) ,,

20.1

2t.t
2r.l
2r.9

2t.t
21.0

19.6

r6.9

2r.4
27.3

21.2

2t.t
17.6

2l.t
2t.l
2t.9
20.6

21.0

16.9

20.8

Sheep no.

t3

77

78

203

265

352

462

538

601

626

633

637



APPENDICES

44.1. Mean (+ s.e.m.) and coefficient of variation of blood flow through the

midside and abdominal flank of finewool and strongwool Merinos

measured with the laser velocimeter in ts 3 and 4.

45.1. The pH of the media after three hours of incubation at 37oC (pH),

sampling day, the level of 3H-glucose uptake (CPM/mg tissue) and
3sS-cysteine uptake (CPM/mg tissue) for each of the blank samples

and and skin samples from finewool and strongwool Merinos (mean +

standard error of the mean

191

Finewool Strongwool

Experiment 3

mean t sem

Meant sem

2.6 + 0.15

2.7 + O.l7

2.5 + 0.09

3.2 + O.22

C,I (Vo)

20.1

21.4

12.4

23.3

t9.3 + 2.39

Mean* sem

3.5 + 0.25

3.5 + 0.18

3.9 + 0.18

3.t + o.28

CY (Vo)

25.3

17.2

16.5

26.0

21.3 + 2.55

4.6 + 0.69

2.5 + 0.23

3.0 + 0.19

2.5 + O.42

36.5

23.2

15.4

40.7

29.0 + 5.86

3.1 + 0.48

4.5 + 0.76

2.7 + 0.57

3.6 + 0.31

38. I
4r.9

51.9

20.9

38.2 + 6.46

Experiment 4

- midside

mean * sem

4.7 + O.78

3.1 + o.29

3.5 + 0.41

5.3 + 1.31

40.8

23.1

28.6

60.9

38.4 + 8.38

4.8 + 0.79

5.4 + 0.71

3.8 + 0.96

3.2 + 0.38

40.4

32.4

62.3

28.8

41.0 + 7.51mean * sem

pH 3H-Glucose 35S-Cysteine

Blank 1

Blank 2

Day 1

Dav 2

8.3

8.5

27.6 + r.55

34.7 + 3.&
49.6 + 2.75

53.2 + 4.O2

Finewool-908

-985

-910

-992

Day 1

Day 1

Day 2

Day 2

125.7 + 6.77

75.8 + 6.04

159.3 + 12.78

100.3 + 9.77

7.5

7.5

7.7

7.7

300.2 + 19.23

2t9.7 + 15.31

30t.2 + 25.11

201.8 + 15.15

Strongwool-43

-86

_289

-495

150.4 + 17.58

97.4 + 8.00

215.8 + 14.86

155.3 + 9.39

7.6

7.6

7.7

7.8

368.0 r 36.18

279.5 + 23.08

502.4 + 30.20

396.4 + 24.22

Day 1

Day I
Day 2

Day 2



APPENDICES

46.1.a. Mean (+ standard deviation) of characteristics measured in

Experiment 6 (Chapter 6) for the determination of glucose and cystine

u the skin of finewool Merinos

T Mean of 0 and 4 hour samples

Y 4 hou¡ sample only

192

86 87 89 90
Clean wool growth

(ur¡rs/cÍPld\
0.44 0.47 0.45 0.48

Follicle density (mm-2¡ 36 + 5.6 54 + 17.7 36+10.2 38 + 7.3

t66+ 55.7 745 + 37.5 141 ! 43.7Bulb volume (pm3xl03) t52 ! 56.3

s9.99 78.32 5r.02 57.53Germinative tissue in the
skin ([pm3/mrn2]xtOs)

2.2 + O.70 2.8 ! 0.62 2.4 + 0.36Blood flow
(ml/midlO0g tissue)

1.9 + 0.15

Aterial glucose
concentration (Éslml) 546 s35 561 535Mean

1.20 1.50 1.35il Arterial glucose flow
(mg/min/l00g tissue) t.02

il Venous glucose
concentration (US/rnl) 460 637 587 488

I Arterial cystine
concentration (Uelrnl) t.67Y 2.2s 1.86Y t.7gY

3.67tt Arterial cystine flow
(pglmir/l00g tissue) 6.30 4.46 3.41

Venous cystine
concentration (ttS/rnl) 1.29 t.77Y 3.00 I 7 1

4 hour Arterial glucose
concentration (pslrnl) 569 + 32.3 560 + 22.O 561 + 54.5 535 + 3t.2

Specific radioactivity of
slucose (nCifus) 4.46I 3.29 6.11 4.16

Blood flow - site 1

(ml/mir/l0Og tissue) t.2 2.3 1.9 2.0

- site 2
(mVmin/l00g tissue) 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.0

tt Glucose tlow -site I
(me/min/l0Og tissue)

0.6 1.3 1.1 1.0

ll - site 2
(mp/min/1009 tissue) 1.4 1.4 1.4 l.l

il Proporrion 3U in skin '-
site I 0.68 0.85 0.91 0.51

- site 2
0.66 0.t6 0.86 0.59

tt Arterial cystine
concentration (ttS/rnl) 1.67 r.7 5 1.87 t.79

il Specific radioactivity of
cystine (nCt/Pe) 0.38 0.33 0.50 0.46

il Cystine tlow -site I
(ttslmir/l009 tissue) 2.0 4.0 3.6 3.6

tt - site 2
0te/min/100g tissue)

4.2 4.4 s.8 3.6

tt Proportion 35S in skin-
- cite 1

t.46 0.80 r.90 0.89

lt
t.02 1.45 2.47

2
0.86



APPENDICES

46.1.b. Mean (+ standard deviation) of characteristics measured in

Experiment 6 (Chapter 6) for the determination of glucose and cystine

e the skin of stron Merinos

T Mean of 0 and 4 hour samples

$ 0 hour sample only

Y 4 hour sample only

r93

9693 94 95

0.79 0.88 0.71 0.63Clean wool growth
@Elq#ld\

42 + 5.t 43 + 8.3 62 + 9.2 56 + 10.5Follicle density (mm-2¡

239 + 100.0 26t + 85 239 + 49.7 226 + 80.8Bulb volume (¡rm3x1Q3¡

Germinative Ussue rn the
skin ([pm3/mm2lxt05)

100.43 tr3.77 148.35 r32.70

4.gY 6.1 + 1.75 6.1Y 2.7 + 2.10Blood flow
(mvmit/100g tissue)

MeanT Arterial glucose
concentration (ESlrnt) 562 519 497 526

2.70 3.17 3.03 1.42Arterial glucose tlow
(m/min/100g tissue)

512 404 482il Venous glucose
concentration (pg/rnl) 590

2.6rArtenal cystrne
concentration (tts/rnl) 2.84 L.87Y 1.98

il Arterial cystrne tlow
(uelmin/lOOs tissue)

r3.6 11.41 12.08 4.51

Venous cystine
concentration (Ue/rnl) 1.84 3.50 2.15$ 2.82lt

4 hour Arteriat glucose
concentration (Uslrnl) 565 + 64.5 5t9 + 32.5 528 + 38.8 54t + t2.8

il Specifrc radioactivity of
glucose (nCi/us) 2.36 3.19 1.97

Blood flow - site I
(mVmin/lO0s tissue) 3.0 6.8 1.16.3

- site 2
(mVmir/lOOg tissue) 6.6 8.4 5.4 1.2

lt Glucose tlow -site I
(me/min/l0Os tissue)

1 7 J.5 0.6

il - site 2
(mg/min/l0Og tissue) 3.7 4.4 0.6

tt 'Proportion 3Hin skin -

- citp 1

1.05 0.66 1.47

lt - site 2
) 0.94 0.81 1.52

lt Arterial cystine
concentration (trglml) L.92 1.87 r.72 1.68

il Specitrc radloactivity of
cystine (nCi/ue) 0.16 0.29 0.22

I Cystine flow -site 1

(pslmir/lO0e tissue) 5.8 11.8 7t.7 1.9

I - site 2
(Pglmir/l00g tissue) 12.7 15.7 9.3 2.0

lt Proportion 35S in skin
srtel( )

2.29 1.77 r.47

- site 2
1.80 1.74 1.52
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